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not being vied eithek to optimize total eysEem effectiveness or to maXi-
mize training efficiency.

The iterative and derivative,character of the methodology 'can insure that
training will be relevant to job requirements if its procedures are faith-
fully carried out. In practice, however, many Of the components of 'SD
are oftitted and the close connection betwten components to make the process
truly derivative is not maintained: 'Thus the potential of ISD to insure
thaetraining meets job requirements is not being Tealized. The conception
of ISD that is most adequately represented in current Applications of ISD
is as the use of specific elbments df modern ttaihing technology; i.e., job
analysis, self-paced instruction. Considerable eyidence leads to the con-
clusion that although the generation of the products of ISD'can be mati-7

dated, the ISD process itself cannot. Training is both developed and
evaluated within the training subsystem, whereas the consequentes of train-
ing occur in operational units. 'It is recommended thlit operational com-
mands'be given.elarger role in' idehtifying Sob requitements, establishing
training.requirements, and evaluating the performance of t,raining graduates.
The report also contains findings and recommendations for,19 specific steps
of the ISD process.
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PREFACE

This report is an oanalysis by tht/Hunian Resources Research Organization of Instzuc-
tional System Development (ISD) methodology and of practices nbserved in itrapplicatioit
in the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force. The research was conducted under
Contract No. MDA 903477-C-0335 for the Office of the Assistant Secretary oT Defense ,

for Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics. The work was monitored at different times
by Colonel George P. Tilson, Ms. Jeannie,Fites, and Major Ken Rousseau, all of OASD
(MRA&L). Their assistance is gratefully acknowledged.

The research was performed by HumRRO Western Division at Carmel, California,
John.E. Taylor, Director. The Principal Investigator was Di. Robert Vineberg;

Research Associate As Mr. John N..Joyner, who contributed to all phases of the study
and writing of the final r.gport.

The authors wish to acknowledge the cooperation and asistance of the many
personaofficers, enlisted men, and civilianswho peovided information about the tise
of ISD in the military iervices. Their number precludes mention by name. However,
special mention shotild be made of these persons who arranged for the distributidn. of
the ,ISD survey questionnaire: . Army - Dr. Joseph Kanner, Training and Doctrine Com-
mand; Navy - Dr. Worth Scanland., Office of the Chief of Naval Education and Training,
Commander 'Joe Funaro, Naval Training Equipment Center, afid Commander Paul ..

Chatelier, Never Air Systems Command; Marine Corp:. - Lt. Col. E.A, Grimm, Head-
quarters, Marine CorPs; Air Force - Maj. George Hittle, Air Staff Operations and

.Readiness.
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, SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

PROBLEM

The Army, Navy, Marine Corps, aneAir Force all prescribe a similar sequence of
procedures for the development of training. These proceduAs, called Instructional Sys-
tem Developnient (ISD), are characterized by: .

(1) Rigorous derivation of training requirements from job requirement:.
Training requirements are to be selected so as to maximize the combined
effectiveness of the traininirand nolvtraining components of a total
operational system.

(2) Selection of in3tructional strategies to maximize the efficiency of training.
(3) /Operative trial and revision of instruction during development until training

objectives are met.
ISD, a systems approach to training development, has many potenthd advantales,

but it is demanding to carry out. It requires sustained commitment to a repetitive
process of analysis, design, verification, and revision. Experience in attempts to insti-
tutionalize such a process has tended to reveal problems.

This study, performed for the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (MitA&L),
examined ISD methodologies and practices in the four Seryices to seek answers tad the
questions:. 4-

Do current methodologies as represented 01 the major guidance documents
used in the Services provite theemeans foi attaining the nals of ISD?
Do current applications of ffiD refleCt these goals?
How cah ISD methodologies and applications ke made more effective?

APPROACH
.

The Absence of reliable criteria of system peiformance precludes any attempt to
evaluate the effects of ISD on performance of the total operational military system. The
stud y. foeuses inst d on the training subsystem, and withinathis subsystem it 4s restricted
primarily to an an ysis of methodology, process, and intermediate products as they bear
on ISID. .

The analysis is sed u on information developed in three Major activities:
Analrysis o e primary documents currently in.use in the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and Air Force for guidance in conductirw ISD.

Intersetvice Procedures for' Instructio.nal Systems Development (1975), '
pliblished by the Army as TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30, and by the Navy
as NAVEDTRA 106A. Developed ,for the Army and later approved by
the Interservice Committee on Instructional Systems Devel'opMent. Con-
tains detailed prbcedures for conducting ISD. Known as the ITIVO model.
Marine Corps Order P1510.23B.(1976). A greatly reduced version of ,the
ITRO model, incorporating dopumentation requirements specific to the
Marine Corps.

a.
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Air Force Pamphlet 50-58, Handbook for Designers of Instructional
Systems (1973-1974). Detailed procedures for implementing th'e con-
cepts of AF Manual 50-2, an overview of the ISD process.

Questionnaire survey4of 209 uniti, agencies,and schools where instruction
is devcloped in the four Services.
Detailed inteiview of training deyelopers at 33 of the organizations surveyded
to determine how 57 specimen courses were designed:

A generiklized ISD model composed of 19 training development steps was used to
provide a structure for analyzing and organizing-the information obtained, and, summarizing
findings about ISD practices. The steps and requirement's of this generalized Is!? model .

were dirived in part from synthesizing the Seryice models, and in part through ratiorial,
analysk of the intended functions of those models.

GENERAL FINDINGS AND REtOMMENDATIONS

Judgments about the adequacy of Instructional System Deveiopment, Its representa.7
tion in the Service models, and the way it is-currentli.being applied depend on one's
conception of what ISD is and what it is expected to accomplish.

The most general way to define ISD it:1.as a means of designing training to optimize
total systeni effectiveness. 'Criteria clo not exist for measuring total system effectiveness;
ISD is not being used to achieve, nor can it be expected to result ini optimizing the
effectiStiness of the total system.

A more'circumscribed view of ISD is as a methodology for maximizing (raining
. efficiency within the training subsystem. However, information about the effectiveness

and costs of different training strategies is far 'from complete, and it trial-and-error
aptiroach to maximizing .efficiency is not practical, given the number of pOssible'combi-
nations of methods. While ISD does provide a framework for comparing alternative
training strategies, it is not,currently being used, nor can it be regarded, as a methodology
for maximizing training efficiency.

A more highly focused view is that ISD is a methodo!ogy for Osuring that training
is relevant to the job. Its iterative and derivative character virtually assures that training
'will be rilevante-if-available procedures are faithfully carried out. In practice, however,
many.of its components are omitted, and the close' connection between components that
is essential to make the process truly derivative is not maintained. Most impOrtant, the
testing and rvision necessary to insure job relevance generally do not occur. The potential
of ISD to insure that training meets job requiretnents'is ndt being,realized.

A final conception of,ISD is that it is synonymous with the use of modern training
techno logy. Any of the steps in the trialning development process are a part of modern
training technOlogy; and so are any of those particular training and evaluation methods
currently being 'emphasized (e.g4uself-paced instruction, computer-managed instruction,.
criterion-referenced testing). This definitiorPof ISD is clearly the least demanding, since
in essence it holds that undertaking any training development step or using any such
training or evaluation method constitutes ISD. It is the detinition that is most adequately
tepresented in current applications of ISD.

v
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In summary, then, two effects of ISD are currently possible: insuring that training
meets job reguirements and promoting the use of modern training technology. The former,
which is clearly the more desirable, is not being achieved. The ISD modes does provide
the methodology for making training:releApt, but tire mere,existence of the.model does
not compel trainers to follow it. Trainers are relatively free, within fairly broad limits,
to determine the extent to which they will cotform to the ISD process and actually'use
its products in designing trainiug. Per-example, front-end analysis may be undertaken,.
but its results can be and frequently are ignored. Training objectives often are devel-
oped with indifference to, or in ignorance of,sactual task requir&ents. Many tests and
inseructional materials axe developed without regard to training objectfves. Information, ,
about the.performance of trainees, once collected, is often not used to revise training,
and feedbaCk 'about graduates, if initiated, is often. not acted upon.

Because ISD is a process, it is difficult to observe directly. The occurrence of a
process is generally inferred from the presence or absence of its prodUots. In the case
of ISD, however, the nftere existence(of its productsjob task lists, training objectives,
achievement tests, and the likedoes not by itself indicate that they have been used in
training development. Considerable evidence that many ISI) products remain unused
leirls to the conclusibn that, while the generation of these products can be nqpdated,
the ISD process andthe appropriate use of the products during training development
cannot.

Similarly, a routine allocaion of responsibilities in ISD does not necessarily guari
antee that these responsibilities will be recognized', accepted, and carried out. Por example,
ISD methodology requires developers to,spec4 the way in which proficiency will be
developed or mediate4 for all job tasktimmeately, through entry training; lster,
through advanced traihin or job exierience; or ibrough direct support of job performance
by procedural aids or other means. Yet this requirement is frequently ignored. ISD is
generally conducted to develop, training for only one porticular setting, and the manner in
which skill will be acquired for tasks that are not selected for training in that setting is
usually not specified. Even where skills were explicitly identified for later acquisition;
the 'present ,study found little evidence either that means were developed for sUbSequent
trainineor that opeiational units were informed of their responsibilities for insuring that
these skills bwacquired. (This observation is based on training development within the
training subsystem. The present study did not examine training developed or conducted'
in operational units. Possibly such an examindtion would indicate that traininefor job
skills in these units is being conducted in a more comprehensive manner than was sug-
gested by ttie evidence in the present study.).

The current failure of ISD applications to" insure that training meets job requirements:
then, is largely due not to inadequacies,in the methodology, bid to omissions and to7
failure to use its products in a way that Makes the procesytruly derivative. Ais implica-
tion of these findings is that, future efforts to implement ISD should concentrate on
finding wayi to maintain the integrity of the model.

The findings of.the study do not of themselves indicate how to assure rigorous
adherence to what is clearly a very demanding model, bvt they do suggest that intro-
ducing changes solely within the training subsystem is not likely to have any great effect.
The data strongly suggest the need for checks and 'balances to guard against omissions in
the ISD process and failures to use ihe ISD products. It would appear logical, therefore,
o provide for an expanded role by operational commandsthe party directly affected

by shortcomings in training., and best able to assess the effects of training.

v i i
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Such an e ed role for operational commands is, in fact, implied by the model
itself. The derivative and iterative aspects of ISD depend 00 feedback and exchange of
information between trainers and users. It is difficult to see how ISD could be more4
rigorously applied unless such an exchange takes plact In principle, the training sub-
system seekrinformation about field requirements anct performance' as the foundation on
which training is constructed. In praq-tice, however, the 'study found that the training .

subsystem does not have this basic orientation:, often giving insufficient attention to the
effective.use of this information. It is reasonable to suggest that,a balanced relationship
one that fosters active participation by, and coaminication between, Operational and
training commandsis essential to the ISD procesir

The following recommendations defitie the means by which operational commands
can assume a greater role. Under these reCommendations, operational commands would,
participate to the greatest extent in those parts Of 1SD where job performance is repre-
sented and where job performance requirements are translated into training requirements.
Those parts of ISD concerned with the design pf Instructional strategies to meet train-
ing and job requirements would remain the province of the training community.

It is kommended:
(1) That job requirements (skid and knowledge required fot succegful job

perfoxmance) be jtintly defined, and agreedlo, by training and opera-
tipnal commands. This recommendation is a prerequisite to Recommenda-
tion 2'; and to all subsequent training development activities. If successful
dialogue, negotiation, and agreement are to follow, training requirements
must be based on a mutually agreed-upon definition of job requirements.

(2) That' tivining requirPments (skills and knowledge to be available at the
conclusion of training) be jointly definid, and agreed to, by training
and operational commands. Such an agreement should identify the specific
tasks and standards to which proficiency will be developed, and should
delineate the respective responsibilities of the two parties. 'This includes
providing a means for.bringing job incumbents.to the desired level of
proficiency whenever agreed-upon training requireMents do not match job
requirements.

(6) That operational commands be required to evaluate the ptrformance of
-training graduates, and report their findings to the training commands.
Unless operational commands evaluate performance, feedback from users
to traineri will not have a sound basis. Without reliable information about
the effects of training, specification of training requirements will not
serve its purpose.

(4) To implement Recommenda iton' 3, that task-specific criteria for evaluatinjt
the performance of graduates, including methods and'standards to be
employed, be jointly defined, and agreed to; by training and operational
commands. Evaltiation criteria should be at the task level of specificity
to permit clear and useful diagnosis of training. More general evaluations
are of little use in isolating the causes of inadequate performance. Evil-
uation criteria must be jointly agreed to if the results of evkuations ate
to be accepted as valid, and acted upon. z

4.
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Giving the operational commands a greater role in botrestabrishing training require-
ments and determining whether requirements have been met will not of, itself guarantee
that ISD procedures will.be rigorouslY applied to the development of training. It will,
however, increase the-involvemenirof those veht, have the most fundamental interest in
seeing that training has been adequatey designed and conducted.

So long as training development and evaluation are regarded fts a separate activity
of the training commands; there is little reason.to expect that ISD° will be applied any
mire effe(tively than under the present conditions. If training and dtperational commahds
share these activitieseach making its specialized contribution to complement the work

'of the other7the potential of the liSD process for improying training will be enhanced.
.

FINDINdS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SPECIFIC ISD STEPS/

- 4

Need/Discrepancy Anitysis

findings

i. Methodology - Preient fSD models 4o not include procedures for identifying problems
in existing training and for identifying a need to undertake ISD. Guidance is needed
on bow to identifidiscrepancies between existinetraining and the field mquirements
for a job, and how to revise training shbrt of undertaking the entire..ISD process.

2. Applicatioin - ISD is not genernlly initiated in response to Specific discrepancies
betweirt--&aining and field requirements.

3. Application - iSD is usually initiated in response to a directed change
provide adividualized and self-paced instruction) or to a requirement to revise
existing thining in accdrdance with 1SD methods:

RecommendatIons
41MI

1. Where existing training is being examined, ISDpnMhodologies should emphaSize -
evaluating and.improving the training,'rather than simply assuming that.denlopment
of a new course-is appropriate. At present new courses are rarely evaluated any
more rigorously than the ones they replace.

2. To increase the emphasis on evaluation,and improvement, specific procedures should
be developed both to identify faults in existing training and to determine efficient
boundaries for the ISD process..

Findiqgi

1. Methodology-- Current-guidance for identifying jokreiluirements permits con-
siderable latitude in the approach taken and the 'level of descrifition used, with
resulting variation in the reliability and utility of the information develoPed.

IDENTIICATION or JOB REQUIREMENTS k-

e
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2. Application Job analysis is usually confounded witti the selection of tasks for
training. Emphasis is no ,s,7en to independently specifying requirements as they
exist in the job.

3. Application - Job task lists from occupational surveys (e.g., CODAP, NOTAP) are
sometimes available. The information provided by such lists, however, is often in
part about classes of activities rather than about tasks, apd to that extent nry not
serve as an adequate base for deriving, training. Often, complete task lists are pat
developed.

Recommendation

1. Training deve opers should be required to prOvide and maintain a descnitotion of job
task requirements distinct from a listing of tasks Selected for training. This *otild
make explicit the extent to which trainling requirements differ from job requirements,

.Selection of Tasks for Training

Findings

1. Methodology - There are no measures of system effectiveness that can be used to
validate criteria for selecting tasks for training, and rules for applying such criteria.
As a result, the ch)ii0 of criteria to be used in selecting tasks to be trained is left
to personal judgment.

2. Application - Selecting tasks for training is generally not preceded by a separate
and distinct delinkatiii of the tasks required by the job.

3. Applicatioft - Task selection for training is usually Rot done systematically. Its
rationale is rarely explicit.

4. Applicatidn - Task priorities (that would provide the basis for getting the maximum
. training benefits' from the available funding) are not specified.

Recommendations

1. Training developers should be required to make explicit the basis on which they
select tasks for training, and to specify priorities among both the tasks selected and
the tasks rejected for training for a particular job.

2. In the absence of information about the effects of task selection criteria on system
perfOrinance, guidance should be developed on the types of tail( priority information
likely to tie:relevant for different classes of jobs.

Findings

1. Methodology - Procedures for analyzing tasks are adequate.,
2. Applic#tion - Job task.conditions and standards, as distinct from training -conditions

and standards, are seldom identified. Course controf7documents do not require that
job oharacteristics be specified.

Analysis of Tasks



Recommendation

Benefits of attempting to modify current practices do not appear 'great relative to
costs. No change in present practice is reconimended.

l.

Construction of Job Performance Measutes

Findings

1. Methodology - Procedures for developing JPMs are adequate in the ITRO model,
unclear in the Marine Corps model, and not inclucbd in the AFP 50-53 model.

2. Application - JPMs have been developed in jobi where the consequences of Made-
. quate performance are especially serious, such as in flight training or use of special-

weapons.
3. Application - In only one instance were JPMs developed as part of ISD to Validate

within-course tests.

Recominendation

I.' While theoretically worthwhile', JPMs are costly to develop. It is unrealistic to
recommend their development except in special instances. No change in present
practice is recommapded.

Selection bf Sefting

Findings

1. Methodology - A systematic proc ure for determining-the optimal setting for
training does not exist. Th velopment of such a procedure waits Upon a means
for measuring system_petiormance, which in turn will permit the validation of site
s,Aection criteria -gia decision rules.

2. Application - In general, training developers ao not have the authority to designate
Jind-deveibp training in different sedings.

Recommendation

1. The choice o: training setting hip effects on the operational system beyond the
training subsystem. It is appropriate that the setting selection be made at a higher
level than training developer. In the absence of a means for assessing total system
effectiveness, no change in present practice is recommended.

INIP

ION

Development of Training
Objectives and Objectives Hierarchies

Findings

1. Methodology - The ITRO model provides the most comprehensive, explicit, and
straightforward procedures for translating job requirements into training.objectives.

3
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Deficiencies in the Marine Corps model could encourage writing objectives to match
what is being taught, rather than to meet job requirements..

2. Applicatin - The specification of training objectives is virtually universal, but the
procedur s used to identify objectives are highly variable and frequently unclear.
There is eVidence that objectives are often prepared after-the fact and are derived
from training content rather' than used to generate it.

3. Application - Terminal objectives are seldom subjected to an explicit hierarchical
analysis to derive intermediate objectives* A determination of the skills and knowt-
edge that would enable the trainee to meetlihe terminal objectives would emerge
from.such an analysis;- ithese often are nat identified.

4. Application - Even where records are maintained, formats for display* the relation
between tasks end- training objectives make it hard to determine what objectives.
have been derived-from a given task. :That is, tasks that represent objectives are
displayed, rather than objebtives that have been derived from each task. Thus, the
justification for training for specific objectives is often not clear.

Recommendation

c*1. The derivation of training objectives from jab tasks should, be made explicit in a
format that voss-references objectives by task.

DevelopMent of Achievement Tests

Findings

1. Methodology - All of the models require that achievement tests-be developed from
t,.aining objectives, rather than from the content of lessoni, and all iirovide some
information about test construction. All models lack procedures for- maintaining'
cdngruence between the btiavibrs implied in an objective and the actual--require-

.
ments iMposed by test,items (e.g., use performanbe tests to measure skilled behavior;
require that concepts be applied when an objective implies their use rather than
their recall or recognition). , A

2. Application - Many achievement tests are derived, nof directly from training objec-
tives, but from training content. .Knowledge tests are particularly likely to be
derived' fir o m content. In these cases, no independent criterion exists to deter-

.mine whether training objectives have been met.
3. Application - In general, little or no consideration is given to matching the type and

level of testitems to the behaVioral requirements of objectives (see Finding 1).

Recommendations

1. ISD models should explain and emphaiize the purpose-and need for deriving
achievement tests from training objectives rather than from training content.

2. ISD models should be expanded to provide procedures for identifying and main-
taining congruence between the behavioral requirements of objectiyes and test items.



Identificatidn of Entry Behavior

Findings
.

13 Methodology - The major ISD models provide procedures-for adjusting training
objectiyes.to match trainee capabilities.

2. Application - Estimates of capabilities of trainee populations are not verified by
testing before the training is implemented.

Recomniendation

1. The advaritiges of correcting inaccurate estimates of trainee capabilities do not
appear to justify the costs of the measurement that would be required. Over-
estimates are likely to be identified during the validation of instruction, and upder-
estimates usually become evident during the conduct of instruction. No change in
present practice is recommended unless large investments in imtructiOnal materials
are involved (e.g., Training Extension Cogrse (TEC) development).

V.

Classification of Objectives and
Selection of Instructional Activities

Findings

1. Methodology - !Procedures for classifying training objectives, and for selecting inaruC-
tional activitieg accordingly, are not highly developed. Different models use different
taxonomies for classifying objectives, and guidance for both' clissifying objectives
and selecting,instructional activities is provided largely by-example rather than by
means of explicit decision rules.

2. Application - Training objectives generally are not classified, and instructional activ-
'ties genelialy are not specified.

Recommendation

1. Explicit decision rules for classifying obj9.ctives and selecting instructional activities
should be developed. In the absence of such rules, nd change in present practice
i9 recommended.

Selection of Instructional Methods

Findings'

1. Methodcilogy - All models describe.and discuss alternative instructional .mothods.
They specify prerequisite conditions (e.g., setting, group size) for the use of particu-
lar methods but provide little information about the relative effectiveness of different
methods, either for Particular types of content or for trainee populations. Though
perhaps sufficient to allow the training developer to reject inappropriate methods,
the information base and the models themselves are not sufficient to Provide for
selecting optimal methods.
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2. Application - Training methods are not systematically selected eithex on the basis
of-instructional activities (which are also 'not specified) or on the basis of trainee
characteristics.

3. Application - Changes iii training methods are almost always in response to com-
mand policy.

Recommendation
v

1. Present training technology is not advinced enough to support proceduralizeg-
derivation of training methods from previously specified instructional activities
and.trainee characteristics. Infbrmation about optimal- training meth9ds for dif-
ferent training situations, and procedures to enable developer's to identify the most
promising rliethods, should be developed. In the abserice of such procedures, no
change in present practice is recommended.

Selection of Media

Findings

1... Methodology - Procedures for selectini training media ippear adequate to match
the presentation (stimulus and response) requirements of instructional activities to
appropriate media, if .instructional ictivities have been specified in sufficient detail.

2. Application - Training media are not systematically selected on the basis of require%
ments of instructional activities (which are also not specified).

3. Application - Developers generally do not Iftve freedom to select among alternative
media. Choices and changes in media are usually directed by command politY.

Recommendation

J. Selection of appropriate media is contingent on haw well instructional activities
have been specified. No change in the current models for matching media to
activities is appropriate until activities are More widely specified, and these models
can be tested. ,f

. -
Grouping and Sequencing of Instruction

Findings

1. Methodology - Universal principles for grouping and sequencing instructional objec-,
tives do not exist, other than that dependent objectives be placed later than those
on which they depend. .Alternate theories and conflicting strategies abound, with .
no knowledge base.for resolving them. Because systematically related principles
for promoting learning area lacking, sequencing instruction must be left to the
individual judgment oHhe training developers.

2. Application --Practi in grouping and sequencing instruction generally give no con-
sideration to learning uirements other than the orr:er imposed by dbvious depend-
encies. Attention is given tO constraints of non-learning factorsIsuch as.equipment
availability .and scheduling.
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Recommendation

1. Organized and systematically related principles of learning on which to base grouping
and sequencing decisions are not available: The development of such information
falls within the psychology of learning and is beyond the scope of recommendations
in this report. In Oe absence of such information, no change in present practices
is recommended.

Development of Plan for
Authoring and Managing Instruction .

Findings

1. Methodology - All models require.t,he'preparation of a plan for authoring and.
Managing instruction.

2. Application - Plans that record course content are often prepared.
.p. Application -I Plans typically do not specify instructional events and are rarely used

to develop instructional materials. ,

Recommendation

1. Explicit decision rules for selecting instructional activities do not presently exist
(see Classification of Objectivesand-Selectioirof-Instructional 'Activities above).
Until such rules are available and generally acknowledged as valid, a requirement to
stiecify ,instructional activities in an authoring and managing plan is likely to be
vietied as a pointless exercise. No change`in present practice is recommended.

A

Review and-Selection of Existing Materials

Findings

1. Mettodology - The ITRO and Marine Corps models state that decisions to use
existing materials (rather than author new instruction) are to bebased on the
appropriateness of these materials ,to the previously specified characteristics of
objectives, methods, and media. The AFP 50-58 model does not provide guidance
for' reviewing and selecting existini material.

2. Application - Characteristics to be identified in judging the appropriateness of
existing training materials are not specified.

vo

3.. Application - Review and use of existing training materials is minimal, except for'
those in a course that is.being reVised.

Recommendation

1. The specification of necessary properties of materials for particular training situa-
tio'ns, 'and the description and cataloging of existing materials to permit the inter-
change of matching components acrois courses, represent a degree of perfection

X V



that is not presently attainable. Ad attempt to reduce the reviewzant selection of
existing materials'to a systematic procedure is to act as if the methods of a Well-
developed technology were available in an area in whicii judgment is in fact the
dominant factor. No change in present practice is recommended.

Findings

Methodology% All models spicify that instructional materials undergo tryout during
the authoring process, The ITRO and Marine Corps Models emphasize that instruc-
tion should be lean to insure the economies of minimal instruction.
Application - There is little awareness of the concept of lean instruction; and
few attempts to develop it.

3.. Application - Instruction is rarely given tryout and revision during,authoring.

Authclring of Instruction

Recommendation

1. Training managers should receive guidance on the purpose and importance of
developing lean instruction. Guidance should indicate the role of tryout and
revision of instruction as a necessary element of this strategy.

Vilidation of Instru&ion

Findings
.

1. Methodology - All motels specify satisfactory procedures for validating instruction.
The adequacy of training 'Materials for attaining objectives id verified through the
administration of achievement tests.

2. Application - Validation criteriathat is, evidence that instruction is satisfactory
are ra&ly specified.

3. .ApPlication - Instruction is rarely validated before it is implementescl. When vali-
dation clop occur, it is training materials (eg., textbooks,,tape/slide Programi)
that are evaluated; instructor lessons and lehon plans are almost never evaluated.

Recommendation

1. . Of the three major types of ISD evaluation (validation, internal evaluation, external
evaluation), validation has the greatest potential for effecting iMprovements in
instruction. Once instructional materials have been produced and instruction has
been implemented, changes are less likely to be introduced, and new materials are
more difficult to generate. Validation trials to meet specified criteria should be
required before new instruction is approved.

>Iv i
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Intinsal Evaluation1 ..

Findings a

..
.

1. Methodology - All models specify adequate procidures, for the internal evaluation
of training.. Qu,lity control of the training product is to be maintained through
the.administration of objective-referencediachievement tests. ..

2. Application - Evaluation and revision of instruction based on needs revelled in
student performance (product evaluation) are generally not done-

C 3., *.Application - Training design decisions are rarely documented (protess evaluation),
to facilitate redesign when instruction is found to be inadequate.

Recommendation.

1. Trainers should be required to determine and record trainee performance for eabh
objective. Although absolute standards to,identify when training 'revision is need"!
are.difficult to establish, the recording of Specific trainee performance wbuld pro-
vide a'desirable prerequisite to any revision. Moreciver, it would 'Suggest relative
standards for the need to revise training.

Extents! Evaluation

Findings

1. Methodology.- the ITRO model prescribes the most reliable and most costly Way.
to measure the adequacy of the instructional design proCess: administering Job
Performance Measures to graduates in the field. It also provides the most guidance
for isolating causes of performance discrepancies after the external evaluation of
training. If summary evaluations are to be used, the .ITRO and AFP 50-58 models
specify that information be obtained at the task level of specificity, while the
Marine Corps model. does tnot.

2. . Methodology ,- None of tile mOdels specify criteria that should be used to determine
whether training is to be revised as a result of external evaluation,,nor how to
arrive at such .criteria. None tell how good job Performanee must be to indicate
that training is acceptable.

3. Application The effectiveness of training is virtually never evaluated by the admin.
,istration of Job Performance Measures to job incumbent&

4. Application - Supervisor summary evaluations ocjob incumbent performance are
occasionally obtained fiut usually are not provided at a.task or training objective
level of specificity. Even when performance and job requirements information is
obtained, it is rarely used to redesign training.

4.
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4.

ommendations

1. The- high cost of administering performance tests to job incumbents and the diffi-
culty of maintaining the necessary degree of objectivity and standardization' fore-
clude their widespread use to evaluate training. No change in present practice. is.
recommended.

2. Training can be evaluMed by gathering inforination ( rather than direct measurement)
about job performance and job requirements, at a task and training objective level
of specificity, far more thoroughly than is presernly done. The failure to obtain
and use such information is a Major shortcoming in current applications of ISD.
While decision rules for using such information cannot at present be based on
measures of -total system effectiveness, other means for arriving at such criteria
are available. It is recommended that operational commands define both the
specificity of the task description and the level of performance they would be
willing to use.to evaluate the acceptability of job incumbents. These are the
criteria that supervisors should use to jledge (rite) field performance and establish

, the need for training revision.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION 4

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND TRAINING DEVELOPMENT

Beginning in the late 1950s, systematic procedures began to be applied to the design
of training programs in the military services. Early methodologies, influenced in general
by operations analysis concepts of World War II and specifically by the recognition of a
need for requirements analysis, eniphasized empirical determination of the requirements
of jobs and clear specification of the objectives If training.

.During the 1960s and early 1970s, instructional design procedures.became more codi-
fied. Models prescribing specific sequences of training development emerged. To the
"front-end" analysis of earlier procedures, these later models added steps forthe,design

, anctdevelopment of instructional content, as well as it implementation and control.'
Today the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air ForCe all prescribe a similar sequence

of procedures for the development of training. For example, all-of the Services reclikire
that the design of training begin with an anigysii of job. recuirements. All prescribe that
these requirements be stated in terms of capabilities to perform specific tasks, that training ,
objectives be derived from these tasks, that instructional content be selected solely to
meet the objectives, and that instructional eventsbe detetmined by characteristics of the .

content, capabilities of trainees, and level of mastery to be attained. None of, the meth-
odologies permit a rearrangement of the process so az to, for eXample, allow objectives-
to be determined by already existing instructiortal materials.

. These procedures, though differing somewhat hi organization and detail both across
;and within Senvices, are all models of essentially the same-process and are currently
referred to as Instructional System Development (ISD).2 The Process 'is charactefized by
a number of features common to systehis analygis in general.

A aystem is comprised of subsystems and their interfaces. In ISD, training
is recognized as a subsystem of a larger operational system and interfaces
with other subsystems (e.g., weapon system and.job requirements, per-
some! classification and assignment policies). Training design detisions during

ISD process are made with a view toward optimizing the operation of
both the total operational system and the training subsystem.

Earlier versions of these procedures included: Design of Instructional Systems (DIS), Systelns
Approach to Training (SAT), Systems Engineering of Training (SET), and Training Situation Analysis
(TSA). For a historical review of these methodologies and the development of the systems approich
to training, see Montemerio, Melvin D. and Tennyson, Michael E., Instructional Systems Developrhem:
Conceptual Analysis & Comprehensive Bibliogriphy, Technical Report NAVTRAEQUIPCEN IH-257,
Human Factors Laboratory, Naval Training Equipment Center, February 1976.

2 The ISD Models in use in the Armed Services are described in a variety Of.docuMents and
manuals. Primlry documents currently include Mr Force Manual 50-2, Instructional System,Development
(1970); Air Fore, Pamphlet §0-58. Handb4ok for Designers of Instructiemal Systems (1973, 1974); .

Marine Corps Order P1510.238 (1978); Interservice Procedpois for Instructangl Systems Depelopment
(1975) (published by the Army as TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30 and by the Navt'as NAVEDTRA 1'06A).

SI



Subsystem objectives and.configurations are based on an analysis of system
requirements and subsystem relationships. The ISI) proceas begins with a
detailed analysis of job requirements and a determination of which require-
!bents are to be met through training.. Deciaions abopit the functions of.
the 'training are to be Made Op the basis of costs and effects to the opera-
tional system, costs to till; training subsystem,*ancf constraints of time,
resources, and feasibility. . .

Systems analysis involves the empirical and iterative eixoluation of alterna-,

avec The impact of alternative training configurations on the operational
system'often cannot be clearly anticipated. Also, principles:for analyzing
training requirements and decision rules for selecting and organizing instruc-
tional content to meet learning goals are not well develope4. Training devel-
opment requires a series of approximations inVolving test and modification.
Evaluation &Ueda are specified. ,Within the traininesubsystem, instructional
development is evaluated in terms of specific criteria that have previously
been specified (i.e., behavioral objectives stated in terms of tasks, standards,"
and Illonclitions) and the ektent to which costa have been Minimized in
meeting these criteria (e.g.,.lean instruction): Evaluation of te adequacy of
tbe ISD process itself (in contrast to the training it has gftidted) Must be
.accomplished in ierms of criteria external.to the training subsystem. This
poses a special problem in that criterion 'Measures of the effectiveness of
the operational ystfm are generally not available.

While 1SD interfaces with other components of the operational system,-its focus is
clearly upon the training subsystein. For example, although theoretically it would be
possible, the process does not begin with tomplete freedom in conceptualiiing the role
cif the human being in the operational system, that ip, allocating functions to be per-
formed by man and functions to be performed by hardware.' Rather, ISD begins with
either the identification of a need to develop training fc;r a nety job or the recognition
of a prolalem exitting training for an old job. In either case, job requirements are
largely fixed by the time ISD and the training developer enter the picture. As we shall
liter see, the first ISD decision that has an impact on the operational system is one in
which tasks are kelected for trkining; that, is, of all the tasks.elat must be performe6 by
a human being, those for which training will be provided are specified.

The emergenCe and codification of theISD process have overlapped with the
appearance of-a variety of techniques that are currently popular in contemporary train-
ing technology (e.g., criterion-referenced testing, individualization and self-pacing of
instruction, audiovisual' media, computer-assisted instruction, computer-managed instruc-
tion). As a Consequence, there is sometimes etendency for such rechniques to be
considered virtually syhonythous with ISD. Such confusion works to the detriment of
ISD. IAD, however,- has its roots in systems analysis, and as such is primal:0y a process
through which 'training alternatives are selected. It should not be identified solely with
the application of specific training strategies or products. 4

The Interservice Procedures for ISD (Executive Summary) explicitly states that ISD follows a
specificatiOn of requirements of the weapon, force structure, strategy, and personnel subsystems. AF
Manual 50-2 states that ISD " . . . identifies the nature and scope.of die human role in the system ..."
but no further attention is given to the concept. AF Pamphlet 50-58, which provides detailed procedures
for implementing the concepts of AF Manual 50-2, omits this.phase.

4
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SUMMARY MODEL OF ISD

A brief, description of the components or steps of a generalized ISD model follows.
It is based on an analysis of the major models now in use in the Services.' A later
description aiscusses alternative placement of some of the steps.

Components of the modcl aremecessarily depicted in a Ineaesequence. In practice,
some of the steps may be conducted concurrently while others must,be done sequentially.
In'keeping with a systems approach, all models emphasize the interrelationships of the0

steps. Adjustments are to be made during successive iterations of the process.
11 .

Nes J/Discrepancy Analysis
`.

The first step in ISD consists of actions that either reveal or confirm a need to develop
or revise trainipg. If a 'need to revise training is identified, the point of entry into ISD
and the boundaries-of the redesign process are indicated. -

Identification of Job Requirements'
A

Job requiremenis are identified in what is clearly the keystone of the ISD process.
This step consists of (a) developing a list of tasks entountered in the job, (b) verifying the
list with a representatiVe sample of job incumbents, and (c) gathering task priority informs-
tionje.g., tlequency and difficulty of task performance).

1

4

Selection of Tasks for Training

Task.; for which training will be given are selected from those identified earlier during
job analysis. Decisions are based on task priority information, training resources, and costs.

inalysis of Tasks

Conditions of performance, behayioral elements, and standards of performance
within the jobenvironment are *Scribed for tasks that -have been selected for training.
Task analysis provides iriformctloWneeded later for developing both Job Performance
Measures and training objectives.

Construction of Job Performance Measures

Job-referenced tests of performance are constructed tto serve as criteria for assessing
the capabilities of trainees to meet job requirements.

Several steps included in the Service models that do not directly affect the desk process
(Implement InstructionalPlan, Conduct Instruction, Revise System) have been Omitted from this
generalized IS]) model and from later discuuion of the individual models.

5



Selection of Setting,

The locus of instruction for tasks seleoted for tkaining is ictentified. Decisions are
based on such factors as cost, characteristics of instructional.corilent, stadent lolidi
and special constraints (e.g., range requirements). Decisions about on-91e..job training
options must consider their impact on the force structure.

Development of Training .3

Objectives and Objectives Hierarchies

Most of the precedirwsteps have dealOvith joli"requirements and job-related decisions.
This step represents a shift in focus and constitutes the first analytic step in the develOp-
ment of instruction. objectives ar6 statements of performance requirements, conditions,
and standards. Terminal objectives sliecifi the overall behavicii/outcome of task perform-
ance. Intermediate Rbjectives specify the behavioral elements and the basic skills and
knoWledge that mediate terminal objectives. Intermediate objectives are identified by
constructing objc.itives hierarchies, that is, 14ultilevel displays of a suceessive breakdown
of terminal objectives into their supporting 'Behavior and mediating skill and knowledge.

c.

Development of Actolevement Tests

Achievement tests are refereeiced to instructional objectives. Their Torm depends on
the nature of an objective; thus, paper-andTencil tests are used to assess knowledge, per-,
pormance terti are used to.assess behavior; and so on.' Where objectives are similar to
job requicements; achievement tests may be similar or identical to the job peilormance
measureslievelOped earlier.

Identification of Entry Behavior

Instructional objectives developed earlier were based In estimates of student cepa-
,

bilities at the time of entry intootraiding. These estimates are now.verified tb determine
whether trainees possess these-previously presumed capalilities. Objectives are modified
to make them consistent with the capabilities of entering trainees. Entry behavior may
aho be assessed later, when actual instruction has begun, to determine whether capa-
bilities of the entry populatiOn have changed over time, and to provide diagnostic infor-

, mation for pladement purposes when instruction is individually prescribed.

'Classification of Objectives and
Selection of Instructional Activities

Objectives are classified as to type of knowledge and skill. Instructional events
and conditions are selected in accordance with the characteristics of thecapability to be
acquired (e.g.", intellectual skill, information, motor skill) and the le6I of learning
required (e.g., familiarization; application).

6
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Selection of Instructional Methods

Instructional methods are the means by which trainees are brought into cintaCt ;vith
4nstrtfction. They are defined in terms of the size and location of the instructional group,
degree of individualization, and type of instructional pacing, tutoring,,and management.
Methods ire selected so as to maximize thee effectiveness anctefficiency of instruclion, ,
and selection depends uPon the particular characteristics of the skills and knowledge to
be acquired, the nature of the trainee pOpulation,,the setting, and administrative require-
ments and constraints.

Selection of Media
'

Media are selected depending on the requirements Of instructional activities and
methods previously specified. Media selected must possess stimulus characteristics and
response opportunities to support the instrUctional activitiet (e.g., texts to communicate
verbal information, operational equipment or simulators to provide Practice in tracking).
Media IIILLic also be appropriate to the instructional methods (e.g., lecture or film for
grOup.inatruction, sound/slide,ior self-paced instruction). From media that meet these
requirements, final selection is made on the basis of such factors as costavailability,
production capabilities; size of trainee population, and training setting. .

Grouping and Sequencing of Instruction

Topics are usually grouped on the basis of commonality of subject matter and
anticipated t-ansfer of learning. Dependent relationships among training objectiies
primarily determine the sequence of instruction. Independent and coordinate objectives
are sequenced in accordance with stich principles as simple to complex, familiar to
unfamiliar and job order.

Development`of Plan for
Authoring and Managing Instruction

A -written plan(s) is prepared to transmit the decisions and specifications determined
in previous ISD steps to those who will author, conduct, and manage the instructional
program. The plan includes (a) guidelines and supporting information for the preparation
of lesson content (e.g., how stimulus material is to be presented and Performance
elicited, types and schedule of testing, trainee literacy characteristics), (b) description of
student management procedures and instructor roles, and (c) administrative information
(e.g., class size, equipment use, and facility schedules).

Review and Selection of Existing Materials

Before new instructional materialslare produced, existing materials are examined to
determine whether they can be used or adapted for use. In order to .be adopted, existing
materials must con forri to prior specifications for instructional activities, methods, and
media.

7



Authoring of Instruction

New instruction, intentionally lean in nature, is developed in accordance with prior
specifications. As first drafts are prepared, small portione ere tried out on persons repre-
tentative of the entry populatiokand are modified and augmented ,as needed.

Validation of Instruction

In validation, newly developed instruction is evaliated prior to implementation,
under conditions that closely approximate its intended use. Lessons or an entire course
is administered to small groups of trainees; objective-referenced achievement t :sts are
giiren to ileterniine the effectiveness of instruction; and 'training is modified as necessary
to meet standards.

Internal Evaluation
_

Internal evaluation consists of cbntinuing assessment of the effectiveness of instruc-
tion when it has been implemented. The principal measure of effectiveness is the
trainees' performance on objective-referenced achievement tests (product evaluation). To
aid in identifying any deficiencies that may be revealed, internal evaluation includes
analysis of how the ISD process was actually carried out (process evaluation).

External Evaluatiod

External evaluation occurs when graduates of a trainin* program have reached the
job. Whereas internal evaluation determines whether traineeaare attaining course objec-
tives, external evaluation uses an external standard, job performance, to evaluate pro-
ficiency and the adequacy of theInstnictional process. Inforniation is usually obtained
by administering questionnaires to graduates and their supervisors; occasionally it is
obtained through tegting or observation of performance.

ORtISAN AND PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

ISD models and their forerunners have been in use for approximately ten years'
a long enough period so that a study of how adequate they are, and how they are being
used, can be uneertaken. In late 1977, the Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense
(MRA&L) requested HumRRO to undertake such a study. The objectives were to
gatiier information about the effectiveness of the various ISD methodologies and to
determine how they were being applied in each of the Services. What problems had
arisen' in theirlapplicition? How 'Alight the 'procedures be made more effective?

1Montemerlo and Tennyson, tor cit., indicate: *The Navy first enticed this field with the devel-
opment of the Tfaining Situation Analysis (TSA) methydology (Bertin, 1963; VanAlbert, et al., 1964;
Chensoff & Polley, 1985). The Army began With Project Minerva, an Army Security Agency study
which resulted in the Design of Instructional Systems (DIS) manual in 1.966 . . . Two other influen-
tial manuals of this period vere Butler's (1987) Instructional *stems Development (ISD) manual,
which was written under Job Corps auspices, and Rumiquist's course design manual (1966, 1967, 1970)
which was developed at the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center."
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- While a systems a to training has many potehtial advantages, it is difficult,44

time consuming, and co 1. carry out. It will be worth the cost and effort only to
the extent that it is being implemented so as to iSalize its potential. For example, con-
siderable data and information from a variety of sources both Within and without the

. training subsystem must be developed and analyzed, Interdependencies in the develop-
ment process make coordination necessary among training deirelopers concerned with
different pbases. In each phase there must be accomodation to' informaeon arid products
developed in prior phases. The.requirement for continuous verification and revision,
while a major strength of the systems approach, is particularly demanding. , To`achieve
the system's goals, instructional systems developers must be able to maintain sustained
commitment to a .repetitive and often difficult process. )
. At least one earlier study revealed ma0 problems when there was an attempt to
institutionalize a systems-approach to training development. Ricketson, ei al., interviewed
personnel, who were atteinpting to implement USCONARC Regulation 350-100-1, Systems
Engineering of Training - Course Design, at the*U.S. ArrnV Aviation School.' Even.
though the procedures in the CONARC RegUlation were fr less de ..* ding than those
called-for in ctirrent ISD models, significant problems wer enCounte . with their inter-
pretation and application. Guidance was ,found to be incomplete, contradictory, and
tasking in detail; individual steps in the process were difficult to relate to one another;
job analysis data collected in the field omitted- important tasks und described others in
excessive detail; product review was slow and contributed to wasteful false starts; per- &

'sonnet turnover was disruptive; and so forth.
The magnitude of the requirements make it reasonable to ask how ISD is currently .

working in actUal practice. Are the methodologies adeqUate? Are they being complied
with? Do they make a difference?

SCOPE OF THE STUDY

As has been indicated, the, absence of a -criterion of system effectiveness precludes
evaluating the effeets of ISD on the basis of total system performance. Instead, the
study focuses. on the training subsystein and within_this subsystem is restricted to an
analysis of methodology, process, and intermediate product-A.The-job performance of
course graduates has not been examined.

The analysis of ISD in this study is based upon information developed in three
major activities:

Analysis of the primary documents currently in use in the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, and Air Force for guidance in conducting ISD.
Questionnaire survey of 209 units, agencies, and schools where instruction is
developed in the Services.
Detailed interview of training developers from 33 of the organizations surveyed
to determine how 57 specimen courses were designed.

Chapter-2 of the report contains an analysis of the ISD process and of the major ISD
models being used in the Services. Chapter 3 describes the questionnaire survey undertaken
to select a sample of ISD applications for detailed analysis. Chapter 4 describes the role and
structure of organizations performing ISD in each of the Services. Chapter 6 describes how
the models are being applied as revealed in the interviews with developers of training. Chap-
ter 6 summarizes the findings of the:study arid makes recommendations.

IRicketaon,
Darwin S., Schulz, Ruuel E., and Wright, Robert H. Review of the CONARC Systems

Engineering of Training Program and Its Implementation at the US Army Aviiition School, Consulting
Report, HumRRO, April 1970.



ANALYSIS OF ISD PROCESS'AND MAJOR ISD MODELS?

INTRODUCTION
.

It is appropriate to begin, an anaWsis, of Iiiitructional Aystem DevelOpment activities
Xn the Armed Servivos with an exemination both of the process itself and of the models

and manuals thatore intended as procedural guides to the"process. The dame t:f fliether
1SD can or cannot be reduced to procedures to be applied by qoiprofessionallrktItioners
has been discussed, elsewhere. Continiling Abe debate is not likely to be fruitful: In any
eVent the majority of persons who are currently attempting to apply ISD in the:Armed i
Services have acquired their understanding ot the process priniarily from descriPtive manuals
or from insttuction derived from the maivals. It cannot be expected that ISb applications.
will be any better than the guidance they are based Upon.

Primarily ISD guidance documents' currently-in use in .tite Services exe:
Interservice Procedures for Instructionallystents Development (1975), pub-
fished by the Army u TRADOC Pamphlet 350-30, and by ,the Navy as
NAVEDTRA,108ADeveloped for the Army and later approved by the Inter-
service Committee on Instructionel Systems DevelopMent. Centains detailed
procedures for conducting ISD. 'Hereinafter referred to as the TISO model.
Marine Corps Order P1510.238 (1978)--A greatly teduced version of the ITRO
model incorporating documentation requirements specific to the Marine Corps.
Air Force Manual 50-2, Instructional Systems Development (1970, 1975)An
overview of the ISD process. .

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58, Haiiiiradi for Desliners of Instructional Systems
(1973, 1974)Detailed procedures for implementing-the concepts in AF
Manual '50-2.

,

Montemerlo arid Tennyson, op. cit.:pp. 10-12.
2In addition to.theas primary documents, various modifications and supplementary 'documents are

in use. For example,. the U.S. Army Armor School has published the Paining Development Handbook
(1917), which is largely a revision of the ITRO model WIWI.° incorporates terminology and documenta-
tion tequiroments specific to the Army; the Chief of Nallirechnical Training has published CNTT-A10
Procedures for the Planning. Daft" Dsvelupment, and Managenient of Navy Technkal Xraining Courses
(1976), specifying procedures and documentation formats to be used in conjuuction with the ITRO
model; the U.S. Naval Health Sciences and Education Command has published the HSETC Handbook
for Impittmentotioi (1977), intended to provide supplementary guidance for use of the ITRO model
within the command; the Chief of Naval Education and Training has published NAVEDTRA 106A
Supplement NO. 2, Instructional Program Development, 7Vainirie Terk Analysis Procedures (1976) and
NAVEDTRA 110, Procedures for Instructional Systems Development (1978),,providing NavrsPecific
guidance for implementing the rmo model; the Naval Training Equipment Center has sponsored devel-
opment of Military Specification MIL-Tz29063,.Training Requirements tor Aviation Weapon Systems
(1977), to guide ISD ettorts by civilian contractors. These are only examples of the various supporting
documents that have been published.
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With the exception of Marine Carps Order P1510.2311, these documents generally
,ars4vailab4e In each of the Services, One should not assume, for example,,that the ITRO
model is used exclusively in the Army. and Navy or that Air' Force documents are neva
referred to outiide the Air Force.

The remaindeeof this-chapter contains the step-by-step analysis of the ISD process.
and evaluation of .the three mijor manuals/mOdels: the ITRO model, Merino Corps
Order P15104311, ahd AF Pamphlet 50-88. The steps and requirenients of a generalised
1sp madel have been derived, in part from synthesising the Service models and in part
through rational analysis of their intended functions. Several steps included in the Service
models that de not directly affect the design process (Implement Instinctional-Plan,' Con-
duct Instruction, Revise Syitem) haft been omitted from the generalised ISD model.

EaCh of the follosing sections contains a description of a specific ISD step; a summary
of prerequisite conditiohs and information, and procedural requirements for performing
the step; in eskalysis of the instructions provided in-each of the three Service.models for
meeting the requirements; and a summary commentary.

STEPS OF PROCESS AND MODELS

Need/Discrepancy Anilysis

S.

ISD oiiiihates with the identification Of a need to develop or revise instruction.
Instruction will have, to be developed if human performance in a new job lir weapon sys-
tem needs to be trained; instruction will have to be revised if existing inkling is, not suffi-,..ciently effective and economical. Some models explicitly identifyb an analysis of needs
as part of ISD, Itiie others describe it as an antecedent condition. Whether this step is
viewed as lying .within or without the process is largely a metier of definition. It Is
tent, however, that ISD follow a determination of need tether than be undertaken on a
priori grounds,. Theprocess itself is cbstly and should be justified. .

Prerequisite conditions for determining need are the existence ahd maintenance of
procedures for detecting indications of potential discrepancies. In an ideal world, dis-
crepancies in training would be identified by .cdnstantly monitoring (a) job-requirements
(does job analysis ,indicate that job demands are hot adeqUately reflected in training orthat they have changed since an earlier determination?), (6) job performance (does
measurement of job performance indicate that 'job incumbents are not adequately trained?),
and (c) course materiel; (does empirtcal comparison of alternate types of content and
media indicate that training is not maximally cost effective?). These ways of identifying
discrepancies are, of course, extremely-costly. In the real world, these methods must be
used selectively, so there should be a means to determine when their employment is appro-
priate. Continuous job analysis, performance testing, and empirical comparisons of alter-,.
nate forms of training are neither feasible nor desirable. f.

Indications of changing job requirements and inadequate training may.be as diverse
as high accident rates, reports of inadequate performailte from supervisors and field com-
manders, and discrepancies between course syllabi and duties reported in occupational
surveys. Symptoms that training may not be effective and efficient are to be seen in
such indicators-as high course attrition rates, unusual course length and cost, or negative
comments from stuck As and instructors., ,

When a potential discrepancy is identified, additional infbrmation is gathered as needed
to confirm and define the problem and to suggest the appropriate locus for corrective
action, that is, where the JSD process should be entered for rernediation. If, for example,
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there is an.apparent discrepancy between jdb requirements and the performance of job
incumbents, existing training will be examined to determine whether the problem lies in
an onginal analysis oftthe job, whether errors ha44.occurred in the translation of job
requirementa into objeciives of training, whether the way .in whieh training is actually
conducted is Ineffective, and so on. The extent of ISD that subsequently will be under-
taken depends both upon the origin of the problem and upon it* specific characteristics.
If analysis of the problem reveals a need to add a few new objectives requiring training
similar to that already given, it is not likely that the entire ISD process will be necessary.

Summary of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information'

1. Information is available about possible discrepancies between trWning and
field requirements.

Procedures

1. Analyze initial and tlupplementary information.
2. Identify and specify discrepancy.
3. Specify ISD Atry point and boundaries of redesign process.,

Analysis of Service Modell; 4
lTRO Model. The txecutive Surfimary presents a diagram to show that ISD is.pre-

ceded by an analysis of weapons systems, the force structure, manpower, and existing
strategies. This analysis, the diagram indicates, leads to.the identification of any "perform-
Ince discrepancy" between iequirements on the one hand, and.existing programs on the
other. If no discrepancy exists, of course, nothing need 'be done. If there is a discrepancy,
ISD will provide "alternative solutions tor selected defined performance discrepancies."
The text orthe Executive Slimmary indicates that discrepancies arise 'from such happen-
ings as changes itf technology or force structure. It suggests an eqaivalence between this
type of analysis and the' Phase I .activities of the ITRO model (job analysis, selection of
setting), but does not make this explicit.

In Step 1.1 (Analyze Job), the ITRQ.model states that thefirst step ofI--TIS is to
identify the discrepwcy between existing and required training, and that the first require-
ment in this process is an adequate job analysis. If no job analysis has previously been
accomplished, the model specifies that the ISD process should be iindertaken from the
beginning. However, if a training program already exists that is based on an-adequate
analysis, and if tasks had been selected and Job Performance Measures constructed in
accordance with ITRO procedures, the model does not specify further how to identify the
discrepancy. -

Marine Corps Order P1510.23B. The Marine Corps model begins with job analysis, and
does not explicitly,identify, a need/discrepancy analysis as part of ISD.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The AFP 50-68 model does not contain procedures for
a need or discrepancy analysis, but does refer to the Air Force Manual 50-2 ISD model.
In that model, "Analyze System Itequirements" is the first of five steps. This includes
an analysis focusing on the huttan role in -the total operational system, eventually reaching
the level of specifig job requirements. The ISD procedures outlined in AFP 50-58, then,
would presumedly be initiated when such' a prior analysis indicated a need to develop or
revise training. .'
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Commenta4r. None of the models provides specific guidance for identifying di-
crepancies, othet than Between the rie-; for training and the lack of a trainintprogram.
Although the ITRO model states thAt procedures will be given tolissiit the delieloper in
"determining the exact location of the diairepancy in the trahling program," ta only.
procedire actually given for existing training programs is to undertake 10D, and the only
point recommended for entering the ISD proceu is at the beginning. NO provision is -

made for any alternative means of identifying and resolving performance discrepancies.
I.

identification of Job Requirements
-

,tt

No decisions about, training can be made until ans accurkte picture of the requirements
of the job is obtained. Job analysis and task analysis, therefore, are first steps in develop-
ing training. Job analysis determines what tasks-arelierfOrmed on the job and provides
information that can be used ta establish instructional priorities. Task analysis investi-
gates the conditions, operitions,- and standards that define job performance. Because job
analysis and las& analysis Involve diffeient activitiei, they are ordinarily performed as
separate steps of ISM Task analysis generally iequires a lengthy and detailed specification
of the task's behavioral elements. It is piObably not efficient to undertake it before elimi-
nating some tasks in the step, Selection of Tasks for Training.'

Job analysis coniists of three "parts: coinpiling a provisional list oi tasks believed to
comprise the jOb, verifying the accuracy of the list and adjusting it asc necessary, and
gathering task priority information. Task lists are developed hi two Oases to increase
their reliability. Since !SD is a process for developing training, it-is reasonable to etpect
that trainers will be responsible for the analysis, but their familiarity with field require-
mental' can vary widely. A verification phase permits the provisional task inventory to be
administered to a lazier sample of operational personnel for iralidation..

The initial task list can be generated- in various ways, ranging tom recall by a single
'subject matter expert to extensive observation of joW incumbents. The 'accuracy of the
final job description is likely to be influenced by the comprehensiieness of the initial
inventory. Though the verification phase allows tuks to be added to the list, there is
no guarantee that respondents'Will do so.

Verification may also take different forms ranging from the use of a seCond group of
subject matter experts who are convened to review the original task list, to.a phone or
much broader mail survey. In concept, verification should provide for valiaition with a
representative sample.of job incumbents. Depending on the job, this usual' implies:a
larger and more varied sample, than is provided in a second group of subject matter
experts. et

Task priority information is'data about such factors as billets where the task is
performed, percent of persons performing, frequency of performance, difficulty in learn-
ing and performing, probability of deficient performance, consequences of deficient
performance, and average time between training and performance. These inevitably.are
subjective estimates. To increase their reliability, this infOrmation should usually be
gathered from a fairly large sample of job incumbents. Where task lists are being verified
by mail or some other form of large-scale surVey, task priority information may be
gathered at the same time: In this case, however, a second survey will be needed to
obtain informition about tasks added to the list during verification.

See Analysis of Tasks, P. 17, for a discussion of the location of this step in the ISD process.
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Sumniary of RegOiremants
.

Preregiiisite Conditions And Information

None
Procedures

1. Construct provisional task list. .

2. Verify and reirise on basis of review/survey of job incumbents.
-3. Collect task priority information.

Analysis of Servide Models

, NIRO Model. On-site interviews (which can include observation) ire recommended
for constsucting the initial task list. Methods mentiOned as less effective include the
questionnaire survey, jury of experta, and grOup interview. For verifying the accuracy
of the task list, the ITRO model specifies the questionnaire' survey method. When a
current, complete task list already exists, the initial datalgathering phase is'omitted, and
only the,verification phase occurs. .

For collecting task priority information the model reCOmmends sending a question-,. ,
naire to incumbents and supervisors, either at the same time as task list validation, or
in the next ISD step.

.

Marine Corps Order P1610.23B. Several methods are listed.fOr collecting job data,
such u interviews, obseryation, analyzing the content of training programsor assump-
tions. The manual states that eacW method has advantages and disadvantages relative to
the others; but dOes hot tell what these arenor recommend any method over another/
(A single exception is the statement that "detailed personal interview" is superior to
"assumption analysis." This is 'resented as an example of why p record ahOuld be
retained of what methodology was employed.) To verify the accuracy, of the task list,
the Marine Corps model specifies that it be "dbuble checked" by a group of subjeet
matter specialists, including supervilory and instructor personnel. The use of question-
mese, to collect task priority data is not discussefl; the only suggested dource-of this
information is Commandant of the Marine Corps task analyses.

Air Force Pamphlet 60-58. The AFP 50-58 model reommends obtaining a verified
task list from. an Occupational Survey, if available. If not, the model recommends using
a team of seven or eight subject matter experts to develop the list, based on such factors
as specialty descriptions, familiarity with 'similar jobi, and engineering data. Although
implying thit this method is not as desirable as an "in-depth 3urvey," AFP 50-58 notes
that the time and resources required for the latter are seldom available to training deyel-
opers. Interview, observation, and questionnaire are also mentioned as possible data
collection methods. To verify the task liat, suggested methods include queitionnaire,
interview, observation, simulation, and assumption. For collecting task priority infor-
mation, the model suggests the use ot Occupational Survey Reports, interviews with
subject matter experts, and questionnaires.

Commentary. While the ITRO and AFP 50-58 models recommend surveys for
collecting dati about job tasks, both acknowledge that less reliable and less costly methods
may have to be used. The Marine Corps model, with the exception noted, does not
identify any one method as superior 'for sompiling and verifying task lists, and contains
almost no guidance for collecting tit& priority information. All the models, then, allow
much latitude in choiee of methods. Under these.conditioni, the accuracy of the task
list and the reliability of task priority*data would appear to depend on the experience
and conscientiousness of the persons collecting.and contributing information, rather than
on the particular model folloived. *
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Selection of Tasics,for Training .

Tasks identified during job.analysis are classified on the basis of whether training
will or will not be provided. Those selected will become the basis of the training program;
those rejected will not be reconsidered untirthe external evaluation. This1 step is based
on the premisei that (a) for some tasks identified by job analysis, it is not necessary to
'provide training, and (b) resoUrces Infly not be sufficient to provide training for all tasks
on which 'training would be desirable. .

Prerequisitei to the selection-process are a list qf tasks that comprise the ,job, .

information abaft the tasks fOr establishing their importance .and need for training, ind
decision rules for deterrnining training prickities. To promote objectivity, the information,
and the procedures for processing ib, should be developed prior to the selection process.
In the absence of-a parent list of tasks, 'selection is not selection at all, but siinply a
decision. If task lists, eriority information, and rules of applitation are developed con-,,
jointly with task selectionwinevitably the latterwill influence the, former. It will be
diffiéult to avoid establishing priority criteria consonant with one's viewpoint on what
is important to train; that is, one easily acquires a tendency to seleet criteria to fit tasks
rather than "selecting tasks on the basis of criteria. This is especially likely because thechoice--oririiy on judgment; informatiorkibout the relation of
task seledtion driteria to total system perfo irtnance s not available: At present, there is
no way to test the ideqUicy of tasks selected in terms of overall syitem,effectiveness. .

Some task characteristics that are used to determine training pfiorities are humber
-and percent of persons performing, frequency of performance,olearning difficulty, time
spent in performance, learning decay rate, length of time after training before perform-
Ance, and criticality (probable consequences of inadequate performance). -Characteristics
such as frequency of performance- cam be 'determined empirically; others, such as cri-
ticality, by consensus.

Atter identifying which tasks are desirable to train, and which of these are most
important, the requirements for training resourceri are considered. The finAl.seliction of
tasks to be trained is mide on the basis of training resource' requirements and availability
that is, cost. Some factors which affect the number of tasks for which training can be
provided are the number of graduates iequired and the demands training will make on
time, facilities, equipment, fuel, and instructional personnel. If not alt desirable tasks
can be trained, less impOrtant tasks are rejected.

A factor that greatly influences the demands made on training-resources is the
'training setting (i.e., resident instruction, formai on-the-job training, self-taught packages,

etc.), although to avoid possible bias in. task selection, the setting hi selected in a sepa-
rate ISD step,. If the setting is identified before the tasks are selected, therAnay be a -

tendency to select tasks that are easy or economical to trainin that setting and to avoid
those that are difficult and/or expensive. Also there may be a tendency to select tasks
that hive been taught in the preseribed setting before. .

Although the desirability of isolating task selection from setting selection is clear,
there is a contradiction inherent in separating the two. Tasks are ranked in iinportance
on the basis of their characteristics but selected for training on the basis of 'available
resources/cost, and cost is, in turn, greatly conditioned by setting. To completely
sbparate these processee would be to defer consideration of perhaps the greatest cost
factor until after tasks hive been selected, phen this selection is ultimately constrained
by cost. To maintain, insofar as possible, eadvantages of separation, and yet avoid-
this error, the seledion of tasks and settiz4 must be accomplished in a series of
interactive iteratiOts.
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Stimmary 'of kequirements

Prerequisite Conditiohiand Information. 1 .
1. Tului petformed in the job are listed. ,

.4 2. Information is available for establishing imPortance of tasks and need
for trainie.g. .

3. Decision rules to be applied to task_ information are available:

-Procedures
1. Apply' decision rules to information for each task to determine

traihing priorities.
2. Select task! for trainon basis .of training priorities rina resource

availability."

Analysis of Service Models

,az

ITRO Model. The'first step of the ITitO proceddre is to define the criteria`by
wkich task importance will be measured. Perdent performing, time between job etitry
.and task performance, and learning deficultY ere suggested as the mast appropriate
criteria for determining the absolute importance of tasks, and criticality Iconsequencis
of inada'quate performance). ai more applicable to combat tasks thtn noncomipat.
is fUrther sagpsted that the number of criteria selectedln generally limited to about
four. Beyond such suggestions, no guidance is given for seleCting criteria:

When the eriteria have been decided upon, questiOnnaires are constructed, then used
to collect the task priority information from incumbents and supervisors. /This May be...
done .simultaneously with job analysis, in the preceding-itep.) The data gathered are
then examined to identify tasks that do not warrant training. This is-a rathiir gross
determination, designed to veed out tasks that are obvfously not imporiant. The model
states thatif there is doubt about a task's importance,. it should prorbly be retained
at this point. 4

t

Nat, available training resources are estimated; as an aid in determining about how
many of the remaining tasks can be trained. Then the tasks in which training is needed
the most are selected,.up to ,the tentative number th be trained; another 20% or so of -

tasks next in imPortance are also identiffed, atid rank-ordered, to be available for selec-
tion when resource availability is known precisely. The model states that tasks Avhich
rahk lower on the task selection criteria are less in need of training, but does not suggest
methods for weighing the relative importance of the several criteria, nor for considering
how the different criteria might be related to total system effectiveness.

Marine Corps Order ,P1510.23B. The, Marine Corps model provides, riddance simile;
to that of the FTRO, but more briefly stilled. It presents eight task selection criteria
but does not differentiate' among them as to applicability. As noted earlier, no pro-
cedures are described for collecting task priority inforamtion, other than 'obtaining a task
analysis report, if available.

Air Force Painphlet 50-58. Three criteria are specified for use in selecting tasks;
number performing, percent performing, and criticality. The model also provides rules.
for aiiplying the criteria (e.g., if the)itimber performing a teak were 51-100, and the
percent performing below 50%, the task would4e recomniended for trainini. if its
correct performance would increase job effectiveness, but not if its correct performance
'would merely increase effi cy). AFP 50-5§ctretoes that the rules folapplying the

_.' criteria are only guidelines to making an "initial decision" about task selection, 'which
must be verified by some other means. No guidance is oroVided regarding any conflict ,
between tiaining requirements and availability of training resources.
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. Coshnentary. All the models, then, suggest criteria by which to select tasks for
training, but only one provides a formula for their applicationand that only condi:
tionally, ancPfor only three criteria. Moreover, ihe Marine COrps moderr lack of guidance
for collecting task priority information could result in the practice of eaploring priorities
simultaneously with detecting tasks; thereby neutralizing \the advantages' of collecting
priority information in a separate step. .

To specifY %ore fully hovi to select end-weigh various criteria, information is
clearly needed concerning how the criteria are related to job performance. It is nOt
known, for example, how total system effeCtiveness is changed as a result bf selecting
difficult tasks, in contrast to tasks with high percentages of total time spent Orforminc
or vice versa. Indeed, for almost every criterion suggested a rationale ark be found for .
using it to,irejeCt -tasks instead of selecting them: For example, it can be argued that,
training.should be given for more frequently performed tasks because this will insure
that the effects of (raining will be more widely felt. On the other hand, it is n'ot too
extreme tb suggest that training not be given for theMost frequently performed tasks
on the premise that incumbents will have a better-opportunity to learn them on the
job. In the absence of informaion about how system effeptiveness is related to task
selection criteria, rational analysis alone cannot be used to select the criteria.

4

Analysis 6f Tasks4. V

In the conteAt of ISD, task analysis is a description of when and how within Vire
jobjenvironment.the performance of a task is required. Thus it consists of specifying

, conditions of performance, along ,with iniiiating cues, behavioral elements, and standards
of performance. The information-generated is later used in constructing Job Performance
Measures and in developing objectives.

The only requisite for task analysis is that tasks to be analyzed have been iden-
tified. It fore can be'undertaken almost-concurrently with, and is considered by,
some a part ot, job analysis. Job' analysisi, however, consists essentially 6f a ratl
reconstruction of job requirements followed by a survey of job incumbenta. 1Wanal-
ysis, on the otifer hand, requires a detailed specification ot the elements of task perform-
ance. Because different activities are imkalved in the two functions and becausetask
analysis is often a lengthy and costly process, it should usually be undertaken only for
those tasks, that have previously been selected for training.

Though it is generally more efficient to do task analysis after task selection, this
order of events can be a source of problems. The longer that task analysis is delayed,
the greater the possibility that it may become confounded with decisions about training
When tasks have already been selected for training, for example, there may be a greate?
tendency to describe them as they will be performed in training rather than as they are
performed on the job. It is important to emphasize that while training conditions and
standards (establiihed later in the ISI4 procas) may differ considerably from "those of
the job, it is not the purpose of task analysis tdletermine how a task will be tcained.
Rather it is to discoirer uder what conditions the task ia actually -rformed, and what
standards Of performance 1e required in thepp. Also, when eel- ing a task for train-
ing means that it must be 1alyzed and rejectink it means that n analysis will be
required, there can be a ten ency to select tasks that have few s -havioral elements, or on
which the standards are easy to identify, and so forbh. (A el is the visible tendency
within the; field of education and training to teach those things that are easiest to explain.)
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Summ,ry of Requirements

Prerevisite Conditions and Information
1. Tasks have been selected for training.

Procedures
1. 'Yor each task specify for the job environment:

Conditions of performance.
Behavioral elements. a,

-: Standards of performance.

Analysis ot Service Models

'ITRO Model. Task analysis is incli.aied in the step AnalXze Job," which specifies
1hat the conditions, initiating cues, standards, and elements of each task Ee listed. The
manual provides a Job Data Worksheet thataVis- used for this purpose. The informa-
tion is to be collected in thksame manner from the same sources as data for the
task inventow. This can be done at the time of the original inventory, for vU tasks, or
Ater for only those tarks selected for training.

Marine Corpa Order P1510.23B. The model specifierkthat task elements be idefiti-
, . fied along with tasks when job analysis is conducted. A recommended hierarchical for-

.. mat, the Job Analysis Sheet, isillustrated. However,"standards, ionditions, and initiating
cues are not recorded on this Joh Analysis Sheet, but are "preserved to be used during
step 1.3, Construct Job Performance Requiremer's and Measures." During step 1.3, they -
are written down on a different form, the Consolidated ,Job Data Sheet,salong with some
other information concerning the task.

Ai Foree pamphlet 50-58. The mOdel specifies that tasks be divided into ",sub-
tasks" as part, of job analysis, but no other task analris is done until tasks are selected
for training. Subtasks are identified to create task units nearly equal in complexity and
amount. of implied activity, for ease of. analysis later. After tasks are selected, elements
("actions"), cues, standards ("proficiency requirements"), time required, and other aspects
of the task, such as precautions to observe; are recorded in any one'of four general far-
Oats shOwn ni the manual.

The AFP 50-58 model does not discuss task conditions per se. In the illustration of
the use of a recommended format for task description, however, two Of the items are
similar to conditions. Uilder the heading "Activity Support elements" for a task involving
the use of a calculator, are listed the calculator, operator's manual, listivalues, etc.
Under the heading "Support Information" are listed such items "Ass e values are
dollars . . ." and "Assunie prior orientation to calculator." In this latter case, however,
it appears that the descriPtion of the task as polormed on,the job is beginning to be
confounded with a description of the conditions under which it will be-trained.

Commentary. The procedures suggested in the three models do not differ-markedly.
The use of any model' could be expected to result in an adequate defmition of the task.

Construction of Job Performance Measures -

After teaks have been selected for training, a test may be constructed for each task _

to serve as a means of keeping training faithful to job requirements, as a means of

1A.5F 6048, Vol. II, p. 2-61, Fig. 2-38.
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'evaluating training and the design process, or both. To serve either purpose, the test,' or
Job Performance Memailft, should possess high predictive validity; that is, performance on
the test should be highly related to performance of the tosk itself.' If the test is to
serve as.a means for keeping training faithful to job requirements, the behaviors, condi-
tions; and standards of,the Job Performance Measure must resemble those of the actual
task as closely as is practical. If the tee is to be used to eValuate training,-it can con-
ceivably vary in-fidelity as long as its predictive validity is maintained.

To evaluate training design, Job PerTormance Measures are administered to-persons
in training, or to persons after they have reached the job: Although the latter 'method .

may give a more accurate measure, it is also more Costly. If 'trainees, or graduates, pass
the Job Performance,Measure, the training is considered succesiful. If not, the training
cannot be corisidered adequate; regardless of trainees' previous performance on within,
course ichievement tests.

In attempting to keep training requirements faithful to job requirements, the Job
Performance Measures serve as a connecting link between the tasks and the objectives of
training. In later ISD steps, the tasks identified by job analysis, and selected for training,
must be transiated into training objectives and tests of those objectives. Some degrade:
tion in fidelity can be expected^ at that_point: job conditions cannot always be repro-
duced in training; standards may need to be lowered for training; perhaps only part of
a task will be judged to require training. In this translation from job requirements to
training requiretents, there will be much opportunity for error. In the name of adjust-
ing to training c nditions or constraints, Critical asPects of task performance for which '
training was seen as necessary can virtually disappear. Job Performance Measures can
serve as st-.ndards for .preventing such extreme degradation.

Aftcr, the measures have been constructed and validated, objectives can be derived
directly from them, and achievement tests for the course can be derived in turn directly
from the objectives. Since the Job Perforinance Measures have already been_determined to
be good predictors of task performance, then objectives end tests which resemble the .

Job Performance Measures closely can be expected to lead to successful task performance.
Although the capacity of the Job Performance Meagures tO help, achieve this end is
subject to how well they are adhered to, generally the existence of such a model can be
expected lo inhibit departures from job requirements.

To serve their purpOses, Job Pelormance Measures must be constructed before objec-
tives or tests are developea. To provide an independent assessment of, ol point of
reference for, training, they must be independent of training. If they w&e not constrticted
until after training objectives had ,been formulated, it would be nearly inevitable that they
would reflect training to some degree. To whatever extent training behavior, standardi,
and conditions are incorporated in the Job Performance Measures, they are that much
less capable.of measuring the job adequacy of the training product.

'In traditional test construction, criterion-based validity has been yiewed as the most desirable kind
of validity to demonstrate. Here criterion-related validity would be a statistical demonstration of the
relationship between the test and the ultimate criterion, actual performance of the task on the job.
Where, however, the test u0er consideratibn is a performance test that is content valid, there is usually
no better criterion of task performance available. In the absence of another criterion of known high
validity, it iimeanineless to pursue the ilsue of criterion-related validity. In such situations, another
variety of predictive validityso-called concurrent validitycan be sought, that is, the capacity of the
test to distinguish performers whq are acknowledged to be effective or highly experienced from those
who are seen as ineffective or who are novices.
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Not all models of 1SD include the construction of Job Performance Measures: The
alternative to deriving objectives and tests from Job Performance Measures is to derive
them directly from descriptions of tasks, and this Is what some models prescribe. It is
difficult to foresee exactly how training development is.affected by doing without a
model or means of evaluation. Certainly the relation between training and job perform-
ance may, in some cases at least, be so obvious that the construction of a Job Perform-
ance Measure would seem superfluous. Considerable effort is involved in the construction
*of these measures, which may not be justified. Nevertheless, a ready means for deter-,
mining whether training is meeting its goals would appear to be virtually indispensable
to a systematic approach to training design and development.

Summary of Requirements .

Prerequisite Conditions
1. Tasks selected for training are listed.
2. Training requirements for theie tasks have not been identified.

Procedures
1. Construct a test for measuring the Performance of each task selected

for training.
2. Validate each Job Performance Measure to insure ..that it predicta task

performance.
$#$.

tAnalysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. A Job Performance Measure-is to be constructed for each task selected
for training. The model discusses predictive validity, and states that it cannot be determined
if there is no way to test the task under actual job conditions. In such cases, the model
states, the physical fidelity of the Job Performance Measure will be used as the criterion
of its adequacy. The process of measuring the physical fidelity of the Job Performance
Measure is termed "verification." However, although the model¢listinguishes betvieen
validation and verification at some points, it confounds them at others, and it does not
adequately explain how validation or verificatibn is to be accomplished. For example, it
does not make explicit that, in the validation process, task performance is used aa the
validation criterion, while, in-the verification process, the physical fidelity of the test
itself is ;udged o+ task performance.

Marine ts Order P1510.23B. The 'Marine Corps model states' that Job Perform-
ance Measures must be constructed and validated. It specifies that the validity of the
tests should be higher for talks in which inadequate performance has more serious con-
dequences.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. This step is not included in ISD, nor is any equivalent
step. In a later step, objectives will be derived directly 'from tasks And task elements.

Commeintary. Despite some lack of clarity, the ITRO model's explanation of how
to construct and validate Job Performance Measures would appear sufficient to enable a **

teat designer to produce them. The Marine' Corps model, which severely abbreviates the
ITRO explanation, and combines Job'Performance Measure construction with certain
task analysis activities ("Construct Performance Requirements") in a single step, would
not appear altogether adequate. Perhaps significantly, the Marine,Corps model' does
not specify later that objectives be derived from the Job Pe.formance Measures, but
rather from the Job Performahce Requirements, which are essentially records of task
analysis. The role of the Job Performance Measure in the Marine Corps model is thus
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somewhat unclear., As noted, the AFP 50-58 model objectives are also derived directly
from task analysis information. In this respect, the AFP 50-58 model is consistent when
it omits the construction of Job Pefformance Measures. At the same time, this omita
from the model a significant mains of measuring the validity of instructional programs.

ielaction of Settini

A tenet of ISD is that training should be, provided in the most cost-effective setting.
Every task previously selected for training must now be assigned nto a particular location .
and.situation in which training will occur. Training may be conducted in one or in a
combination of situations: at resident schools and training centers, at installation support
schools, and through a variety, of formal on-the-job procedures. 'The latter category
includes the use of such techniques as self-teaching lessons and job aids (proceduralized
manuals and performance guides).

An obvious prerequ: e to carrying out this step is the freedom to assign tasks to
any of several settings. ithout a range of tkptions, there can be no true selection. When
only one setting is available,,there is the danger of having to assign an excessive nuMber
of tasks inappropriate to the .setting or to forego training. for 'hose tasks altogether. It
follows that'a variety of settings must be available and that, within .each military eervice,
the selection of setting(s) must be made at an organizational level which has the authority
to implement its decision-. .

Another prerequisite is the availability of information about the costs of training in ,
the alternative settings. Costs to be examined include not only such standard considera-
tions as equipment, personnel, facilities; and supplies, but also the indirect consequences
related to particular training strategiesfor example, the effects of different experience
mixes (trained and untrained men) in the force structure,when training is Conducted in
opirational units, the Cost in productivity to experienced incumbents serving as instructors
in on-the-job training, and the cost of different settings as a function of trainee charac-
teristicil (e.g., level of maturity and capacity for aelf-study). ,Thus, one study found an
additional year,of education to be associated with about a 10% feductiOn in estimated
OJT costs, and an additional 10 points of measured mental ability, with about a 6%
reduction.'

It is clear- that this step involves an interface with 'other components of the opera-
tional system, beyond the training subsystem. The impact of the size of the partially
trained'vomponent In the force structure and the impact on the-operational unit of the
amount of time and resources devoted to training cannot simply be ignored. A systems
approach implies that no part of the system is free of the influence of tfie others. To
assign tasks to different settings in such a way as to marimize total system effectiveness,
then, requires kno?ledge of how alternative assignment patterns will affect the total
system.

Summary of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information

1. Tasks ettn be assigned to afiy of several settings.
2. Information is available on costs of training in different settings.
3. Information is available on effects Of training in different settings on

total system effectiveness.

iGay, Robert M., Estimating the Cost of On-the-Job Training in Military Occupations: A Meth-
odology and Pilot Study, Rand, R-1351-ARPA, April 1974.
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Procedures
, 1. Assign eaCh task or group of tasks to its appropriate training setting.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. The ITRO model discusses five settings to which tasks may be assigned:job performance aid, 'self-teaching exportable package, formal on-the-job training, supportschool in operational setting, and resident school. The development of job performanceaids in lieu of training is recommended whenever task delay tolerance'and environmentalconditions allow use of the aids, when the task does not require an aid of outsize pro-portions, and when succesiful performance is not depondent on a high degree of physical
skill. Otherwise; each of the other four settings is considered, in the order listed. Itis recommended that choices be made by first considering non-cozt factors, then Con-sulting local managers to revise ielections as necessary in light of costs. . -The ITRO model acknowledges that ordinarily not enough information is availableon costs and effectiveness to allow rules to be formulated to prescribe speCific settings.Instead, °guidelines are given that "should prove helpful in making logical decisions."'Some of the factors discussed are amount of supervision required for a task, number andlocations of trainees, learning decay rate, and training resources availability. The modelpoints out that the expense of maintaining a program of instruction is not the`only costfactor; development and implementation must be considered as well (e.g., since theServices differ in the extent to which on-the-job training systems are already in effect,they mig(it rightly differ on selection of setting for the lame task). .

Marhie Corps Order*P1510.2813. The Marine Corps model indicates the same fivesettings as the ITRO model, and specifies that they be considered in the same order.Resident instruction is regarded as the most expensive setting, to be used only when noother will suffice. Some advantages and disadvantages are also discussed for job perform-ance aids and onithe-job training.
.

Air Force Parisphlet 50-58. The Model acknowledges that the choice of setting ,will seldom be left to the training developer, 'and provides no procedures. In interpretingthis treatment, it must be kept in mind that AFP 50-58 is intended primarily .for theuse of flying training and technical training personnel responsible for developing residentinstruction. Air Force 'Manual502,wilch describes IS!) * broader terms, states that"instructional system designers must evaluate the variouzalternatives for acquiring quali-fied personnel. Among the alternatives to be considered are the relative sidtability ofselective personnel assignment, OJT, the use of existing resident or field training courses,and the development of new resident or field training courses. Generally, a requirementfor large numbers of personnel to be qualified over a long period of time can best ,besatisfied by the WM of resident courses."'
Commentary. Neither of the ,models (ITRO and Marine Corps) that suggest pro-cedures for selection of setting includes a methodology for determining which Zetting isoptimal. If costs and effectiveness are to be measUred and compared, the trainingilesignerwill need to provide the procedures. The essence of the present procedures, then, is thatformal training should be avoided if a job performance aid will suffice, and that settingsother than resident training should be considered.

*.

Block 1.5, para. 24.
2 AFM 60-2, para. 34.
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Development of Training Objectives and
, Obi Ilatives Hierarchies,

The p receding steps, generally referred to as "front-end" analysis, have focused pri-marily on job requirements The development of training objectives represents a shift
in focus and. is the first step in designing training to meet these requiaeinints. It is a
pivotal step in the 1SD process because objectives provide the bridge between lierforming
a task and learning to perform a tuk. Objectives are descriptions of t a trainee will
be able fr.o do following instfuction. They thereby establish what - vior, when exhibited
by trainees, will be_,accepted as evidence that instruction was su,.- . In turn, the
bucome the goals for training and the determinants of test and dons' content.
Training design and development from this point forward will sbe carried out with respect
to the objectives rather than to the job tasks themselves.

Each objectiv -. describes some trainee behavior to be observed, the conditions under
which it will occur, and the standard-of proficiency that will be considered satisfactory:
All objectives are derived from the tasks selected for training. They describe either task
performance itself or behavior which demonstrates knowledge or basiC skill required for
task performance.

° Objectiies which describe task performance are given the name termihal (or task,
primary, or criterion) Objective. In managing. instruction, tasks are sometimes divided
into subtasks. Objectives which correspond to the performance of these subtasks are
named intermidiate (or sub-, enabling, supporting,' or secondary) objectives. Objectives
that refer to knowledge or basic skills that mediate the performance of tasks or subtasks
are also termed intermediate objectives.

The process of develiwing objectives from tasks selected for training involves several
steps:

Deciding how closely capabilities for task performance,.defined in, tenns
of behaviors, conditions, and standards, at the conclusion' of training shall
match the requirements of the job. Those specified in a training objective
may be identical to those identified in the Original analysis of job require-
ments, or they may differ either becaufte of constraints in t.he training situa-
tion or because it,is not efficient to attempt to bring trainees completely up
to job standards through formil training.
Identifying objectives in a-process referred to as hierarchical analysis. Here
a task is successively broken down into its component parts and the skills
and knowledge that are necessary to learn or 'perform each `part. The analysis
is taken down to the points where it is estimated that entering trainees would
have the performance capabilities. The product of this analysis is a specifi-
cation or hierarchical display of dependent and coordinate relationships within'
a task (terminal objective), among subtasks (intermediate objectives), and
mediating skills and knowledge (intermediate objectives) kir which training
must be provided.
Based on estimates of the abilities of entering_ trainees, deciding what per-
formance capabilities must acraially be developed duLiNg training. Selecting
a task for training has implied that the task is important enough that
trainees must possers some degree of proficiency in it following training.
Because trainees already may possess the ability to perform all or part-of a
tuk.as it has been defined for training, a determinstion is made of which
performance capabilities will actually require instruction.
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I.

.1

Based on analysis cif the task calabilities to be developed durInitathinnad
estimates of *Minted of en _la, trainees decid hat owled and

or a task may require the prior acquisition of more funtla.
mental skills (e.g., literacy reqUinments, mathematical skills, basic electronics
knowledge) not observable or klentifiable during task analysis. eike task
performance capabilities, these skills may exist in some degree in the
entering trainee population.

Summary of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information

1. Tuks selected for training are listed.
2.. Information is available about training constraints that make it necessary

to modify task requirements.
3. Information is available about how modification of task requirements

will affect training efficiency.
4. Estimates Of capabilities of entering trai ees for learning and performing

each %satiate available.

Piocedures

1. Specify task requirem ants (behaviors, conditions, standards) for training.
2. Perform hierarchical analysis of tasks to identify intermediate training

objectives.

Analysicof Service Models

IA0 Model. The ITRO model specifies that every.task selected for training be used
as the basis for an objective. This II aecomplished by directly translating each Job Per-
formance Meisirte intq a terminal objective. This procedure automaticallY establishes the
degree of fidelity of the training objective to the job task, since any necessary reduction
in fidelity was incorporatiod into the Job Performance Measure.

Next, intermediate objectives are derived by analyzing the terminal objective in terms
of what knowledge and skills Would be required to attain it. In some cases, the resultant
'intermediate objectives, will be the same as the elsments of the task itaelf. In other cases,
knowledge and skills not apparent from the task analysis may emerge as well, in a learning
hierarchy. In all cases, the analysis is continued only until intermediate objectives are
derived which are estimated to be within the capabilities of the entering trainees. This
implicit estimate cf entry behavior will later be verified using tests derived from the
objectives.

Marine Corp& Order P1510.298. The Marine Corps model specifies similar procedures
fot deriving and verifying intermediate objectives. It also recognizes that knowledge and
skills required to attain the objectives but not evident from task analyses alone may emerge
when objectives are anahmed. Regarding the development of terminal objectival and their
fidelity to job tasks, however, the Marine gorps model offers signifidantly less guidance
than the ITRO. The introduction to the design phase of the Marine Corps manual states
that "each task or task element selectectfor training" will become a terminal objective.
It is not clear whether this ineans that some taska and some elementa, or all tasks and
some elements, will be, used. The section on developing objectives (paragraph 310) -
specified only that "the terminal objective must be related to a specific Job Performance
Requirement," and not which Job Performance Requirements will become objectives.
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No further guidance on this question is offered. Although the reader is directed to an
appendix for further guidance, the appendix deals primarily with the clarity, specificity,
and completeness of the objectives themselves, and does not include a procedure for
deriving then from tasks. 1

Nor does the_Marine Corps model contain r procedure for establishing standards
and econditions for training objectives. In the absence of any guidance to the contrary,, it might be inferred that the standards and conditions of the Job Performance Require-
ment with which the objective hi "directly related" should be used. This interpretation
is not wholly satisfactory, however, since soMe change in the standaids or conditicnis is

ost inevitableespecially for combat taska The lack of explicit directives for deriving
objectives from tasks creates the possibility that products from different training develop,
en will varrwidely in quality.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. According to the AFP 50-58 model, objectives are
derived directl* from both tasks and elements of tasks. A determination is made for
each task and element whether practice will be required in triining to attain the standard
set for it. Each task or element for which practice is judged necessary is considered a
"new" skill or knowledge, and is accordingly tnnslated into an objective (tasks into
"task objectives," elements into "subiobjectives"). Those for which no practice. is judgeç
necessary ars considered to be in the incoming trainee's repertoire. No objectives are
developed for these.

In the AFP 50-58 model, then, the initial estimate oreptzy behavior is used net
only to establish the level of Mail of intermediate objectives, but also to delete certain
tasks selected for, training: The knowledge and skills that become training objectives in
thr AFP 50-58:model thus, constitute a subclass of thine in the ITRO and Marine models:
ones which,have been identified as (a) reqiiring a deem of proficiency unobtainable
without practice in traiAing, and (b) not in the incoming trainee's repertoire.

Since any task judged to be within the entry population's capabilities is elimtnaled
from ftsther consideiation for the proposed course:this procedure amounts to a further
selection of tasks for trainingat least with respect to the deleted tasks. Thus the selec-
tion Of tasks made on the basis 9f task priority information is ultimately subject to
deletions made on the basis of estimates of entry behavior.

A "'survey test" will later be given to verify this estimate, bit its use is not equiva-
lent to the later ITRO/Marine step "Verify Entry Behavior." In the .frRO model (and
possibly also in the Marine Corps model), all tasks selected for training are subject to this
method of verification. In the AFP 50-68 model, only tasks estimated to be part of
entry behavior are subject to verification. Since no objectives are derived from the
deleted tasks, no tests are developed to measure them. The process will thereby identify
only underestimates. Overestimationthe judgment that trainees are able to perform tasks
which they really cannotwill not be revealed.

. It is not clekr whether the AFP 50-58 procedures identify knowledge and skills
that are required to attain terminal objectives but are not themselves elements of job
tasks. At one point, in desciibing the possible uses of the optional Instructional Planning -
Worksheet, the manual refers to "common-element" objectives as though they belong in
that category. "Common-element objectives are not derived from specific Job Perform-
ance Requirements or Training Requirements recorded ot the Training Data Worksheet."
This would suggest the existence of some procedure fordeveloping objectives beyond
that of considering each task And element listed on the Training Data Worksheet.

4

AFP 50-58Vol.,4,ara. 1-48(2).
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A little further in the-manual, however, this is contradicted. A step-by-step pro-
cedure is given for deriving such objectives, beginning "(1) To identify common-element
objectives, you mist review all Training Data Worksheets to determine the skills and
knowledge that are Training Requirements." There is a column on the Training Data
Worksheet for indicating, for each task or element, whether it calls for any knowledge or
skill. This rightly acknowledges that some elementsperhaps even some tadsk-might
require neither. The instructions for doing this, however, do not suggest that skills
and knowledge are being identified which are sot part of the explicit description of the
task.. It appears more likely that the element or task is itself considered the skill or
knowledge.

There is also a Notes column on the training Data Worksheet, in which the trainer
is instructed to explain his knowledge clasaification (or skill requirements). Vet, there is
no further guidance to suggest that the explanation in the Notes column be converted
into a separate objective. According to the instructions in AFP 50-58, any objective
derived from this item will be a conversion of the action, conditions, and standard listed
for the element or task on the Training Data Worksheet.

For, deciding hoiv closely the training objectives shall match job tasks, the AFP 50-58
model prescribes a two-part procedure. The conditfons and standards originally deter-
mined for the task or element are to' be wed .for the objective (with necessary allowances-
made for differences in condi. na between the jOb and training environments). A
second criterion ft applied, however, before the standard becomes final.' The standard
for the objective should "reflect the proficiency level shoWn on the Training Data Worksheet."2

Proficiency levels are defined as " the amount (extent) of knowledge or skill required
to perform a task or activity on the job."3 Everything that folloiis in AFP 50-58, how-
ever, makes it deer thatc-it least as far as training design is concernedproficiency levels
are training standards, not job standards. They are determined on the basis of the "train-
ing factors" (task priority information). They indicate how proficient the graduate is
expected to be ut.on arrivid on the job. (In some cares, the Air Force specifies two levels:
one the desired degree of proficiency, the other a lesser degree to be achieved in training
when the desired degree caniwt be reached because of training reliource or other con-
straints. The unit receiving the graduate is then responsible for further training.) Pro-
ficiency, levels range from "extremely limited" to "highly proficient" in skill, and, for
tasks, from knowledge of "nomenclature" to "complete theory:"

AFP 5048 makes clear that, when this proficiency level I. considered, the standard
for the job will not necessarily become the standard for training. This -is not wrong per ge,
but according to the AFP 50-58 model the job standard Was used in determining which
tasks woukl become training objectives in the first place. The criterion by which certain
tasks and elements became objectivee, and others did not, was whether the job p.oficiency
requirement could be met by incoming trainees. For example, if the job task was to
replace a certain component within 90 minutes, and it had been estimated that incoming
trainees would be unable to do this without practice in training, that action became the
performance part of an objective. If this task vies performed infrequently and was not
critical, it was later probably assigned knowledge proficiency level "a" and skill proficiency
level "1". These would indicate that only nomenclature and simple procedures would be
taught, and that the trainoe would graduate with "extremely limited" skill, being unable
to perform the task to "minimum acceptable levels of apeed or accuracy."

'Ibid., para. 3-2d(1).
3Ibid., para. 2-4f.
30p. cit., Vol. II, para. 3-13a.
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If the trainee is not going to be trained to meet job proficiency requirements, then
the question arises as to y/hy his inability to meet them without practice in training is
used as the basis for choosing objectives. In this exampkr, the trainee is unable to achieve
the task standaid bekre training, and he is unable to reach it after training., Yet his
inability to achieve ir before training was the reason for translating this task intd a
training objective. .

The hypothetical example is not an extreme one. AFP 50-68 specifies Only the fol-
k wing conditions under which tninee9would be'expected to reach "minimum acceptable
levels of speed or accuracy" in training: when the task is eritiCal Or semi-critical and
(a). there is a long time between training and performance, or (b) the task is hard -to learn
on the job, or (c) the task is both hard to learn on the job'and rarelY 'performed, in which
case it must be critical, not just semi-critical. Many tasks, if not Most, fall short Of .
these eriteria.., Furthermore, .if a "largeljmajority of the -ineoming trainees have directly
relevant prior exyerience on most elements of the task or activity;" the proficiency levels
for training are to be reauced one level-,-thus widening the gap between job standards and
training standards still further.' It is easy. to -see how prior experience could enable
trainees to- meet specified standards in less time, but it is not clear why this would, be a
reason to lower the standards.

Commentary. Of the three models under discussion, the ITRQ provides the most ,
comprehensive, explicit, straightforward procedures for translating job requireMenta into
trainintobjectives. The Marine Corps-Model is unclear regarding how closely the objec-
tives must match job requirements. The AFP 50-50 model permits the omission of any c,

task or tasks which the trainees are estimated to know: withoi4 testing the, estimete. Eithei
of these -"loopholes", as it were, might encourage what the Marine Corps model itself -
rightly identifies as a "weak practice"writing learning objectives to match what is being
taught, rather than to meet job requriementa.

+7'A

I .

Development of Achievement Tests

When training objectives have been specified, it becomes posiible to develop objective-
referenbed achievement tests. Such, tests can be used for many purposes, filch as deter-
mining the capabilities of the entry population, determining the effectiveness 'of training,
and diagnosing student performance during training. Thvy may tate a variety of forms;
depending on the nature of the objective being Measured: performance tests can be used

,to assess behavior;' paper-end-pencil tests to assess knowledge, and so forth.
A partAcular requirement of the ISD model is that tests be developed directly from

objectives,-rather than from the content of lessoni. There are several reasons for this. '.
Primarily there is tlie need for determining whether trainees have mastered the objectives.
This is central to the ISD process. Also, the procedure helps insure, indirectly, that the
content of a 'lesson ill support its objective, since it must prepare the trainee to pass the
test. If tests are ased instead on lesson content, theri iii nothing to insure that lessons
will pertain to ob ectives. Similarly, deriving tests from objectives is expectid to inhibit
the introduction of extraneous material into lessons, since the instructional developer's
goals 'are clear.

Summery of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Training objectives have been specified.
2. Instiuctional materials have not been developed.

'Ibid., Fig. 3-14..
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Procedures

1. Determine appropriate types of tests based on characteristics
of objectives.

2. Construct tests to assess attainment of objectives.

AnalYsis of Service *deb

ITRO Model. At least one achievement test item for an end-of-training test must be
derived, from the Job Performance Measures,..for mach terininal and each 'major intermedi-
ate objective, ft is not clear whether more than one itm per objective is recommended.
Guidance is not provided on. sampling reqdirements forf.t.stlng the Winder and applica-
tion cof information, ioncepts and rules; and Skill. Th 'actions, cues;conditions, and
standaids of these items are to be identical to those of tlie Job Performance Measures,
ualeu.additional constrafnts in the training situation require a reduction in fidelity. In
addition; entry tests (to determine qualifications for entering the course), preteets (to be

\-used fbr trainee placement within the cOurse), and other within-course tests are.developed
if needed.

Marine Corps Order P1510.2313. Guidance-similar to the ITRO model' is presented
in an abbreviated form. .A test item is to be prepared for everY terminal objective, and
every enibling objective. ,

'Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The model requires first considering whet resources are
available for test development, and, if testa cannot be developed for all objectives, selec-
ting the Most important, accOrding te a weighting forniula provided. The model recom-
mends developing a Course Criterion Test with items derived from task-level objectives,
a Diagnostic Test .(a pretest for placement purposes) with items derived from intermediate

. objectives, and a Survey Test commised of both: .*-The purpose of the Survey Test is to
verify thefasaumptions about student entry behavior made when objectivei wine developed.

Commentary. All of the models require that tests be developed from objectives,
rather than from the content of lessons. Ali provide some information abotit test con-
struction, ranging from descriptions of different types of tests to discussions of such
conventional topici ai.teliability and validity. 'The ITRO and Marine Corps ihodels, how-
ever, provide little guidance concerning what an adequate test of an objective would be.
.They do not indicate how item content and form are to be selected or how content is
to be sampled to test for the transfer and applicition of skill and knowledge: All models
lack procedures for maintaining congrtience between the actions and, processes. implied
in an objective (e.g., remember information, use information, remember concepts, use
concepts) and the'actual requirements imposed by test items.'

Identification of Entry Behavior

As soon as tests have been developed, it is possible to verify the, estimates of tzainee
entry behavior which provided the basis for deriving objectives in an earlier step. At
that Cline, tasks were analyzed to identify their component parts and the skills and knowl-
edge necessary to perform each part. In orderlb avoid reducing objectives to trivial

iFor procedure to assess the consistency of requirements among objectives, instructional utivi-
ties, and test& see Wulfick, Wallace H., II, et al., The Instructional Quality Inventory: I. Introduction
and Overvieal, Special Report 79-3, Navy Personnel Research and Derdopment Center, 1978.
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levels, an estimate was made of the performance capabilities, skills, and knowledge enter-
ing trainees Tv OW already possess. That eltimate is now verified, before instructional
development proceeds.

Since individuals who %Till be trained with this, inatruction probably are not available
at this point, -trainee entry behavior is determined by measuring performance of a, group
that is representative of the entry population in aptitude, overtone*, previous training, etc.
If any objectives are foUnd to be'alnady a pert of the incoming trainees' repertoires, Ahoy
can be deleted from the proposed coune .at this time. On the other hand, the representa-
tive trainees may fail to attain objectives that had been estimated to be within their capa-
bilities. These objectives are then analyzed further tO derive lower brier objectives;
tests re developed for these subordinate objectives, and the new estimate of entry behavior
is verffled by administering the tests to another representative sample of tninees. This
cycle is continued until set of objectives is obtained that is consistent with the verified
estimate of en avior. It isi this refined set 'of objectives that will be used 'in subse-
quent ISD

La after the instructional program has been implemented, entry ttsts and pretests
can be a to measure entrycapabillt1es directly. If these capabilities vary from the
final te made in -the, prepnt step, objettives can be added Or Cleleted .14 necessary at
that me.

. Entry behavior is also aaaeiiped to diagnose trainee needs when instruction is individ-
ually prescribed. Here objctive are not modified, but rather training content is adjusted
according to individual requirements for attaining the objectiyes.

Summary of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Objectives have been derived through hierarchical analysis of tasks. .
2. Tests are available to measure objectives.

.Procedures
-1. Identify sample that I. representative of trainees.
2. Administer tests to sample, and determine accuracy of earlier estimate

of entry behavior.
3. Add or delete objectives as indicated by test results, and repeat cycle.

Analysis of Service Models.

ITRO Model. The end-pf-course test is to be administered to a sample of 25 to 30
trainees representative of those who will, undergo the proposed instruction. The resulti
are then used to revise the objectiies. Objectives which the sample have already mastered
are cieletid. Those which were erroneously assumed to have been mastered are analyzed
to a lower order; tests are then administered to another remeentative group, and the
cycle is repeated until the objectives match the trainee entry level. When the trainem
differ on whether they have already mastered an objective, it is recommended that pre-
tests be developed to identify the entering trainees who do not need instruction. If it
appears that the prerequisites for entry into the instruction are not sufficient to guarantee
that trainees will pawns necessary skills or knowledge, an entry test way be developed
as well.

Maene Corps Order P1510.23B. The Marine Corps procedures are similar to thon
of the ITRO model, although test sample sin is not specified. In addition, the Marine
model specifies that ill objectives corresponding to skills that an Marines in an MOS
must perform correctly ("critical skills") shall be retained in the instruction, regardless of
the performance of the trainees in the representative sampk.
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Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The Ar.' 50-58 procedures are also basically the same'
as those in the ITRO model. The recommended minimum sample siae for verifying
entry behavior is ten. There appears to be a contradiction between the guidelines for
using test ults and the manner in which the objectives were developed. It will be
recall t tests were developed only for skills and knowledge that were estimated
not 9 be inth.-e entry population) repertoire. Yet the Model specifies that Mstruction
sho be increased as needed whenegeethe students in the representative sample have
grea r difficulty than anticipated 1w exhibiting the task behaviors. If the behaviors
were estimated to be outside their 'repertoires, then by,definition it was anticipated the
students would not exhibit them at all.

Commentary. Except for the contradiction mentioned in.AFP 50-58, the procedures
of any one of the models, if followed, would appear to be effective in adjusting the
objectives to match trainee capabilities.

Classification of Ob*tives and
Selection of Instrucdfnal Activities

Before instruction is writteneven before eny instructional medfum is selectedthe
specific kinds of actiirities necessary to provide for learning are identified.' In later steps,
medie will be chosen awl !nstructional materials developed to support these activities.

Some activities are recognized as appropri'ate to all types of instruction, (e.g., inform
the learner of the objective, elicit his.performance, provide feedback): The most effective
instructional activities, however, also differ according to the nature of the cepability to
be acquired, such as information, cognitive skill, or motor skill. Thus, infoimation is
acquired more readily if trainees are required to restate it in a context uf related informa-
tion; visual discriminations are learned more readily when critical stimuli are presented
in different surrOunds; acquisition of motor skill requires practice, and so forth.

Before initructional activities are selected, objectivesme classified according to the
type of capability they represent. Information about appropriate ictivities to promote
learning for each the of capability is alio essential. When objectives or groups'of
objectives-have been clasilificed, and the Corresponding types of instnictional activities
identified, tlie activities themselves are specified (e.g., "Display varing Mewl; of the
ships. . . . Provide three separate opportunities to disassemble the servo-mechanism").
These specifications will later be used to determine appropriate media and the content
of instructiRn.

The choice of activities and the degree of detail required in specifying them will be
greatly influenced by the- nature of the behavioral requirements inherent n the objectives
and how apparent they are. Some requirements will be self-evident in the conditions and
standards of the objective. In other instance? ": will be necessary to analyie the objec-
tive (and perhaps be more specific in stating conditions and standards) before its behav-
ioral requirements can be conlpletely identified. When requirements are not immediately
obvious, instructional activities must be specified in greater detail to provide sufficient
guidance for selecting media and developing instructional materials in later steps.

Summaiy of Requirements

1:2)._s!4.iisi Conditions and Intormation
1. Information is available about types of instructional activities appropriate

to acquiring different types of capabilities.
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Procedures

1. Classify each objective or group of objectives according to type
of capability.

2. Specify instructional activities for each objective according to type
of capability.

Analysis of Service Models

All three models recognise four instruCtional guidelhies as appliCable to all types of-1
learning: inform the learner of the objective; provkle for active practice; provide guidance
and prompts; provide feedback quickly. The models diffet in h. amount of additional
guidance %Mellor spetifyinginstructional events for different kds of learning, and also
in the degree to which such spicification is required.

ITRO Model. Each objective is to be classified*as one of 11 types of learning (iden-
tifyim symbols, performing gioss motor skills, learning attitudes, etc.). Descriptions and
examples of each learning type are provided. Next, it is reconueended thin about four
learning guidelines bi selected for each objective from among.those specified, the number
depending on type of skill (e.g., "Make the learning activitie( relovint by making them
similarto real life tasks that the student will be performing on the . . . If students
make inccerea actions or beginitq develop bad habits, present a penalty following these
improper responses until they disappear. . . . Display dWinckve features of the pattern").
If these peOve insufficient to assist learning, more can be added later. Each guideline is
then convened into specific instructional activities unique to the objective (e.ga,
attention to the difference: between the two ships").

The' ITRO model requires recording the type of learni4 9006 nding activitiei
on the Learning Objective Analysis Worksheet (although the forma' ustrated in the
manual prevides space only for the learning category and not f.. _tp activities).

Marine Corps Order P1510.2811. The Marine Corps mode acknowledges that "learn-
ing activities will very dependjng upon the type of objective' belWj taught," but does not
indicate specific types,`nor any learning guidelines specifie to different types. It does
requie that whatever instructional activities are specified be recorded op the Con hated
Training Data Worksheet.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The model states that "the lesson plan develoI from
the POI (Swam of Instructión1 should contain complete, concise'description of
instructional events for each stage of learning." The development of Abe POI is part of
instructional design, while the lessoti plan, apparently, will be developed by another party.
Strinly speaking, Jhen; AFP 50-58 does not require instructional events to be specified as
part of the ISD-s. Howeirer, a format is provided for such specificationthe Instruc-
tion Planning Worksheetto be used' at the option of thp training designer. Furthermore,-
AFP 50-58 provides guidelines for helping the student in six different typo' of learning.
The manual discusses the reilitive advantages of part-task and whole-tabk practice, dis-
tribution of practice and-rest, feedback, cues, and similar instructional factors.

Commentary. The ITRO model presents a large array of different `learning guide-
lines," covering 11 types of learning, from. which instructional designers 1hn select, while
the AFP 50.58 model gives more prescriptive guidance and explanation for a smaller
number of learning tipes. The Marine Corps model woild not appear to pyrovide suffi-
cient guidance or direction to insure that this step is carried out.

I AFP 60-58, Vol. IV, para. 4-3c.
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Selection of Instructional:Methods..)

After instructional activities haie been specified, instructional methods or delivery
sYstems ere selected. These an the ways in which traineetiill be brought into contact.,
with the instruction. These d involve such considerations as instructional group
she and location (e.g., larggr1p, seminar, individual study); devise of individualisation
of currkulum (e.&., fIxediur$culum, remedial loops, branching prograins); pacing (group
or individually paced); mansgement of the course (e.g., instructor-managed; computer-
managed, self-managed, media-controlled); and who-will iorovile one-to-ono tutoring If
required (e.g., inatructor, peer, assistant instructor). Obviously, some methods are inter-
dependent; it wouki be impactical to combine a high degree of IndividualisatiOn with
group pacing, for example.

Methods are selected so as to maximise the effectiveness and efficiency of instruction,
given the particular instructional activities, the nature of the irainee population, the setting,
and administrative requirements aid constraint& The choice of methods is influenced to
a large degree by the kinds of instructional activities specified in the previoui ISD step.
For example, if trainees are to observe live fire demonstration, it will he convenient
to bring them together in a group; if they are to .practice the proceduri for preparing air
accident report, individual study or peer instruction might be more apiropriate. The
choice of methods, in turn, will influence the selection of media in the next ISD step.
If self-paced, individualized instruction is specifled, for example, live lecture will proha-
bly be precluded, but a videotaped olio might be acceptable.'

/ Within the constraints of the factors just mentioned, methods are chosen on the
bast% of effiaency. Individualisation, self-pacing, computer management, and similar methods
have the potential for reducing theliverage time in the course, thus reducing total cats
when large numbers of people must be trained. Use of such methods can raise develop;
ment costs, however; and may not be efficient for training smaller numbers. The choice
I. also influenced by level and homogeneity o aptitude and experience of the trainee
population, the probable life of the course, an the availability of facilities and 'equipment.
Mother consideration is setting; if the is to be Resented on the job, for example,
peer instruction k often appropriate, while co uter-managed instruction might be
impractical:

(k_mmary of Requirements .

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Setting 'has been specified..
2. Trainee charecteristics have been identified.
3. Instructional activities have been specified.
4. Information is available on how the costs and effectiveness"of alternate

methods vary for specified settings, trainee characteristics, and instruc-
tional activities.

Procedures .

1.. Specify the methods of instruction to be employed for eatik objeCtive or
group of objective's.

1ln the different Hip nuxpas, distinctions. between °nal* ectivities, media, and methods vary
considerably, and some models combine certain of those ste . These differences are largely definitional
tind are to be expected, given the interrelated nature of these elements and the processes through which
they are identified. For clarity, those elements are discussed here as different entities originating in dis-
cretely different step&

L
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Analysis of Sere* Models

ritja.LEKII The ITRO model includei selectlon of methods b. the step "Specify
Instruction Management Plan and Delivery System," the same step in which media are
chosen and a System Master Plan is developed. The model suggests that self-paced,

Individualised instruction is generally more effective than group-paced instruction.
Different methods of managing students are prosented_for both group, and individual
modes. A glossary of methods and instructional devices is provided.

Marine Corps Order P1510.238. The Marine Corps model also includes methods
selection along with media selection. The model provides a matrix indicating some
advantages and disadvantages of several methods. It is recommended that alternatives to
the, lecture be used if possible.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-68. The AFP 50-58 inodei containa a Methods Direbtory
describing the characteristks of several methods and their applicablitty to different
settinp. The model notes that the stage of learning (early, middle, or late) will influence
the choice of methods.

Commentary. AU of the modekr-describe and discuss different methods, and all
enourege the consideration of alternatives to the traditional group-paced classroom lec-
ture. While they specify the requirements which must be met (in terms of setting,spoup
vise, etc.) before particular method can be used,they proVide little information on *hich
to base decisions about the relative effectiveness of different methods, eithei in general or
with respect to their use with different trainee populations. Thus*, while theimodels may
be sufficient.for,sejecting inappropriate methods, they do not appear sufficient for selecting
optimal methods.

Selection of -Media
I .

After instrudional activities and tiehiing metho'ds have been specified, and before
instnictional materials are developed, it il necessary to identify whatimedia will erovide
an effective and efficient means for presenting the subjed Matter to the trainee. For
example, if it has been decided that trainees should understand hOw the working parts of
anlengine operate,lt must now be determined whether an opentional engine, simulator,
television or motion pict Are, still picture,,diagram, computer-generated image, or other
device is appropriate and, of those which are aPpropriate, which is most economical.

The nature of the instructional activities already specified determines which media
can be considered. These activities were selected to expose the trainee to stimulus events
and provide response oppOrtunities that would promote leaning. To be appropriate,
media must allow those stimulus events and response Opportunities to Occur. If the
instructional activity required the trainee to distinguish between naval signal flags, color
would presumedly be required, but not motion Ifthe activity was to distinguish between
target returns and noise on a radar scope, then alotion would be required but not color.

Which medium is the most economical is i function of several factors, the first
being the cost of the medium itself. Under most circumstances, tor example, color
costs 1110111 than black and white, motion costs more than no motion, audiovisual media

...cqst may than printed forms. The prev.io selected methods also affect the choice
,r of medium. For example, if self-paced kIstru on had been designated, tape/slide rather s

than lecture would be wed to 'resent verbal ormation; if group instruction.had basil
. desigated, lecture could be used. AMong other factors contributing to cost are existing,

investment in equipment, number of personnel to be triined, and availability and.location
A prodtiction facilities. . ,

A
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The procedure is to determine first which 'media satisfy the requirements imposed
' by the learning activitiesind method4 have been specified, and only then, to consider

costs. One prerequisite to selecting then, is informition about the suitability 9t
different media to different instructional activities and Methods. Another is information
aboutinedis-cOsts and adminiatrative-faetorethat affect costs. In general, 'media are
not selected'dn the basis of effectivenes per se since known characteristics that would
make one medium more effective for certain instructional activities or methods are likely
to have been incorporated'when the activities were Apecified.

Summery of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Training designers are free to select from a range of media.
2. Instnictional activities have been spe6ified.
3. MethOds of training have been specified.
4: Information is ayailable concerning the appropriateness of different Media.'

to implement different activities to be used in conjunction with different
methods.

5. InfOrmation is available concerning the costs of different media.
Procedures

1. Determine which media will be suitable Vplement the instructional
activities and methods.

2. Consider relative costs of media determined above and select most economical
set of media. _ _

Analysis olf Service Models

ITRO Model. A two-part procedure is specified for selecting media. In the first part,
matrices are utilized to select a set of possible-media, based on the stimuli inherent in the
learning activities, the cornplexity of the opjective, the training setting, the development
Site, and the amount of aviilable funds. In the second part, final selections are made on
the basis off cost, practicality, existing investment in production facilities, resistancego
innovation, and characteristics of the trainees such as reading ability. The first part of the
procedure, then, is algorithmic, while,,.the second part is judgmental.

Marine Corps OrderP1510.23B. The Marine Corps model states that the use of media
can "substantially'enhance the learicing process" by stimulating more of the students'
senses, piesumedly in comparison to a lecture. This implies a slightli different definition
of "media" from that of the ITRO model. In the ITRO model, the "traditional classroom"
is one of several media. The Marine Corps model treats mediated instruction as an adjunct
to, or substitute for,,traditional methods. Perhaps for this reason, the Marine Corps model
does not treat the matter of media selection in great detail.

A seleCtion matr# for choosing media is provided, but no directions for its use.' The
matrix displays six tyks of learning and 13 "Characteristics/Advantages' of Media," such
as "simplicity," "large classes," "realistiC," and "motivation." If the type of learning is
given, the matrix will yield from two to 16 appropriate media. Final choices would pre-
sumably then be made in the light of the characteristics or advantages corresponding to
the media indicated. To use this matrix, it is necessary to classify each learning,objec-
tive according to type of learning. However, t is no explicit requirement in the

MCO P1510.23B, para. 430.4d.
1 Ibid., App. G.
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Marine Corps1nodel to do ttiis, nor is there any space indicated on the Consolidated
Training Data Worksheet to keep a record of type of learning.

Air Foree Pamphlet 50-58. A media selection matrix and a procedure for its use
ere presented. The-first step is to classify thel Iv/ledge or skill represented by each
objective as either cOncrete (e.g., motor skill, elastifying actual-objects) or abduct
(e.g., rules using language, verbal learning). This is done for'early, middle, and late
states of learning for each 9bjective.

For each.concrete skill or knowledge, the second step is to decide whether media
needed. The model statei thai actual job conditions and equipment are preferable.

i.;edia should be used only w>en certain specified,ipractical and instructional constraints
prevent the use of job conditions. The next step s to identify which of three stimuli
auditory, visual, and kinestheticare involved in learning the skill or. knowledge. A
guide is provided to aid this determination.. The stimulus ("presentation mode") in turn
determines the media options. When the matrix identifies more.than one medium, a
'choice is made on the basis of group size, cost, instructor's role, and other administrative
factors listed in a Directory.of Mtdia.

For each abstract skill or knowledge, the second step is to 'determine which of four
presentation Modesauditory, visual, semi-motion, or interpersonal simulationis required
to express the concept associated with the knowledge or skill. If the concept can be
expressed by spoken or written word alone, no medium is required. Otherwise, a
matrix is used to determine media options, based on the specified presentation mode and
the size of the group receiving instruction. If the matrix indicates more than one medium,
a choice is made on the basis of the administrative factors listed in the Directory of Media.

Commentary. The appropriateness of different media to a given objebtive is deter-
mined in the ITRO model by considering the stimulus and response requirements of the
instructional activities; in the AFP 50-68 model, by considering the objectives themselves;
and in the Marine Corps model, primarily by the type of learning. In all cases, the -

accuracy of the determination would appear to depend on the skill of the analyst. None
of the models provides guidance on how to determine stimulus requirementsonly on
how to match them to media.

The detailed procedures in the ITRO and AFP 50-58 models clearly represent a
serious attempt to encourage users to consider a wide range of media. The incomplete
treatment of this step in the Marine Corps model brings into question whether Marine
Corps trainers are actually expected to do likewise.

*Grouping and Sequencing of Instruction

To create a course of instruction from the diverse objectives that now exist, the
next step is to determine' and specify how they will be grouped and sequenced. An
obvious factor that affects grouping is commonality of subject matter. Another is trans-
fer of learning; to the extent that seems reasonable, objectives should be grouped together
when some transfer of learning between them can be anticipated.

Two kinds of factors affect sequencing. One is the degree of dependency between
objectives. If learning one objective depends on learning another, they must be sequenced
accordingly. Where no dependency exists, more latitude is available and the process
invokes the second factor, the set of overall sequencing principles, chosen; simple to
complex, job order, familiar to unfamiliar, most difficult first, most difficult last, etc.
Unfortunately, there are no universal principles. In fact, a rationale can often be found
for conflicting strategies. For example, sequencing topics on the basis.of the order of
job performance may often be most meaningful from the point of view of the learners,

,
t)
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yet it may sometimes result in giving the most exposure and rehearsal to the euiest and
least important aspects of job performafice. At present, decisions.about sequencing of
instruction must be based in part on individualludgment.'

. In addition to-lactate-that-pertain-to-learning, grouping and-aequencing-decisions
are also subject to practical and administrative factors such as safety and availability of
equipment apd facilities. A principal characteristic of the ISD approach is that decisions,
about sequencing and grouping are made as much as possible on the basis of learning
factors, rather than solely on the basis of administrative factors or past practiCe.

Summery of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Knowledge of the effects on learning of different sequencing plans

is available.

Procedures
1. Identify commonality of subject matter and anticipated transfer of

learning betweca objectives. .

2. Identify degree of dependency.between objectives.
3. Select ovorall'sequencing principle(s).
4. Group and sequence objectives.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. Objectives are first categorized as dependent, independent, Of sup-
portive (those between which some transfer of learning occurs). The dependent objectives
are then sequenced as necessary to insure that prerequisite learning will occur first. Next,
supporting objectives are placed as close to each other as poisible without interfering with
the dependent sequencing. Independent objectives are sequenced last, in any order that
is practical. The next step is to identify identical objectives and objectives with.identipal
actions. Deletions are made to identical objectives so that each is taught only once.
Objectives with identical actions, but different objects of the.action, are grouped together.

'Marine Corps Order P1510.238. The Marine Corps procedures are identical to the
ITRO, except that no mention is made of identical or identical-action objectives.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The terminology used is slightly different from the
ITRO/Marine models, but provides essentially the same procedures.

Commentary. The only unambiguous guidance from the Service models is to
place dependent objectives later in the sequence of instruction than the objectives on
which-they depend. Given the inadequacy of knowledge about how different sequencing
strategies affect learning, and the difficulty of estimating tranafer of learning, this may
well be all that thc models can do, leaving the rest to the individual judgment of the
training developer.

Development of Plan 'for
Authoring and Managing Instruction

A written plan must be made available to those who will author, conduct, and
manage the instructional program. -Whether in a single master plan or in separate docu-
ments intended for the different personnel concerned, the decisions and specificationg
made in previous ISD steps must be transmitted to those Who will carry them out.
Thus, the content and structure planned for each lesson must be specified to those who
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will author instruction. Information about the presumed literacy level, experienceolge,
etc., of the target audience will need to be provided, and the type and frequency of
testing specified. The same infOrmstion must be made available to the instructors and
course managers. In addition, this* must be informed about stick administrative matters
as class schedules, instzuctor allocation:, and equipment and facilities use. AU of this
information is provided in a plan(s) for developers and managus of inetruction.

Although the provision of, a plan is discussed here as I!. distinct ISD step, the content
of the plan so far as lesson- specifications-is concented has been almost wholly determined
14 the decisions made in earlier Asps which specifies the trouping and sequencing of
objectives, instructional .activities, methods, and media If.the earlier decisions and
specifications about instructional design have been recorded in a form that successfully
conveys this information to those who will use it, then a good portion of lesson specifi-
cation has been accomplished.

What remains is to organise the course into its units/lessons, specify the objective(s)
for each trait, arid describe the instructional plan for each objective (e.g., how the trainee,
is to be informed about the objective, how stimulus material is to be presented and per-
formance elicited, how guidance and feedback tre to be provided). If, however,
decisions made earlier have not been recorded in usuable form, this must be done at
this point as part of the lesson specification process, prior to authoring instzuctiOn.

In either case, decisions must be made about administrative matters sueh es class
schedules and equipment use. Although such information may not be necessary to develop
instruction, its development is included in this step for the sake of completeness. Actually,
aspects of the plan that have no bearing on lesson specification can be developed either
now or later,-so long as the plan is complete before instruction is implemerIed.

Summary of Requirement%

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Objectives; instructional activities, methods, and media have all

been specified.

Procedures
1. Specify the content and design of each lesson.
2. Specify how the instruction will be conducted and managed.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. The ITRO model sPecifies that s System Muter Plan be develoPed
to indicate how the course will be conducted, how students will be managed and tested,
how instruction will be developed and evaluated, and other tilements. - Media specifica-
tions are made separately.

Marine Corps Order P1510.23B. The Marine Corps model specifies that a Consoli-
dated Training Data Worksheet be constructed for each objective, specifying instructional
strategies (meth6ds), instructional activities, logistical considerations, and the main and
supporting ideas for the instruction.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The AFP 50-58 model specifies that the instructional
activities, methods, guidance to the instructor, estimated instructional hours, equipment,
and media required be specified for all objectives in a Program of Instruction (POI).

Commentary. Each of the models, then, requires that some plan Or outline be
peovided. As mentioned, this step may be combined with othersas it is, for example,
in the ITRO and Marine models. The adequacy of different models is discussed in the
four preceding ISD steps where the information that constitutes the imon'specification
is developed.
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Rev and Selection of Existinec MaWials

After instructional act,ltlas and media have been specified, and before development
of instruction begins, any iyailabla existing instructional materials are examined to see
if they match the specifications in whole or part. If they do, such mateials can be
utilised, with resultant savings in the next ISD stepof authoring instruction. However,
in addition to satisfying the requirements for instructional actiiities, methods, and media,
such materials must also be appropriate to the expected trainee characteristlor(experience,
reading ability, education, etd.) and in harmony with the instructional manegement plan
of the propoied course.

The distinguishing characteristic of the ISD approach in this step is that the suita-
bility of existing materials is judged according to the specifications that have now been
established for instructional activities, methods, aiid media. Although these specifications
have Some latitude that would allow changes in order to match existing materials, this
is only permissible if the alternate.activities, methods, 'and media are also appropriate tO
the objectives.

If existing materials are to be reviewed for their appropriateness to the newly
established specifications, it foHows that this review cannot precede such specification.
Indeed, if existing materials are examined ht.fore activities, methods, and media are speci-
fied, it is all too easy for the former to influence4he latter. The ISD approach is to
determine what form the instruction should take according to what must be learned, not
according to what materiels happen to be available.

Summery of Requirements

tPrerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Instructional activities have been specified.
2. Methods of training have been specified.
3. Media have been specifiefi.

Procedures
1. Examine, existing instructional matcrials to determine whether any meet

the specifications for instructional activities, methods, and media.
2. Select materials or parts of materials that meet the specifications, or

which could be efficiently revised.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. Alter instructional activities have been identified, existing materials
are reviewed to determine whether some of the eff* of developirlg ,new instructional
materials can be.avoided. This review is to extenci to materials produced for other courses,
in other Services, arKi in the civilian educational and timining communities. Whether
existing materials can be used in the course under development is deterthined by their
appropriateness to the specified objectives, trai- e characteristics, learning guidelines,'
methods, and media. Materials that are nearly, but not entirely, adequate, may be
revised. Moreover, some changes may be made in the specifications. The model states
that the specificetions for learning guidelines, methods, and media may -be considered
more flexible than those of trainee characteristics or the objectives themselves. Any
materials selected must be subjected to validation in a later step.

418.
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Learning guidelines are used in specifying instructional activities, see p. 31.
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Marine Corps Order P1510.2311. Thit Marine Corps model places this step prior to
determining methods end media. The adeqUacy of existing materials is determined by
their appropriateness only to objectives, trainee characteristics, instructional activities,
and test items. (The manual; perhaps by oversight; includes 'instructional strategy" as a

----eriterioniInstructional-strategynethodrand-rtiadiaill determl*d-Wille next steP)
Only Marine Corps materials are consideted in the review. Thete is no mention in this
step of subsequent nlidation of, selected existing meterials, nor in the step 4`Validate
Instruction," where the only instructional input listed is newly developed matethis. The
placing of this step ahead of determining instructional stategy would itive the effort
involved in selecting media and methods in those cases where existing materials, uding

-.existing media and Methods, were judged- ad.quatj4 However, a tendency might exist
to adopt materials_based oh in0ructional stateglei that were actually inappropriate, if
the atrategies had not been specified beforehand h an independent step.

Ail Force Pamphlet 50-58. This model does not discuss the review and adoption of
,.existing materials as .a distinct ISD step. This would not, presumallsr, prohibit the use
of existing materiels in a course.

Commentary. Both the ITRO and Marine Cori* models make clear that the selec-
tion of existing materials is to be based on specified characteristics of the miterials,
rather than simply on personal judgment. In considering the absence of this step in
the ,AFP 50-58 model, it should be noted that there is also en absence, in the next .ISD
step, of any specific guidance for authoring instructional materials. Since the selection
of existing materials is in lieu of developing new ones, the model is consistent when it
omits both steps. :

'Authoring of Instruction

After existing materials have been_reviewed, and suitable ones adopted or revised,
new instruction is developed as needed. The content of instruction I. determined by the
earlier decisions on grouping and sequencing of objectives, instructional activities,methods,
and media and by the specificition of content for individual units/lessons provided in the
authoring plan. The actual authoring process consists of such activities as writing scripts,
and preparing tape/slide presentations.

ISD modelii are not intended to provide specific guidance with regard to the many
technical skills needed in authoring instruction. Rather, the step is included in the
models to specifjf. its relationship to earlier and-later steps and to indicate the empirical
trial-anaerioi orientation of the authoring process.

Ad first Arens of instrti-ctional materials are produced, small portions are tried out
on individuals Who are representative of the entry population. The miterials are then
revised to correct weaknesses, omissions, and ambiguities.

A distinguishing characteristic of the ISD approach to futhoring fnaterials is initially
to include only the bare minimum of instruction, and subsequently to augment instruc-
tion as needed. This approach is used to prevent, the inclusion of extraneous material,
which could easily be incorporated if an attempt were made to be comprehensive.
Since instruction' is deliberately designed to bejust adequate, the tryout process is an
essential part of ISD. Initial drafts are not expected to be completely satisfaitory and
it should be found necessary -to augment instruction. Only through this progression
.can the economies of minimal instruction be assured. In a later step, quantitative infor-
mation about the effectiveness of instruction wino obtained using larger groupt of
trainees, and further opportunity for revision will be available.
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Summary of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Inforniation
1. Objectives have been youped and sequenced.
2. Instructional activities have been specified.
3. Methods of training hate been specified.
4. Media have been specified.
5. Lesson structure and content have been planned.

Procedures
1. Develop lean .instruction.'
2. Try out instruction on small number of persons representative of students.
3. Revise and augment instruction u necessary.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. The ITRO model specifies that only a minimum of instruction be
included in first draft materials. This instruction is then tried out,n one student at a
time, and revilions made as needed. The ITRO manual provides Wend guidance for
writing or developing Many different types of materials:. audiovisual scripts, slide/tape
programs, television, programined texts, and other printed materials, platform lectures,
selt-teachitit expdrtable packages, job performance aids,,and so forth.

Marine Corps Order P1510.23114, The Marine Corps model also specifies that only.the minimum instruction necessary to achieve the objective be used. In addition, the
model requires that a plan of the proposed instruction ("Concept Sheet") be approved
prior to beginning work. No specific guidance on authoring matenals themselves ispresented. The model specifies that, if poasible, instructional matailals be tried out on
"a-single representative learner."

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The AFP 50-58 model specifies that materials be tried
out on a.small number of students, but not until they have first been subjected to aninternal review by other subject matter experts. The mOdel provides guidance on
revising materials during the tryout phase, including how to remedy different types offailure to learn (retention, transfer, acquisition).

Commentary. All of the Models, then, proMe for A tryout of materials during devel-
opment, anethe ITRO.and Marine models emphasise that instruction should be lean.The absence of specific authoring guidance in the Marine Corps ind AFP 50-58 modelsshould not be considered a deficiency, since description of the many different technical
authoring pjocedures is not intended to be included in ISD manuals. '

Validation of Instruction

After instruction has been developed but before it is put Into use, it mut be triedout to see if it worksthat is, to see whether trainees attain the objectives. This is (Pone
by administering the.Course (or major parts of the course), under conditions that closely
approximate its intended use, to groups of trainees reccesentatilie of- the entry population.
Objective-referenced achievement tests developed prior to and independent of instructional
development per se are the primary validation criteria. Other measures of instructional
adequacy, such as time to complete lessons,. and acceptability to trainees, May also beobtained at this time. Instruction found to be deficient on any of the chosen criteria it
revised and subjected to the validation process again.
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/- Summery of Requirements

Prerequisite Conditions and Information
1. Objective-referenced achievement tests are available.

Procedures
1. Specify achievement test validation criteria (number and percent of

persons in validation sample required to pms tests).
2. Specify additional validation criteria.
3. Present instruction, administer achievement tests, analyze results, revise

instruction, and repeat cycle until validation criteria 'iv met.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Mode), Tbe ITRO procedure is to conduct both individual end grsoup
validation trials. It must first be decided what types of information will he needed to
measure the adequacy of the materials (e.g., achievement tests, student attitudes, time
to complete lesson) and what criterion values will be coniddered adequate. Instruments
for collecting and recording the data must then be deeeloped.

Before trials are conducted, entry tests and pretests, if available, ara used to select
suitabk subjects. In individual trials, while the, instruction is being presented, trainee
questions and any help given are recorded. When the trainee has completed the lesson,
the post-test is administered, followed by attitude and/or other chose% measures. Fol-
lowing individual trials with from three lo six trainees, the materials are revised in the'
light of test results, student comments, and whatever Other data were collected. The model
acknowledges that a leOd deal of judgment is required in diagnosing of deficiencies in
the materials. When Ris felt that the lessons are adequate, group trials are undertaken.

The hiodel provides a method for determining the sample size needed to obtain
statistically significant results in group trials, as a function of different standards for
mastering objectives. Possible criteria to be used in setting such standards are similar tc;
those used earlier in task selection (e.g., task delay tolerance, availability of trained incum-
bents, learning difficulty). The model cautions against being too rigid in petting standards,
however, and acknowledges that a great deal of error is present in any attempt to measure
performance. If the trainee' fail to reach the criterion specified,,the "revision cycle"
(presumably the validation procedure) must be repeated. The ITRO model acknowledges
that it may not be possible to complete validation befoie implementing the course, and
that continual revision with the actual trainees'may be required.

- Marine Corps Order P1510.23B. ,The Marine Corps model specifies that instructional
Materials be-tried with progressively larger groupg and revised "until they are satisfactory'
First, the materials are tested on a single representative learner, revised, and tried out
again until "consistent errors are removed." Second, group trials are conducted until
"the desired mastery scriteria have been obtained." The manual states that "group, in
this case, does not necessarily mean that the trials must be conducted with a group of a
certain.size." The Marine Corps model, like the ITRO, acknowledges that It may be
necessary to validate materials'by continual revision with actual trainees.

Air Force Pamphlet 50-58. The AFP 50-58 model also recommends a two-part
validation proCedure. In the first part, the instruction is presented to a group of six to
ten students, evenly divkied between low, medium, ant! high aptitmle. Information
about error rates, and time to complete, collected during this tryout is then used as the
basis for revision. Instruction is then Resented to another group of six to ten similar
students. The cyclepf instructten, test, and revision is continued "until it is proven that
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the students can perform to the level specified in the criterion objectives and tests,"
re until at least 20 students have been through the instruction, whicrer occurs later.

In the second part, complete instruCtional sequences (ideally th entire course of
instruction) are presented to a group of abliut 80. This is calkid an "operational tryout,"
and I. conducted using the equipment, facilities, and administrative procedures that will
be used when the course is operational. If students fail to meet-objectives, the model
requires the designer to reassess the task analysis, objectives, tests, and instruction design
and development.

Commentary. The procedures recommended in the different models are essentially
similar, although the Marine Corps model allows considerably more leeway in the size of
the sample for sroup trials. Any ofthe three sets of procedures, if put into practice,
would be adequate to determine whether the'training.bjectivee had been achieved as
measured by the achievement tests.

Internal Evaluation

After the instruction has been implemented, its actual effectiveness must be deter-
mined.. Although validation in the preceding step indicated that,persons who received the
instruction would attain the objectives, this was only an eittimate, based on an approxi-
mation of real training. How well the instruction works during actual training with
actual trainees will now be determkned. While validation occurred at one time only,
internal evaluation will be continuous, since the capabilities of trainees and,the manner
in which instruction is conducted may change over time. The principal' measure of
instructional effectiveness, is the trainee!' performance on the-objective-referenced
achievement tests. Other Measures include trainees' and instructors' opinions and atti-
tudes concerning the instruction, time to complete lessons, and attrition rates. This
evaluation of instructional effectiveness is sometimes termed product evaluation.

As deficiencies in the instruction are discovered, an attempt is made to identify
their causes arid recommend.remedies. In locating the source of a problem, it will be
important to know what ISD steps had previbusly, been performed, what decisions were
made, the rationales for these decisions, and the way in which they affected training.
It would be pointless to consider revising the choice ot particular instrudtional activities,
for example, without first considering whether and how they had actually been incorporated
into the instruction. This analysis or evaluation of how the ISD process itself was carried
out is also part of internal evaluation, and is sometimes termed process evaluation.

Summary of Requirements

Prereguisite Conditions and Information
1. Records of students' performance on achievement tests are aiailable.
2. Documentation is available of what occurred during the ISD process,

incliKling such elements as rationales for decisions, and departures
from standard procedures.

Procedures

1. . Specify evaluation criteria (number and percent of person required
to pass tests, etc.).

2. Identify the causes of shortcomings in the instruction and scify
revisions.
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Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model, The ITRO model specifies that tie effectiveness of both thw instruc-
tion and U. ISD effort itself be evaluated. Instructional effectiveness is measured-by
trainees' attainment of the objectives, as represented by test scores. The methods used
are basically the iame as validation urea. The manual also mommends collecting
information such as trainee backgro , entry skills, time to complete lessons, trainees'
evaluations of the media and methods, and instructors' evaluation of the content. The
product resulting from.these activities is peport recommending revisions to improve the
course.

The other aspect of internal evaluationprogress and process evaluationis actually
begun earlier. It begins with schaluling the ISD steps and determining which parts of
each step will apply to the specific project. Then, as work proceeds, reports are made
concerning quality, adherence to schedules, departures from plans, rationales for_deci-
sions, and other relevant factors. At the end of.each step a report is made as to 'whether
'the prockticts of that step are good enough to serve as input to ensuing steps.

Marine Corps Order P1510.23B. Tlie Marine Corps model specifies that the follow-
ing be evaluated, preferably by a person or group independent of course design and
instructor personnel: (a) whether students are mastering the objectives, (b) whether
the course was developed according to required procedtires and schedules, and (c) whether
the course is being administered as planned. A sample form .is provided for use in record-
ing trainee-test performance. In the sample Evaluation Plan, it is recommended that when
fewer than 80% of the trainees are mastering 80% of the objectives "the instruction will
become suspect." Checkliits are to be used to collect data on course administration.
Student and instructor evaluations of the instruction are to be obtained. The product
Of this step is a set of recommendations to resolve problems and weaknesses.

Air Force PampMet 50-58. A quality control team, free from the influence of the
instructional staff, is to conduct the internal evaluation. General qualifications for team
members are listel in the manual. Part of the team's resolonsibility is to use the follow-
ing procedure to evaluate trainees' mastery of Objectives:

. 1. Select a random sample of students about to graduate, administer course
criterion tests, and report the results. Before testing, theleam decides
what will be the passing score.

2. Administer the corresponding diagnostic test whenever there is poor per-
formance on a course criterion test, to isolate the cause of the deficiency.

3. Scrutinize the part of the course where the deficiency seems to lie, and
suggest ways to correct the deficiency.

. 4. After changes have been made, readminister the tests to graduates of
the revised course.

The model does not specify sample sizes for the test program, but requires that, over a
period of several graduating classes, each test be given. The quality control team is
also responsible for examining and evaluating compliance with course control documents,
performance of instructors, and the adequacy and appropriateness of training aids and
equipment, supplies, and facilities.

Commentary. All of the models require that trainees' mastery of the objectives be
used as a criterion for determining the effectivenits of the course. Any of the three

At of procedures, if put into practice, would be adequate to measure whether the
'ning objectives had been achieved. The Marine Corps model, however, provides pri-

marily an outline of the step rather than a detailed specification of procedures.
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External Evaluation

In' addition to determining whether trainees are Attaining course objectives (internal
evaluation), their proficienty and.the adequacy of the instructional design.and develop-

- ment process must be evaluated.by a standard external tan the course: the performance
of the graduate on the job. If graduates ue unable -to perform certain talks when they
reach the job, and these deficiencies are unacceptable, the.course may have to be revised.
The purpose of external'evaluation ia to discover any such deficienCies, Kentify their
-cauies (e.g., improper,job analysis, inadequate training), and recommend refnedies. If,
for example, the job has changed since the original analysis, or if the analysis was aulty,
the list of tasks on which the course I. based may have to. Ir changed. If the training
product is not adequate, instructional activitiei or the objectives themselves may require
revision. If skills and knowledge have been forgotten by the time they are needed, the
remedy may be to increase training, train on the job, or shorten the time between train-
ing and performance in note other way.

Probably the' most accurate methods of external- evaluation are'direct Observation
and testing of graduates on the jOb. Such approaches are costly,however, so some
reliance, if not all, must be placed on supervisors' summary evaluations (ratings) of per-
formance. GraduateX' evaluation of.theiiown and peers' performanCe may be included.
Information also may be obtained on such factors as what tisks are periormed, what
aspects of training are perceived as insufficient, and what 'training is not used.

Whatever the source and type of evaluation information, it should be obtained at
a task level of specificity. More general evaluations are of little use in isolating the
causes of Madequate performance. In all cases, the external evaluation must take place
fairly soon after the graduate has reached the field (usually within a few months). Other-
wise, it will be difficult to discriminate between skills and knowledge acquired in training
and those acquired on the job.

Summary of Requirements

prerequisite Conditions and Information
a

1. Access to supervisors and job incumbents is possible soon after arrival
of graduates on the job.

Procedures

1. Construct evaluation instruments (mail qUestionnaires, job sample tests,
interview guides, etc).

2. Collect evaluation information.
3. Analyze data, identify causes of deficiencies; and specify revisions.

Analysis of Service Models

ITRO Model. Two questions are considered in external evaluation: Can ,the graduates
perform their job tasks, and is the job the same as it was when originally analyzed? The

4recommended method of determining whether graduates can perform their tasks is to
administer Job Performance Measures in the field 30-90 days after graduation. Basing
decisions on data-gathered by other means (questionnaire, interview,.etc.) is described
as far riskier.

Determining whether the original job analysis is still valid is seen as a matter of
determining the present relationship between the Job Performance Measures and actual
job requirementsthat is, the predictive validity of the Job Performance Measures. Per-
formance on the Job Performance Measures ts compared with supervisors' evaluations of
graduates' performance.
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For interpreting the information from interviews and questionnaires, and deciding
whether the course:needs revision, the Model acknowledges that' no hard and figt rules
apply. It.provides guidance, however, oh such questions as how to Interpret data.when
a conflict exists between sppervison' tidings and Job performance Megure results. The
model cautions against revising simply for the sake of revision, and recommends making
'few, if any, changes if the majority of graduates and supervisors arcsatisfied With the
quality of the training.

Marine Corps Order P1510.23B. The Marine Corps model states that the yurposes
of external evaluation are to determine whether the graduates are performing as
trained and Whether the job heichanged since front-end analysis: The principal methrmj,
is to survex graduaies and supervisors, by questionnaire or interview, on how well they
believe the graduates perform the job, the type .and extent Of training received on the
job, the .effectiveness'and relevance of instruction, hOw gradUates of the new course cum-
pare to graduates of earlier training, and similar points. In addition the manual states
that "the validators will attempt to determine how well the graduat:is ;cored on the Job
Performance Measures and which JPMs gave them the most trouble."

. Air Force Pamphlet 50-58, The AFP 50-58 model specifies that extkrnal evaluation
may be accomplished by questionnaires, obseriationr interview, and formal supervisor's
evaluation during the graduates' first two months on the job. Content of the evaluation

.

instruments is to be based on the Job Performance Requirements and Training Require-
ments listed on the Training Data Worksheet. Examining. the data collected from valida-
tion and internal and external evaluation is expected to show whether the graduates satisfyjob performance requirements.

Commentary. The ITRO method, administering Job Performance Measures to grad-
uates in the field, appears to be the most reliable way to measure the adequacy of the
instructional design, but also the most costly. The ITRO model proiides the most guid-
ance for isolating the causes of performance discrepancies,revealed during external wall
uation. If summary. evaluations are tO be used, the 1TRO and AFP 50-58 model both
specify that information be obtained at the task level of ipecificity, while the Marine
Corps model goes not. The Marine Corps model is unique among the three in specifying
a delay of six months, rather than two or three, before surveying graduates. A delay of
this length might reduce the meaningfulness of the findings, since much of an incumbent's
skill and knowledge at that point may have been acquired on the job, not in training.

1
SUMMATION

The adequacy of ISD and the Service guidance in general varies according to the
kind orISD step in question. Three general types of steps can be distinguished.

1. Procedural steps. Most ISD steps involve the direct application of procedures.
The, means for carrying them out are generally available.. Examples are identification of
Job Requirements, Analysis of /Tasks, Identification of Entry Behavior, Development of
Achievement Tests, Validation of Instruction. The adequacy of ISD with respect to
procedutal steps becomes a matter of the clarity and completeness of the guidance.

Both the ITRO and AFP 50-58 models (with the exceptions noted in this chaOter)
appear adequate in this regard. The Marine Corps model is in the nature of an outline
of what steps must be accomplished than a set of instructions for accomplishing them,
and while it cites the ITRO model as a reference, there is every indication that it is
intended to be sufficient by itself for carrying out ISD. The.highly abbreviated form of
the guidance makes its intent harder to discern, thereby presenting wider latitude for
misinterpretation or misapplication.
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-2. Deeisions affecting total system performanCe. These design steps involve deci-
dons that interface-with other components of the operational system and affect force
effectiveness and productivity. The steps are Selection of Tasks for Training-and Selection
of Instructional Setting. Tasks selected for training establish the goals of training and
thereby determine the output 'of the training subsysterii. Thus, tasks must be oelected on
the basil) of their contribution to overall system performance. The setting that is selected
for training interfaces with other components of the system (e.g., it may reduce the prOI
ductivity of supervisors who must devote time to on-the-job instruction) and should also
be selected, on the basis of its system effects.

To develop information about the relationship between system performance and
criteria for selecting tasks and setting reqUires a criterion of system performance against
which variations in task and seteng can be tested. CUrrently available criteria of system
performance such Is those used to assess force readiness (e.g., personnel/and equipment
fill vs. authorisation, deadline rate, hours on equipment, tnlining status) are either insen:
sitive to variations in training or not reliable. Because the effects of task and Setting
selection cannot besatisfactorily measured, ISD in general, and as represented by the
Service models in particular, does not proiide an adequate methodology for making deci-
sions that affect total system perform fact I. reflected in the lack of systematic
procedures in the Service mode1s4Wèlectlng tasks and settings.

3. Decisions affecting training sYstem performance. These design steps involve deci-
sions that affect the efficiency of training. The steps are Selection of Instructional
Activities, Selection of Instructional Methods, Selection of Media, and Groupffig and
Sequencing of Instruction. Once the goals" of training have been decided, decisions made
in these steps determine the efficiency with which these goals are attained. The present .
state of the art.of instructional design, however, provides only incomplete information
for making these decisions.

Current guidelines for selecting instructional activities, mthods,' media, and sequence
are rudimentary. They provide only the starting point for a trial-and-error approach tO
maximizing efficiency; whichgiven the number of poisible coinbinations of methOds
could not be expected to succeed. Thus, while ISD does provide a framework for com-
paring alternate strategies (if time snd resources permit), it cannot be regarded as a meth-
odology for achieving optimal Usining efficiency, given the current state of instructional
technology.



Chaptor 3

. A MAIL SURVEY 0i,r ISD APPLICATIONS

At the initiation of this study, staff members visited headquarters organizations in
each Service to identify the locations of applications of Instrictional System Develop-
ment and to determine lines of authority and responsibility foi ISD iinplementation.'
Information obtained suggested the possible use of ISP in many organizations, far more
than could be individually examined in the study.

In otder to identify the organizations that were making maximal use of ISD pro-
cedures, an ISD ActiVities Questionnithe (see Appendix A) requesting descriptions of
instrrtional development procedures war distzibuted to schools and units- in each Service
that were engaged in' training and training development. The questionnaire wu sent to
Army schools by Training Developments Institute, Army Training and Doctrine Command;
tO Navy fleet training centers, technical training centers and training 'detachments by
Chief of Naval Education and Training; to Navy air crew training units by Headquarters,
Naval Air Systems Command; to Marine Corps schools by He-.kuarters, Marine Corpse
ind to Air Force MAJCOMS by the Directorate of Operatior anti Iteadineu, Headquarters,
Air Force.

Because in some instances major commands reproduced the qUestionnaire and ',dig- .

tzibuted copies to subordinate units, it is not possible to spPcify exactly how many ISD
Activities Questionnaires were distributed. The questionnaires were 'returned from a
total of 209 Organizations in- the four Services.

In completing die qyestionnaire, respondents first listed all courses, either.existing
or under development, ror which job analysis data had been compiled. AlthOugh we did

Visits were made to':
Army

Training Developments Insiitute,
Training and Doctrine Command

Training Support Center,
Trainint and Doctrine Command

Navy
Chief of Naval Operations
Director of Naval Education

and Training
Chief of Naval Education and

Training
Naval Air Systems Command
Chief of Naval Technical Training
Naval fralning Equipment Center
Training Analysis and Evaluation Group
Navy Personnel Research and Develop-

ment Center
.

-

Mar'ne Corps
Headquarters, Marine Corps

Air Force
Directorate of Operations and Readineu
Directorate of Personnel Pxograms
Air Training Command
4444 Operations Squadron (ISD) TAC
Air Force Office of Scientific Research
Technical Training Division, Human

Resources Laboratory
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not deTine ISD in terms of any specific type or sequence of activity, we did require that
joh analysis data be available for developmental efforts entered into the questionnaire.
This was &me/to eliminate from the study instonces in Which ISD was considered to be
nothing more than the application of one or more design or instructional techniques with-
out the need for deriving training from job requirements.' Thus the sample was restricted
to those efforts which treated the derivation of training from specified job requirements
as a fundamental characteristic of ISD.

Across all Services a total of 1,$14 training courses so defined were identified
(Table 1).

1/4Table 1

Training Courses With Job 'Analysis
Data Available

Service,
Organizations
Respondirig Courses

Army 16 ' 357

Navy 65 459
Marine'Corps 10 75

Air Force 118 923

Total 209 1814

Of the 209 organizations responding, 205 (98%) alst provided information on the .
total number of 'courses they conduct, which is 5,934. Thus, job analysis data,were
reported to have been compiled and available for about 31-percent. Of these, job analysis
data were reported to have been compiled and available-for 1,648 (28%).

For-the courses thus listed, a check list of 20 potential ISD activities was, provided
to identify the events that had occurred in course development (Table 2). Respondents
indicated whether each potential activity had been undertaken, whether it had been
completed, and whether products of the activity were currently available.

The questionnaire survey was intended primarily to provide information for selecting
development efforts to be examined during subsequent visits.. The data it generated are
of limited value for analytic purposes since (a) respondents differed.in their interpre-
tation of the items in the checklist, and (b) the activities reported were later found to
be exaggerated when checked in the o'rganizations visited. However, the data are Of
some interest since they reflect to a certain degree the general pattern of ISD applications
that was subsequently revealed in the field visits.

Percentages ot responses for each ISD step conducted for each Service, and for all
Services combined, are given in Tables 3-7. The greatest number of ISD steps performed

'Where training for specific jobs is being developed, requirements most often take the form of a
listing of tasks to be performed. Where instruction is designed to meet educationai goals, development
may begin with a specification of more general capabilities (skill, knowledge) that are recognized to
support many different activities, An explicit statement of either tuks to be performed or capabilities
to be acquired is neceuary for an objective determLnation of instructional requirements,
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Table 2

Checklist of Potential 'Activities in
ISD Activitles Questionnaire

1. Analyzed probelm/system/existingcorse to determine need for training develpmerat.

2. Obtained priority information about tasks (frequrcy, delay tolerance, criticality, etc.)

; 3. Analyz,ed tasks into elements, conditions, and standards.

4. Selected taskslor training on the basis of task priority information.

5. Clustered tasks and selected instructional setting on the basis of priority information,
resources, and output requirements.

6. Developed terminal and intermediate learning objectives.

7. Sequenced and clustered objectives.

8. Developed, tried out, and revised tests.

9. identified knowledge and skills of entering trainees.

10. Identified type(s) of learning required for each objective/and specified corresponding
learning activities.

11. Identified media appropriatelto type of learning and learning activities.

12. Specified plan 'for pacing, instructor role, group/individualized presentation,
scheduling, entry/exit requirements, etc.

13. Reyiewed/selected appropriate existing instruction mateHals.a

14. Authored/produced new instruction materials.-

15. Validated instruction materials.

16. Cunducted instruction.

17. Analyzed student performance (for internal evaluation of course).

18. Revised training according to results of internal evaluation.

19. L .ermined if graduates were meeting performanca requirements ori the job
(external/field evaluation).

20. Revised training according.to results of external evaluation.
s

aThis ectiyity was inadvertntly omitted from the questionnaire sent to Army orgaqizations.
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Table 3
. e

Percent of Responserfor Each ISD Step in
357 Army Instructional Development Efforts

RESPONSE CATEGORY

Activity Unthirtidten
Products Available 65.8 75.6 76.5 77.6 38.7 35.3 30.2 29.7 34.5 28.3 27.7 37.0 - 33.3 15.7 23.5 14.0 13.2 7.8 5.9 35.1

Activity Undertaken
Produits Not Available

I.due to Problems 3.4 5.0 1.4 1.7 5.0 3.9 2.0 0.3 1.4 . 6.2 5.9 3.1 - 2.8 2.8 0.3 2.5 2.5 0.3 0.0 2.6

Activity Being Undertaken
Not Completed 2.5 13.5 14.3 10.3 43.7 39.8 40.9 43.7 47.6 40.3 40.6 41.4 - 47.9 53.5 49.6 -50.1 51.0 62.8 55.7 39.4

Activity Not Und rtaken 26.3 3.9 4.7 7.3 9.5 17.9 23.8 25.2 15.4 24.1 24.7 17.4 - 17.4 26.6 20.2 26.9 27.4 223 32.5 19.7

Not Reported 2.0 2.0 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 .1.1. 1.1 - 1.1 1.4 6.4 6.5 5.9 6.4 5.9 3.1

altom inadvertentlY omitted 'from Army Clusstionriaire.

C.
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PAent cif Responses for Each ISO Stip In
459 Navy Instruetionpl Development Mats

RESPONSE CATEGORY

ISD ACTIVITIES

Activity Undertaken

7

Pralucts Available 62.1 55.3 61.7

Activitx Undertaken
Products Not f4vidable

due ts PrWbos

Activity Being Undertaken

Not Completed

6.8 8.3 2.6

5.0 5.2 9.1

Activity Not Undorteken 28.1 31.2 26.6

Not Reported 0.0 0.0 0.0

56.7 59.7 68.2 83.6 30.7 42.0,-:57.3 54.4 39.2

3.7 3.5 0.9 12.6 2.8 3.9 3.5 4.6 4.8

8.7 9.4 11.1 12.0 36.8 12.2 11.5 134 26.6

.
30.9 27.4 21.8 21.9 27.7 "39.9 25.7 25.5 27.4

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0, 2.0 2.0

49.0

. 0.9

218

26.3

2.0

314 42.0 55.8

0.4 3.5 0.4

29.4 40.7 25.0

31.2 11.8 16.8
.1.

2.4 2.0 2.0

47.0

2.6

27.7

20.7

2.0

I
43.8 30.9 28.3 49.1

1.7 2.0 1.1 Z.9

30.3 29.4 32.0 19.8

222 35.8 35.3 26.7

2.0 2.0 3.3 1.4

1 3
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Table 5

. Percent of Responses for Each' ISD Step in
75 Marine Corps Instructional Development Efforts

IS ACTIVITIES

RESPONSE CATEGORY

Activity Undertaken
Products Available 88.0' 52.0 52.0 48.0 48.0 85.3 80.0 80.0 76.0 88.0 77.3 77.3 84.0 82.7 69.4 81.3 78.7 80.0 70.7 70.7 73.5

Activity Undertaken
Products Not Available
due to Problems 5.3 6.8 5.3 6.7 8.0 2.7 1.3 0.0 5.3 2.7 4.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 0.0 t .3' 0.0 0.0 2.7

Activity Being Undertaken
Not Completed 4.0 28.7 30.7 32.0 30.7 9.3 0.7 13.3 1.3 5.3 6.7 8.0 10.7 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 13.3 24.0 17.3 14.9

Activity Not Undertaken 2.7 14.7 12.0 13.3 13.3 2.7 12.0 4.0 17.4 4.0 12.0 14.7 1.3 1.3 13.3 2.7 k
--,

5.4 5.3 12.0 8.5

Not Reported 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.ii 0.0 2.7 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

P.41 N
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RESPONSE CATEGORY

Table 8 .
Percent of Reesponses for Each ISD itep in

923 Air Force Instructional Development Efforts

Activity Undrt1ksn e--

Products AVIiISII 72.8 57.6 68.6 62.9 02.0 61.2 70.1 55.6

Activity Und,flaken
Products Nit Available
due to problems 18.3 16.8 10.7 13.1 18.2 10.0 8.0 7.6

IActivity Being 'Undertaken

Not CoMpleted 4.0 6.3 6.4 6.2 8.8 11.4 11.3 19.3

Activity Not Undertaken . 4.9 19.3 14.3 17.8 11.0 10.4 ,10.6 17.3

Not Reported 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2

59.9

14.7

5.8

19.5

01

69.1 69.6 71.7 75.6 68.5 55.1 64.7 62.9 54.9 50.7 46.6 63.4

5.2 6.8 3.4 4.6 3.5 10.8 6.2 4.9 5.4 4.8 4.6 8.9

11.7 10.6 11.8 11.5 163 23.4 19.5 22.0 25.6' 23.1 22.9 13.9

13.9 12.9 13.0 8.2 11.5 10.4 9.2 9.8 13.7 20.8 24.6 13.7

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 02 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.3 0.2
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Table 7

Percent of Responses for Eich 1SD Situp in 1814
Instructional Development Efforts: All Services Combined

RESPONSE CATEGORY

ISD ACTIVITIEi

I II #
fel

11'q'i1,''e

F-

ilm I 1 I
Activity Undertaken
ProdUcts Available

44.9 38.1 35.0 55.0

Activity Undertaken
Produce Not Available
due to Problems 11.4 11.9 6.6 8.2 11.5 6.2 5.2 4.6 9.5 4.8 6.0 3.5 3.3 1.9 7.0 3.3 3.6 3.7 3.0 2.7 5.9

Activity Being Undenaken
Nat Completed 4.0 8.2 9.7 8.7 16.7 16.8 17.1 28.3 15.4 17.0 17.1 21.2 14.7 25.9 33.4 26.7 28.7 31.3 32.5 31.4 20.2

4

Activity Not Undertaken 14.9 19.1. 15.4 18.9 15.0 14.4 16.1 21.0 23.8 18.5 18.3 17.6 13.6 17.2. 14.1 13.0 15.7 14.2. 24.3 28.3 17.9

Not Reported 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.9 0.9 2.0 '2.0 1.9 2.1 2.6 1.1
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(i.e., highest mean percentage Of resronses for all pOtential activities in the category
"activities undertaken/products available") is reported'by the Marine Corps (73%), fol-
lowed b'y the Air Force (63%), the Navy (49%), anorthe Army (35%).

The relatively low ovell incidence of ISD activity reported by the Army is a
consequence of their current focus Qn developing exportable training and evaluation
materials for use in operational units (e.g., Soldier's.Manuals, Training Extension Course
lesions, and Skill Qualification Testa), rather than instructional develppment per se (see
Chapter 4). This seen more clearly when the percentages of responses for %-ifterent
types of ISD activities are examined. Three major phases of MD are (a) analysis of job
and training requirements, (b) development of initruction, and (c) evaluation of instruc-

t- tion. Items from the activities checklist that most clearly represent each of these phases/ were selected. The mean reiponse percentages in the category "activities undertaken/
products available" for each phase by Service are shown in Table 8. -)

Table 8

Level of Activity in Three Phases of ISD

Service

Mean Percent of Responses Indicating
Activity and Products

Analysis* Qevelopmentb Evaluationb

Army 76.6 30.6 9:4
Navy 57.9 60.4 40.0
Marine Corps 50.7 82.6 72.9
Air Force 63.0 65.5 56.2
All Services Combined 63.9 §9.9. 44.2

°Based on items; Obtained.priorit; information about tasks (frequency, delay
tolerance, criticality, etc.); analyzed tasks into elements, conditions', and standards; and
selected tasks for training on tha basis of task priority information.

bl3ased on items: Developed terminal and intermediate learning objectives; sequenced
and clustered objectives; identified type(s) of learning required for each Objective and
specified corresponding learning activities; and identified media appropriate to type of learning
and learnirg activities.

cflased on items: Validated instruction materials; analyzed student rformance (for
internal evaluation of course); and determined if graduates were meeting rrformance require-
ments on the job (external/field evaluation).

In Army-applications, only ,35 percent (Table 3) of the responses for all types of
activities indicated actions and products, whereas 'activity is shown in 77 percent (Table 8)
of the steps concerned with analysis of job and training requirements. Front-end analysis
is necessary in the development of Soldiers Manuals and prescribed for the construction

S
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'of Skill'Qualification Tests.' The pattern reported by Army organizations clearly reflects
these activities.

The other noteworthy aspect of these data is the relatively low level of activity ih
evaluatjon. With the exception of the Marine Corps (with data representing a smaler
number of applications and a far smaller number of orgaiiizations), all Services report-
& lower level of activity in evaluatioh than in either analysis or development. Also less
activity is reported by the Army, Navy, and Air Force for any of the three subclasses"
of evaluation (validation, ihternal evaluation, external evaluation) than for analysis or
development (Table 9). External evaluaion was reported least frequently.

Table 9

Level of Activity in Three 'Types of ISD Evaluation

Service

Percent of Responses Indicating.
Activity end Products

Validation
Internal

Evaluation
External

Evaluation

Arn- y 15.7 14.0 7.8
Navy 42.0 47.0 30.9
Marine Corps 69.4 78.7 70.7
Air Foree 55.1 62.9 50.7
All Services Combined 44.6 50.0 38.1

William C. Osborn, Roy C. Campbell, and J. Patrick FOrd. Handbook for Development of Skill
Qualification Tests, HumRRO Final Report 77-1, January, 1977.

Individual Training gee Evaluation Directorate, U.S. Army Training Support Center. Guidelines for
Development of Skin Qualification Tests, December 1977.
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Chapter 4

SERVICE METHODS OF ORGANIZING FOR ISD

The Services differ widely, both among and within themselves, in the ways in which
they have organized4o meet the rtquirements of Instructional System Development. In
part, their responses reflect different notions of what the ISD requirements are, and in part
simply the different situations faced by the four Services. At the most universal level,
there is recognition of the need for information about the ISD process and foe expertise
to carry out its individual steps. One response to this need has been to revise instructor
training courses to concentrate on skills and knowledge related to ISD rather than on the
traditional content, methods of effective instructional presentation. Another response
has been to specialize, partitioning the ISD process into several phases and assigning per-
sionnel to develop expertise and to work on only one phase. Another approach has been
to assign personnel permanently to ISD duties, tVith or without specialization in a single
phase. Expertise has also been brought to bear by engaging civilian contractors to
accomplish ISO or to participate in joint military/contractor development efforts.

The need for expertise, or the lack of it, is also reflected in the degree to which
ISD activity has been centralized. One view is that expertise can be acquired by instruc-
tors at all training sitc,, and that they should be required to apply ISD as they develop
and revise their own courses. At the other extreme is the view that expertise is both
limited and hard to aciluire. This has led to the deliberate placement of personnel at a
limited nUmber of sites, to develop training to be conducted at other locations. This
permits the use of personnel who already possess backgrounds in training design or devel-
opment, and who can be expected to acquire further expertise through a succession of
ISD efforts. Centralizing ISD activity in this way, however, means that instructors must
be willing to accept training material they did not develop themselves. Resistance to
doing so is widely acknowledged, and is sometimes termed, aptly, the "not-invented-here
syndrome."

In addition to the need for expertise, there is some belief An the desiriaility of
performing various steps separately in order to maintain the high degree Of objectivity
implicit in !SD. To keep the determination of job requirements, for example, insulated
from the influence either what has previously been taught or what certain persons
believe should be ta,ight, some training personnel believe that job task lists should be
developed by persons other than instructors. Another example is the obvious appropri-
ateness of assigning the responsibility for evaluating training to others than those who
develop it.

To separate the ISD functions requires, of course, that each party be. willing to use
the products developed by others. This situation is analogous to that of centralized
instructional development, and the degree of resistance may be just as high between job
analysts and training analysts, for example, as between developers of training and
instructors.

Another difficulty inherent in separating ISD functions is achieving the appropriate
degree of communication betisien those performing separate steps. Too much commu-
nication threatens compromise objectivity, but some is necessary both because the
steps are so interdependent, and because subject matter experts (often the course instruc-
tors) must provide input at several Points.
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The manner in which the individual Services have organized to epply ISD is sum-
marized in the following sections.

ARMY -

Training is developed at the TRADOC resident training center proponent for
particular MOS. TRADOC has organized its schools along the lines of the ITRO
mod,1 for.ISD, with separate. directorates or divisions for different Isp functions. Thus,
for k ample, a task list developed in a Training Analysis Division of a Directorate of
Tro.:..ng Developments would be hnnded off to a Course Development Division for
the development of training, and the resultingtraining would be evaluated by the
'Directorate of Evahlation. (The exact arrangement varies from school to school.) The
responsitility of each division, however, is primarily the generation of one or more
products for the Enlisted Personnel Management System (EPMS) fdr use outside the
'school. These include lists of training taski for each MOS (Soldier's Manuals and

, Commander's Manuals) and evaluation Instruments and training materials based on these
lists (Skill Qualification Tests, Army Training and Eyaluation Program tests, Training
Extension Course lessons).

_ Resident training, not being one of these EPMS products, is not necessarily based
on the same task lists. It is generally developed by instructors in training departments,
independently of the analysis and design activities of the various diyisions in the school.
The activities of these divisions, then, do not usually lead to the systematic revision
of training, at least initial training, for an MOS. When ISD is applied to resident train-
ing, it typically follows a decision to convert 'a course to self-pacing. In such cases,
an ad hoc team is sometimes assembled to carry .out the process.

NAVY

For initial "A" School technical training, the Navy has centralized ISD activity
at Instructional Program Development Centers (Igpc), under the Chief of Naval
Education and Training Support. Two centers have been established; more are
planned. One course developed at IIDC San Diego has already been turned s;v
Chief of Naval Technical Training (cNTT) for implementation.

To the extent that the IPDC approach is pursued, the responsibility for design-
ing and developing "A" School courses will be removed from the schools, which will
be responsible only for conducting the training. This arrangement has ostensibly been

-chosen because training technologists needed to support ISD cannot h.4 made available
everywhere training is conducted. Centralization of training developnient also pre-
sumably permits more effective control of the ISD process. Whether such control
is achieved remains to be seen. The IPDCs are staffed primarily by civilian education
specialists and instructional materials developers. Subject matter expertise is provided
by the instructors of the existing courses, who also, to a large extent, determine what
tasks should be trained.

Since the IPDC approaCh is only beginning to be implemented, most Navy "A"
School courses are still developed and revised at the technical training center where
they are taught, by course instructors and civilian education or training specialists. A
Curricultim and Instructional Standards Office is typically responsible for coordinating
approval of the course by CNTr. More advanced training at Naval Air Maintenance
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Training Detachmenta and other trair ing centers under crirr is also locally developed
and subject to CNTT approval. An analogous situation exists for training conducted
by the Atlantic and Pacific Fleet Training Commands.

Another rrea of major ISD effort in the `Navy is aircrew training. The Naval
Training Equipment Center (NTEC) has sponsored several large-scale analysis and
developthent projects by nivilian contractors, for new or updated abcraft (one aircrew
training squadron has also undertaken its own effort, patterned aftei the contractor-
developed procedures). In some cases the projects have been limited to analysis and
design of training. When instructional materials have b.^en deieloped as well, the
emphasis has been on self-paced audiovisual and printed media to replace much of
the instruction that was formerly conducted by a one-to-one tutorial or in the group-

*tweed lecture/demonstration mode. NTEC has also developed specifications to guide.
and control future ISD efforts conducted by civilian contractors.'

MARINE CORPS

The Marine Corps has not tituted a new form of organization to implement'
ISD, but rather has concent on teaching ISD procedures in its instructor training
courses Formal developed at the resident school.where it is conducted,
primarily by course instructors. (Civilian education specialists also participate in
course design to some degree, especially in the preparation of course control docu-
ments for approval.) The 'Marine Corps polccy is to require all instructors to apply
1SD whenever they are developing a new course, but not to revise existing training
that had been developed in accordance with the Marine Corps' earlier "nine-step "sys-
tems approach" model for training development.

The extent of application of ISD has been quite limited. There are instances,
however, in which training has been redesigned or developed using some of the ISD
steps. The persennel involved ranged from one instructor or education specialist to an
ad hoc team of several instructors, sometimes organized under the name of a 'Course
Content Review BoarcrWhen such teams are used to design training, the actual
authoring of instruction (generilly lesson plans) is still generally accomplished by the
instructors who will -Use it.

AIR FORCE

Technical training by instructors in the Air Force is developed at the resident
schools where it is conducted. Instructor training his therefore been revised to
include ISD techniques. In addition, an ISD Specialty has been added to the Air
Force job structure. ISD Specialists and civilian education specialists provide guidance
to the instructors who are developing or revising their courses, and they coordinate
approval of the course objectives (Program of Instruction) by Air Training Command
(ATC). At tite time of this report, the future of the ISD specialt-y is in some doubt.

The application of ISD t-..) Air Force technical training is greatly conditioned by
certain components of the histing training development system. An occupational
measurement ,squadron is responsible foi7 providing job task lists to schools. For each

Military §pecifipation MIL-T-29053, Training Requirements for Aviation Weapon Systems,' 1977.

A
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course, sehools are required to publish a Course or Specialty Training Standard that
lists tasks selected for training. A list off training objectives must be published in the

. form of a Program of Instruction. 'pli'foit large extr a, the application of ISD in teCh-
nical training consists of satisfyitig t .documentation requirements. ,

The application of ISD to aircrew training is more centralized. For each aircraft,
trainin 1 is developed at a single site, although, it may be conducted at several. As in
Navy flying training, major ISD efforts are being undertaken to develop individualized

4fl(usually audiovisual) instructional materials an o substitute simulator hours for flight
time. The typical approach is the use of an IS team, either from an ISD squadron
or as a part of the flying training squadron or wing where the training is being devel-
oped. Although team members may be aircrew personnel assigned to ISD duties, 'they
are not the flight line instructors who will teach the course. This degree of separation
of functions has the potential to increase the devee of objectivity in the job and train-
ing analysis, but also presents the problems of communication and resistance inherent
in any effort to separate training development from implementation.'

SUMMATION

NO particular method of organizing for ISD (centralization or decentralization,
separation of functions or unitary approach) was found to promote or hinder its
application. s To a certain extent this finding reflects several difficulties encountered
in trying to assess the relative effectiveness or efficiency of alternate approaches:.

(1) None of the training design efforts examined followed ISIS procedures
closely enough so that the adequacy of the resulting training could be
considered a measure of the adequacy of Isl.), much less of a particu-
lar approach.

(2) Data on the cost Of ipplying ISD, on which to base comparisons of
efficiency, were seldom available.

(3) The ISD efforts that were.examined cover a range of types of training
in different %content areas. Measuring the effectiveness of alternate
organizational approaches would require that the costs and effects
associated with the way the ISD process has been structured be identi-

,
1 fied and isolated from the costs and effects associated with particular

training methods or jobs.
These difficulties notwithstanding, the research teaM's conclusion after examining

57 courses is that whether or not ISD procedures are.closely _followed is not a func-
tion of the manner in which people are organized to apply it. At least within' the
range of aPproaches represented in the study, none was found to be superior.

It was also found that separating ISD functions does not of itself insure a high
degree of objectivity. When4-the effort is made to insulate one ISD activity from the
influence of another or from past practice, by handing off ISD products from one
party to another, the nroducts are often modified to suit.those who receive them.
This applies to hands-offs both among instructional develo-,,ors and from developers
to instructors.

'See Miller, Ralph M., gwink, Jay R., and McKenzie, James F., Jr., Instructional Systems
Development (ISD) in Air Force Flying Training. Air Force lyman Resources Laboratory
TR-78-59, 1978.
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ISD is typically performed by a small team. Even when some other form of organi-
zation has been formally established to carry out ISD, there is a tendency to revert to
a small team. In the Marine Corps and in flying training the team approach is standardi
in other instances teams are often assembled ad hoc.

ISD is generally performed byinstructOrs. Of the 57 training design efforts studieda
instructors were primarily responsible for 39. Moreover, even when analysis and design
are accomplished by others, the actual authoring of instruction is often performed by
those who teach the course.
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Chaptor 5

FIELD STUDY OF ISD APPLICATIONS

FIELD gruoy OF COURSES a I.

Information about how ISD is being applied was obtained by examining ihe procr-
dures used in developing or revising 57 courses It 93 organizatiOns in the' four Services.
1taining developers who had participated in course design described how training had, been
developed and 'implemented in each caee. The initial identification ind screening of instal-
lations to be visited and courses to be examined was made on the tasisof information ,

obtained Mt the questionnaire survey deicribed in Chapter 3. The strategy used In identifying
sites was to seek outcourses that provided the most complete representation of the HID
process. This apprrilal was verified in phone conversations prior to a visit and spin upon
arrival at the site. Occasionally a course fhat had been previously selected was deleted,
and one that .developers felt represented a better example of their best efforts to employ,.
ISD was substituted. The sample of courses that was examined represents the best exam-
ples of ISD that were identified.. Thus, the sampie is exemplary rather than typical.

In many caw several persons provided information about a given course. Each' step of
the design process that had occurred was first identified; then the procedures and products
for each step wee described and discussed in detail. Each interview covered only a single
course and' how it was developed. This approsch resulted in a bodY of data consisting of a
collection of specifics rather than a.collection of general Procedures. A Structured format to
the interview provided for cross-questioning, to check on the accuracy of the 'information.'
In almost all instances, however, interviewees proved to be quite candid in their descrip-

.

tions of what they hid and had not done'
As indicated in Table /0, courses were examined in each Ser. vice. Combat, *air crew, and

technical training, both maintenance and non-maintenance,.are represented. The' sampling
of courses, however, is not related to sue.; factors as combat importance or input density.
Instead, an effort Was made to include exam:4es of as wide a range of types cd training as
practical.. Intentionally avoided were courses with a strong educational and informational
orientation, non-job-specific courses, and othr in which it is difficult to identify specific
behavioral objectives (e.g., Service academies, leadership, organizationel effectiveness).

Theremainder of this chapter contains* a step-by-step description of the way in which
the IS& process is being applied. It is organized like Chapter 2, discussing each ISD 'step in
turn.. Following a summary description of each step2 &rive table listing prerequisites !ma
procedures for carrying out the step; statistici on the number of courses in which the Pre- ..

requisites were present and the procedures were carried out; and a general description of
the way in which the step has tieen applied. The chapter concludes with a general discussion
of how ISD is being used. In Appendix B, the data on the individual steps summarized for
all Services in this chapter are broken down by the individual Services.

I Copies of the interview guide can be obtained from HumERO, Western Division.
2Each step, previously described in Chapter 2, has been summarized so that the present chapter

can be read independently. The reader who hu read Chapter 2 may wish to skip over the introductory
description of each step.

8
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Courses Examined

max
Short 'Range Air Defense Missile Crewman

Air Defense School, Fort Bliss, Texas

Infantry, Officer Advanced

Infantry School, Fort Banning, Georgia

Field Artillery Crewman

, Field Artillery School, Fort Sill, Oklahoma

Aerial SurveillarkSensor Repairer

Intelligence School, Fort Huachuca, Arizona

Tracked Vehicle Mechanic

Armor School, Fort Knox, Kentucky

Improved Hawk Fire Control Repairmam
Nuclear Weapons Electronic Specialist

Mink and Munitions School, Redstone Arsenal, A!abema

NAVY

Avionics Technician
Basic Electricity and Electronics

Naval Air Technical"Training.Center, Memphis, Teknesse

Aviation Storekeeper
Aviation Maintenance Administrationman
Personnelman

Naval Technical Training Center, Maridian, Mississippi

Propulsion Engineering
Fire Control Technician

Service Schoo;s Command, Great Lakes, Illinois

Radioman

Internal Communicationman

-2 Instructional Program Development Center, San Diego, California'

I

(Continued)

4
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Table 10 (Continued)

0

F-4J Electrical Systems Organizational Maintenance

Naval Air maintenance fraining Dethichment 1024, MCAS Beaufort, South, Carolina

AN/APM 225 Module Analyor Test COnsole

Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachment 1003, NAS Oceans, Virginia

SH2F Airframe Maintenance

Naval Air Maintenance Training Detachment 1007, NAS Norfolk, Virginia'

Hagan Automatic Boiler Control Console Operator
Storekeeper Supply Afloat Independent Duty
AN/SPS 49 Heavy Radar Maintenance

Fleet Training Center, Norfolk, Virginia

Nuclear Weapons Advanced Maintenance

Nuclear Weapons Training Group Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia

Surface Anti-Submarine Warfare Officer..

Fleet Anti-Submarine Warfare Training Center Atlantic, Norfolk, Virginia

OK-252/BOR-15 Array & Cable Handling Group
MK24 Hydraulic/Support Ring Advanceil

Fleet Ballistic Missile Submarine Training Center, Charleston, South Carolina

P-3C/P-36 MOD Aircrew

Patrol Squadron 31, NM Ploffet Field, California

F14 Aircrew

Fighter Squadron J24, NAS Miramar, California

SH-3H Aircrew

Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron 10, NAS North Island, California

Basic Underwater Demolition and SEAL.

- Naval Amphibious School, Coronado, California

MARINE CORPS

Instructicnal Management
IBM 360 Systems
'Communications Officer

Education Center, Develop'ment and Education Command, Ouantico, Virginia

(Continued)
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Table 10 (Continuod)

Motor Transport Staff NCO

Motor Transport School, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

Food Service Basic
Fiscal Accounting

Service Support Schools, CAM') LejeUne, North Carolina

. Journeyman Combat Engineer

Engineer School, Camp Lejeune, North Carolina

AIR FORCE

Television Equipment Repairman
Technical Instructor
Services Operations Officer
insttumentation Mechanic: Sets Training .

Material Facilities Specialist

Cowry Technical Training Center, Colorado

Dental Supervisor
Optometry Specialist
Mental Heelth Ward Specialist

School of Health Care Sciences, Sheppard AFB, Texas

Aircraft Propeller Mechanic
Contract Construction Inspector
Reciproceting Aircraft Maintenance Specialist

- Outside Wire end Antenna Repairman
Accounting and Finanee,Officer

ShePpard Technical Training Center, Texas..

E-3A Avibnics Instkiment Specialist
E-3A Electrical System Spetialist

Field Training Detachment 413, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma

-\ E-3A Weapons Director
E-3A Airborne Computer/Display Maintenance Technician

. 552 AWAC Wing, linker AFB, Oklahoma

AQM-34M Missile Systems-Maintenance Specialist

Field Training Detachment 512, Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona

A-10 Pilot

4444 Operations Squadron (TAC), Devis-Monthan AFB, Arizona

H-53 Combat Rescue Aircrew

1550 Aircrew Training and Test Wing (MAC), Kirtland AFB, New Mexico



Need/Discrepenfly AnslYsis

ISD originates with the identification of a need to develop or revise instruction.
Instruction must be developed if the human performance elements of a new job or
weapon system nuire training. Instruction must be revised if existing trair19g is not N-
sufficiently effective and econoritical: Prerequisite conditions for determining,)thd are
the existence and maintenance of procedures for detecting indications of poOntial dis-
crepancies. When a potential discrepancy is identified, additional information is gathered
as needed for further confirmation and definition of the problem, and to suggest the
appropriate locus for corrective actionthat is, where the ISD process should begin, and
the extent of- ISD that is appropriate to the problem. .

Table 11

Need/Discrepancy Analysis:
incidencn of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N47)

41,

Not Appliceb(oll/Prerequisites Pment Absent Not Determined

1. Information is available about possible dis-
crepancies between training and field .

requirements. 31 2 24

Not Applicebleb/Procedures Dons Not Done Not DetOrMinpd

1 . Analyze initial and supplementary .
information. 24 22 11

2. Identify 'and specify discrepancy. 23, 23 11

3. Specify ISD entry point and bOundaries
of redesign process. ,.

19 27 11

'Not APPIiceI prersquisites occur in instances where their status is moot tea., prerequisite states the location
in ISO process where tep is to oicur, but step has not been performed).

b Not Applicable, procedures occur in ISD efforts that wale eximinedsin progress and for which given step ws
not yet oppropriate.

In about one-third of the courses studied, it was fotuid that training development
had been initiated in re:Tonsil° an identified-training deficiency, and that the entry
point for ISD had been specified accordingly. In most cases, however, the deficiency
was simply the-lack of any training .program for some newly introduced equipment or
a new job specialty. Only five of the development forts (99A) had been undertaken in
response to indiaitions of poor training or job perf rmance, such as failed inspections
or high attrition. In 11 courees, it could not be determined whether the identification
of a training deficiency had led to the requirement to redesign existing training. Train-
ing developers interviewed did not always know what circumstances preceded their
own efforts.
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The low incidence of cases in which specific training-defi ecrtrilbs were identified
and remedied through the ISD prOcess may be partly due to the manner of selecting
the sample of courses for t study. Courseb which had reportedly undergone many
ISD steps were selected ove those which had undergone only a few; and training devel-
open on site were asked to be their "most complete" ISD efforts. Both of these
factors would tend to favor the selection of training design efforts which had-begun
with front-end analysis, rather than Those for which a later ISD entry point had been
specified.

,
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Identification of Job Requirements

Job analysii consists of three parts: compiling a provisional list of tasks believed
to comprise the job; verifying the accurtiCy of the list and adjusting it as necessary; and
gathering task priority information. Task lists are developed in a two-phase process to
increase their reliability. The titial list may be generated in various ways, ranging from
the recollections of a single subject matter expest to extensive observation of job incum-bents. Verification may also take different forms, ranging from review by a second gtoup
of subject matter experts to a phone or much broader mail survey. Ideally, verification
includes validation with a representative sample of job incumbents.

Task priority information is data about such factors as billets where the task is'per-formed, percent.of persons performing, and 'frequency of performance. To increase the
reliability of what are inevitably subjective estimates, this information should usually be
gathered from a fairly large sample of job incumbents.

Table 12

Identification of Job flequirements:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N47)

Prerequisites

None
-

Present
Not Applicable/

Absent Not Determined

It

Not Applicable
Procedure% Done Not Done Not Determined

,
1. Construct provisional task list. 38 13 6 . .
2. Verify and revise on basis of review/

survey of lob incumbents. 27 20 io
3. Collect tatkpriority information. 24 23 10

A provisional task list was constructed in 38 of the courses studied, and in 27 of
those cases it was subjected to some kind of verification by job incumbents or other
subject matter experts. In the Army most of the lists were constructed liY personnel
permanently assigned to task analysis duties at TRADOC schools, as in a Directorate of
Training Developments. In the Marine Corps the lists were generally constructed by
resident school instructors temporarily assigned to course development duties, sometimes
as memtiers of an ad hoc Course Content Review Board. In the Navy the list was likelyto be an ccupational survek (NOTAP) printout, or an existing list of watch-standing
or equipment maintenance duties. When a Navy task list was constructed specifically
for course development, this was usually done, in the case of technical tiiiining, by
instructors under the coordination of a Curriculum and Instructional Standards Office,
or, for air crew training, by former incumbents temporarily assigned to work with an
ISD contractor. Most Air Force task lists were CODAP printouts. When a list was cern-
structed by Air Force course developers, which occurred only rarely in non-flying train-ing, it was compiled by instructors.

The principal instances in which job task/Mr-were not compiled were a few field-
conducted, equipment-specific courses in the Navy and Et v-riety of Air Force courses
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for which no occupational survey report was 'Minable. Of the develodit fforts
examined, those in the Air Force had the highest (50%) of cases iii which task lists
were definitely.not dompiled. It may be that the Wide availability of.CODAP printouts
leads Air Force training designers to consider task list construction solely the respon-
sibility of occupational measurement personnel, The protedure specified in Air-Force
Pamphlet 50-58, however, is to use occupatidnal survey data along with other information*
to build a complete task list arranged by job duties. This approach was rarely taken
in Air Force technical training. If a CODAP printout had been obtained, the develop-
ment of a Course or Specialty Trainisg Standard (selection of tasks for training) was
generally reported as the next ISD step accomplished.

If either a NOTAP or a CODAP printout was available and reported to be used, it
was considered a verified task list for the purposes of this study. However, personnel
interviewed often questioned the usefulness of these occupational survey reports, on
the grounds that the task descriptions were not Suitable for deriving training objectives.
As the recommended AFP 50-58 prOcedure implies, perhapa such lists are not adequate
by themselves to serve as the basis for training development. Examination of some of
.the NOTAP/CODAP lists used to develop courses.in this study revealed that some items
listed were well-defined task descriptions, while others were actually general skills or non-
task categories of rbehavior.
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Selection Of Tasks for Training

Tasks identified by job analysis are classified into those to be trained and those not
to be trained.. Tasks selected form the basis of the training,program; those rejected are
not reconsidered until the final external evaluation. Prerequisites for task selection are
a list of tasks.which comprise the job, inforntation for esta6lishing their importance and
need for training, and decision rules for determining training prioiities.- To promote objec-
tivity, this information and the procedures for processing it sliould -be developed prior to
the selection "process. After identifying which tasks are desirable to train, anll which tasks
are most important, requirements for tzaining resources are considered. Final selection
is made on the basis of training resouxce requirements and availabiliqthat i, cobt. A
factor which greatly influences cost is the training setting, but to avoid bias in task selet-
tion the setting is selected separately, insofar as possible.

Table 13

Selection of Tasks for Tru.:..ing:' .
Incidence of Prerequiiites and Procedures in Courses Eicamined (N=57)

Not Applicable/Prerequisites Present Absent Not Determined

1.. Tasks performed in the job are listed. 38 13 6
2. Information.is available for establishing

importance of tasks and need for training. 23.° 23 11' .

3..Decision rules to be applied to task
information ase available. 7 40 10

Not Applicable/Procednres Done Not Done Not Determined

1. Apply decision rules to information for each
task tO determine training priorities. 5 4.1 11

2. SeleCt tasks for training on basis of training
priorities and resource availability. 6. 40 1 11

Although a job task list of some kind was available in 38 of the courses siudied,
information for establishing task importance ,was axiailable in only 23,- and decision
rules for sellecting tasks for training were applied to this information in only five. More-
over, such decision rules as were followed were rudinientary at ,best. in one Case, the
rule of thumb was to train any task which at least .5% of'incumbents Arfortd; in
another it was 30%;. in a thilxi, it was tasks Judo.Pd critical to mission accom isihment.
In a fourth instance, tasks were generally chosen if perfoiMed bt 60% or more or
incumbents, or if critical or difficult.

Overall, the selection of tasks for training in the four Services was not chiacterizeo
by deliberate determination of task selection criteria ana the subsequent selection of
tasks oh tlie basirof task prioritY information. When priority information was collected
it was rarely employed in any systematic fashion. When training designers rcported -that
such information was used in selecting tasks, it was conimon to.find that it had been
furnished by the same subject inatter.experts who were making the task selection, and
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at the same time. 'Even when`the effort was made to conga taskiniority information
(torn job incumbents independently, respondents werq often asked to indicate the cri-
ticality, difficulty;frequency, and so forth of a task and at the same time whether it
should be trained--thus confourkling job analysis with taik selection, and losing the
advantages in objectivity of keeping the activities separaie. Under these conditions, one
task might be selected for its frequency, and another for its difficulty. Applying the
same criteria to all tasks, or certain criteria to particular classes of tasks, rarelyif ever,
occurred. Tasks %pre seldom ranked in importance to allow the Most efficient alloca-
tion of available training resources or to aid in deterrnining what those resources should
be. Thus, any potential of the ISD approach for determining training resource reqifire-
mints acc&ding to task importance was not generally being realized.

Aside from the absence of decision rules, other practices tended to make task selec-
tion less than systematic. Often, the'oCiginal job task list was not maintained in readily
usable form. Once tasks were selected, it was difficult to determind where they had
come from. In ot)er cases, task selection began before job arillysis was complete, or was
substituted for it altogether. his may have been due to a natural reluctance to 'expend
effort delineating tasks felt to be unimportant, or to management emphasis on records'
of tasks selected'i, training (e.g., Training Standards, Soldier's Manuals) rather than job
task inventories. -

,Records showing which job tasks had been selected And which rejected were seldom
available, and records showing why a given task had been selected, hardly ever. 'tasks .

were comYnonly combined, subdivided, or otherWise altered in the process of going from
job requirements to training requirements, especially-when the task list was.an occupa-
tional survey report. Often the only evidence of which tasks'had been selected 'was a set
of training objectives, each of which might cover several tasks, or,only part of one. Inv
the absence of records to the contrary, it is possible that the tasks "Selected" fOr training
in a given course were the only tasksTimsideredthat is, selection would not have
occurred.

! In the Army, tasks were selected b-y personnel assigned to job analysis duties in the
Directorate of Traininig Developmenis at zi TRADOC school, who were responsi619 ifor
developing Soldier's Manuals. After tasks had been selected for this purpon, the same
task, Usti_ were forwarded tc; other directorates or divisions within the schqorto serve as
the basis for TEC lessons, Skill Qualification Tests, resident training,.and other training
elements. It was found that the selection of tasks made by those responsible for job
analysis was not always accepted and used by those to whom it was forwarded. This
was especially likely to happen,in the development of repident courses, where in some
instances the activities conducted at the "front end!' of the ISD process had little or no

1

conneCtion with what was taught in the Classroorn. This situation was not universal.
across the six Army schools visited, but it Was typical..

It should be noted that the Army is currently emphasizing training and evaluation
products for use in operational units, rather than in schools (Soldier's Manuals, TEC
lessons, SQTs, etc.). With respect to resident training, more amphasis is being given to
changing training methods than to determining content. ISD activities were being applied
to resident training primarily when courses were being converted to self-pacing. ,

Since task _selection in the Anny is performed at the school which is proponent for
_doctrine in a.particular MOS, command.approval is inherent in the selection process. In
the Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force, tasks selected for training (usually in the form
of training objectives) are typically sent to a higher command for approVal. In the Navy
and Air Force, where training developed at one site may be conducted at others as Well,
and graduates of a course may be assigned to different commands, it is common to
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seek the concur:1e of the other units or commands Anvollred. In the Air Force. a
training review conferencc, ("scrubdown") is sometimes convened, bringing represeitatives
of receiving commands together with representativekof alp school where initial training
is developed and implementea.

Efforts to obtain arreement on training content represent an apparent departure
from ISD methodolo6, which suggests the use of rigorous decision' rules, rather than
the achievement of consensus. Personal judgment may, however, be the only means for
task selection now available. As noted in Chapter 2, there are Currently kio known cri-`
teria of tdtal system effectiveness by which to determine task selection 'criteria. Perhaps
thb almost universal failure of training designers to select tasks systematically according
to predetermined criteria i* in recognition of how arbitrary any set of task selection rules
Must be. Even when given a mathematical formula to apply to available information, as in
Air Force Pamphlet 50-58, no one reported using it.

In the absence of decision rules for task selection, there may neverthelegs be some
.value in requiring task priority information to be collected by survey, or even "devAloped"
when lasks are selected. The mere availability of, such'information may make the per-
soñal judgment of training designersmore informed, and the requirement to justify task
selection on some grounds may make the selection more thoughtful.
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Analysis of Tasks

Task.analysis is a description of when and how, within thed3environment, perform-
.

ance of a task is required. It consists of a specification of Conditions of performance and
initi ting cues, behavioral elements, and standards of performance. Informatift generated
d ng task analysis is used liter in constructing Job Performance Measures and developing
objectives. The prerAuisite for task analysis is the identification of Wks to be analyzed.

Table 14

. Analysis of Tasks:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Course Ehamined. (N=57)

Prerequisites- Not APPlicahle/
Present, ° Absent Not Determined

1. Tasks selected for training are listed. 41 10 6

, ../ Not APPHcable/Procedures Dore Not Done Not Determined

1. For. each task specify for the job
environment:

Conditions of perfoimance.

Behavioral elements.,

Standards of performance. 4,

16

31

19

29
13 .

2,8

12

. 13
- 10

ftIn the 41 traininedesign.efforts in which A s were identified'for training, 'behavioral
elements were identified in about three-fourths ( 1 courses), while task conditions and
standirds were identified in less then half. The greater incidence of identification of

.

behavioral elements was partly due to their being listed, in training objectivecor instruc-
tional materials. The Army and Marines'account, proportionally, fornearly all explicit
task analysis. In the Army, task conditions, elements, and,standards are jisted in the
Soldier's Manual; in the Marine Corps they were found in task analysis worksheets. In .

the Navy and Air Force, the identification of task conditions and standards as distinct
from training conditions and standards was infrequent. v.The approach generally followed
was to specify conditions Only as required for coursecontrol docUments, withcrit first
having determined the standards and conditions of job perforlianee. Two of the four
instances of explicit task analysis found in the Navy were large-scale ISD.efforts at.the
Instructional Program Development Center, San Diego.

<:#0!

.
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Construction of Job Performance Measures

Job Performance Measures may be constructed for each task that has been selected
for training to serve as a means both of keeping training faithful to job requirementa and
of evaluating training and, the design process. To maintain fidelity to job requirements,
training objectives can be derived directly from Job Performance Measures. To evaluate

design, Job Performance Measures are administered to persons in training, 3i after
th have reached the job., To serve their purpOses, Job Performance Measures mu.t be
construaed before objectives or achievement tests are developed. Not all models of ISD
include theeconstruction of Job Performance.Measures.

lrable 15 a

Construction of Job Performance Measures:.
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examinad (Nut57)

PrereqUisites Present Absent I. . . . . - t1. Tasks seleCted for training are listed/ 12 2
,

43

2. Training requirements for these tasks .

have not been identified. 8 6 , 43

formance of each task selected for training. 11
..

36

1. Construct a test for measuring the per- ,

Not Applitable/
Not Determineh

, . I Not Applicable/
eProcedures Done. Not Done Not Deteurined*

2. Validate each Job Performance Measure to
insure that it predicts task performance. 3

10 ,
?,

)16

1

Job Performance Measures were developed in 11 courses, and validated or verified
in three. In all cases but one, however, these measures were simply performance-oriented
achievement tests constructed for within-cOurse use. In only one instance, IPDC San
Diego, were JPMs constructed and at least partially validated in the field, in accordance
with the ITR.O model procedures. No other case wak found in which training designers
constructed task measures early in the training design process to serve as a meanaof
evaluating subsequent course design and implementation. Training designer§ reported in
some cases that they did not-have sufficient resources to attempt to construct-or validate
4PMs; the IPDC .itself discontinued the attempt after its first course development effort,
titing,the considerable time and expense required. The remainder of the courses:that
were classified in this study as uking JPMs generally incorporated exercises performed 'on
actual equipment or full-scale training devicesmaintenance simulators, mock wardhouse,
aircraft, and so fOrtl.

0
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Selection of Setting

EverY task that has been selected for training must be assigned to a particular location
and situation in which training will occur. A prerequisite to carrying-out this step is the
freedotn to assign tasks to any of .several settings., Anóther is the availability of informaiion
about the costs of training in the alternative settings. This step involves an interface with
other components-of the operational system, beyond the :training subsystem. To assign
tasks to different settings in such a way as to Maximize total system effectiveness requires
knowledge of how alternative assign nt patterns wouId affect the total system.

Sal

Table 16

en pf Setting:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N..57)

Prerequisites Present Absent
Not Applicable!,
Not Determined

1. Tasks can be assigned to any Of
cseveral.settings. 23 16

2.. Information is available on costs.of training
in different settings. 0 0 57'

3. Information is availeble on effects of
training in different settings on total sys-
tern effectiveness. 0 0 57

Procedures Done Not Done

1. Assign inch task or group of tasks
to its appropriate setting. 16 37

Not Applicable/ .
Not Det.rmined

4:

In only 18 courses were training designall free to assign tasks to any of several settings.
Usually they were concerned' onlY with the setting in which they themselves 'were located
and for 'which they were developing training. In. the Marine Corps no instances were found
in which training designers assigned taskS to other -than resident schools, and in both the
Navy and the Air Force this occurred in only about one-third Of the applicable courses.
Although training developers in the Army were free to assign tasks to differeilt Settings in
three out of`four applicable cases, in one of these the procbdufe was simply to assign every

.task to,li resident school unless kt was impractical to teach it there.
In almost all cases, setting selection 'was actually syhonymous with task selection;

personnel selecting tasks for traintng were almost always selecting them for one Particular
setting. The statement in thp AFT' 50-58 model that course developers would Seldom be
in a position to designate training settings (see p. 32) was founkto be closer to actual
practice than the situation depicted by the ITRO model, in which designers tare free to
develop job perfolmance aids or on-the-job training as alternatives to school iraining. An
exception to the general case was,the practice in some Navy Araining design efforts of desig-
nating "A" School, "C" School, formal on-the-job training, or other setting for each job task.
Since personnel interviewed were cognizant oniy of how Araining had been developed for
their own setting; it wai net determined whether training wassactlially developea for these
other settings as well.

1 91
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Development of Training Objectives arid
Objectives Hierarchies,

Training objectives are descriptions of what a trainee is expected to be able to do
following instruction. Their development represents a shift in the ISD process from the
job to training. Developing objegives involves serveral steps:

Deciding how closely capabilities for task performance at %he conclusiOn
of-training shall match the requirements of the joh,
Specifying dependent and coordinate relationships within tasks (terminal
objectives), among subtasks (intermediate objectives), and mediating skills
and knowledge' (Intermediate objectivesl.

' Deciding, based on .estimates of the abilitiesof entering trainee; what ter-
minal objectives must actually be aeveloped during training, and what
knowledge and basic skills must be provided to mediate leaping and .

performance.
;

Table 17

Derelopment of Training Objective: and Objectives Hierarchies:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N.47)

V

Prer suisit

1. Tasks selected for training are listed.

Present
Not Applicable/

Absent Not Determined,

44 7 6

4

2. Information is :Wadable about training
# .,

..

constraints that make it.necessary to . i 41.

modify task requirements.' . 0 57

3. Information is available about how modi
'newton of task requirements will affect
training efficiency. 0 0 - 57

4. Estimates of capabilities of entering
trainees for learning and performing each
task are availably.

Procedures

1. Specify task req uirements (behaviors,
cond(tions, standards) for training.

2. Perform hierarchical analjitis of tasks to
identify intermediate training objectives.

.
5 2 50

Not t3phciible/
Done Not Dont Not, Determined

51 1. 5

14 39 4

Training objectives were developed in nearly all cases (51 courses). The use of
behavioral objectives to describe training content is thus the single most unifying charlic-

"teristic bf the courses studied. In some cases, the very purpose of course revision was tii
add property worded objectives (e.g., 'obseivable, measurable) to course 'control documents.

The relationship of objectives to job tasks, however, varied considerably. In setral
cases objectives were developed in the absence of any specification of a. set of tasks
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selec ted for training. In the remaining cues it was coinmon for one objective tor repre-
sent several tasks, or vice versa, or both. In Navy and Air Force technical training this
nu standard practice, with a singli objective sometimes being listed as pertaining to a
dozen or more different tasks. It was often unclear what rules; if any, hacr governed the
derivation of objectiVes from a single task, or the representatiln of so many tasks by
one or several objectives. In many cases personnel ihterviewed did not report the 'use
of any Systematic procedUre. Thus, althoUgh there were ofteh records showing wh3li
,objectives went with which tasks,.there is reason to question whether the objectivechaci
actually been derived frOm the tasks.'

. In only one-fourth of the courses studied was there an effort to develop a hierarchy
to derive objectives. In the,great majority of cases, no systematic attempt was made to
analyze tasks or other objectives to determine what must be learned in order to master
them. Moreover, in the Cases in which some hierarchical analysis was judged to have
occurred, an actual outline or diagram of the relationship of objectives to tasks or other
objectives was usually absent. Rarely had trainers deliberately estimated the capabilities
-of entering trainees in order to determine the limits of hierarchical analysis.

The ISD process is.partly a means of insuring that training Will not exist for its own
'AI, but that mutery of 'training requirements will lead to successful job'performance.
The ISD procedgre of deriving terminal training.objectives directly from tasks, and inter-
mediate or enabling objectivei in turn, is intended ti) Oreserve this cloie relationship. In
practice, this one-to-one correspondence between job tuks and terminal objectives was
the-exception rather than the rule. Arthough there is nothing inherently unsystematic,
about deriving several objectives from the same task, or combining similar tasks, the
typical lack of any cprresponding methodologi fox doing's° suggests that objectives were
often matched to tasks after training content wis already known, rather than as the ,means
of determining that content..

It appears.that in many casesperhaps the typical caseobjectives had been written
to "cover" subject matter currently tatight or being added to a course. Under this con-
dition, training bbjectives would have.been from training content, rather than content
from objectives.. Further support for this conclusion, in addition to the fact that per-
sonnel interviewed often could not specify the derivation process, is the fact that objec-
tiVes often were written simultaheously with instruction and by the same persons. In
at least one instance, the objectives said to be based on job analysis were incorporated
without any changes in what was taught.

Job conditions were specified in only 16 Of the courses studied, and job standards
in 19, Compared to the 61 colirses for which objectives were written. Training conditions
and standards, then,.were usually specified in the absence of explicit job bonditions and
standards. As mentioned, this practice was found more frequently in the NavY and Air
Force. Its consequences may be trivial; if training designers are aware ofjob standards
and conditions anirrevelop objectives accordingly. Just as easily, however, it could lead
to establishing training standards that are unnecessarily high, or so low that 'training is
inadequatethe very conditions titit the systems approach is designed to avoid.

To the extent that objectives are'developod along with instruction, as they often
were, the strong possibility arises that training standards will sim, ly be written to.reflect
training content.. As-the data "how:it wait not determined how much training designers
knew about the extent of changes. in job standards or conditions, or how such changes
might affect training effectiveness. In the absence of specified job standards or conditions,
of course, the questions are moot. 'When task walysis had been accomplished, some '
'personnel interviewed were aware that their *training standards differed from job standards,
but no one reported any knowledge of the possible effects of the change.

I.

I.
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4 Davelopment oi Achievement Tests :

Objective-referenced achievement tests are used to determine the capabilities of the
entry population, to determine the effectiveness of training, and to diagnose student per-.
formance during training. A particular requirement of ISD is that tests be developed
'directly from objectives, rather than from the content of lessons, to insure ttiat they
measure the mastery of job objectives, not merelyVining content..

Table 18 .
0

Development orrchievement Testi:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures iq Courses Examined (NiE57)

Nbt Applicable/Prerequisites Present Absent Not Determined

1. Training objectives have been specified. 50 0 7

2. Instructional materials have-not
been developed. 16 31 . 10.

Not Applicable/Procedures. Done Not Done Not Detesned

1. Determine appropriate types of tests
based on characteristigs of objectives. 0 6 51

2. Construct tests to mins attainment
of objectives. 27 18 12

I.

In 27 cases, tests were conted to measure every terminal objective, and in the
-other cases testing was generally extensive. A widespread practice was the use of 6riterion-
referenced tekting in place of norm-referenced testing, a conyersion that was often man'.dated by Servics directive. Vriterion-referenced" generally,meant that scoring methods
such as the followingxere employed: setting a relatively high percentage of correct
responses for passing a knowledge test; setting a low limit of permiisible errors (often
zerO) on performance tests; scoring each unit of a test on an "all or none" basis; and

xequiring trainees to pass all:tests, retaking them as required.
Since Service policies discourage high failure ratej from schools, the selection of

criteria obviously involves considering the normwhat the trainees Can be expected to
learn in a reasonable time. tor tests to be strictly criterion-referenced, the criteria for
satisfactory performance would be whplly determined by job requivments, and training
would be increased as necessary to meet the criteria. In the courses studied, these con-.ditions did not prevail.

The most significant finding with regard to ISD application id that tests were con-,

structed before instructional tnaterials in only one-third of the applicable cases. Thus,
there was usually no independent criterton by which to determine whether mastering
the course subject matter was related to mastering the course objectives. This applied
especially, to knowledge tests, which were hardly &I./elreported as haviniebeen.based
directly on training objectives (the objectives themselves often simply stated the
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requirement to pass a written test), thus leaving to thoile who developed lesson plans or
other instruction the actual determination of *hat the trainee must learn. .

It was not determined in each-case whether test developers had considered what
types of tests or test ite ould be appropriate to measure the objectives. Many trainers
reported that objectiV es were classified as either performance of knowledge; and that tests.
were developed aecordingly. Only in rare eases, howeyer, did personnel report they
used a-finer classifibation of objectives in developing test items (e.g., whether "behaviors" 4
-askilled or unskilled, whether "knowledge".requires the application of concepts or rules
or the recall of fticis).

11%,
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A. Identification of entry Behavior

When tests have been developed, earlier estimates of trainee entry behavior can be
verified. The derivation of objectives shad beepsbaaeds on these est(matei. Since trained.

. are not generally-available at this lithe, a determina0on of entry behairior is made by
easurkng performance of a group that is representative of the entry population in apti-

tude, expe;ience, previous training, and other relevant attributes.
%.

Tibl4 19

Identification of Enfry 'Behavior:
Incidence-of Prerequisites and Procedures in Cburses Examined (14.67)IP

Prerequisites .r .
1. Objectives have been derived through

hierarchical analysis of tasks.

2. Tests are available to measure gbjectiyes.
4

Present
Not Applicable/

Absent Not Determined

11 38

45 . 0

,
Procedures 4, I Done Not Done

*1: ldeniify sample Out is representative c '
of trainees,. -

Q. t-.

2. Administer test% to sample, and -
- determine accuYacy of earlier atimate

k.
of entry befiavior. 0

3. Add or delete objecitiye as iiidicated by
test results and repeat, cycle. , 0 49,

,

8

12

Not Applicable/
Not Determined

40 8

,
Although objective-referenced'achievement tests were available in many cases, and

hierarchical analysis hadkeen tised to some extent in deveroping objectives, no one
reported using tests to verify the estimates Or assumptions abog trainee entry behavior
underlying the objectivei. Unless estimates were always accurate, training requirements
were .either overestimated or underestimated. if trainee capabilities were averestimated,
the discrepancy should appear during validation of instruction. If trainee entry behavior
had been underestimated, however, the resultant "overtraining" would not necessarily
be revealed by any later ISD step.
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Classification of Objedivi.s.and
&fiction of Instructional Adivities

Objectives are clasaified according to the type of capability they represent, 'and. -
specific activities necessr; to provide for learning are .identifiell. In later steps, media
will be chosen and instrut,i..onal materials developed to support these activities. s

.

Table 20

Classificittion of Objectives and Selection of Instruttional Activities:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (Nm57)

.. Not ApplicablerPrerequisites Present Absent Not Daterminod

1. Information is avable about types . .7; ..
of instructional activities appropriate
to acquiring different typesfof capabilities.

11. 0 0 57

Procedures Done Not Done
Not Apolicable/
Not Determined

1. Classini each objective or group of
objectives according tc) WPee'caPability. 8 - 40 9

2. Specify instructional activities for each

objective according to type of capability. 1 , 48
.
8. ,

In only one case werOnkructional activities reported to be sPecified in accordance
with a distinct ciasslific.tiWof behaviors required in objectirs (e.g., recall information,
perform gross motor movement, apply a rule, display an attitude). In some other cases,
objectives were cltisified in broad categories such as motor skill or knowledge. In none
of these cases, however, were instructional activities specified ih accordance with the
classification.

In a few instances; general instructional activities were suggested to lesson plan
writers, such as the use of a visual aid or the opportunity for trainees to practice. Such
suggestions, however, weie not reported La being based on an analysis or' classification
of the characteristics of the ohijectives.

As stated in Chapter 2, the current state-of-the-art of instructional technology, does
not Provide a basis for a full procedure for specifying instructional activities, or even for
classifying obiectives. Also, the AFP 50-68 guidance on this subject appears to be
addressed only to Persons who will author instruction, not those writing lesson specifica-
tions. If so, it would partly explain the absence of such specifications in Air Force.
ISIX,efforts.

_ This does nee explain the almost universal failure of training designers to carry out
this step in the ather Services, whose ISD mOdels qlearly recommend that instructional
activities be specited. No general exp:anation emerged from interviews with the training
designers; the step appeared rather to have been ignored. Possible explanations include the
novelty of the stip; the lack of a requirement to produce documenta showing that it wal
carried out; inco)uplete understanding of what was meant by an instructional activity; and
reluctance to assume a function that has formerly been the prerogative of instructors who
develop lessons.

9.?
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Selection of Instructional Methods

After instructional aptivities have been specified, instructional methods are-selected.
These are the ways in which trainees will be brought into contact with the instruction.
Methods are selected to maximize the'effectiveness and efficiency of instruction, given
the particular instructional activities, the nature of the'trainee population, the setting, and
administrative requirements and constraints.

Table 21

Selection of Instructional Methods:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined .(hl..57).

' Not Applicable/Prerequisites Preser,t Absent Not Determined. .

1. Setting has been specified. 52 , 0 5

. 2. Trainee char3cteristics have been identified. 0 1 56
3. Instructional activities have been specified. 1 49 7
4. Information is available on *ow the costs

and effectivepess of alternate methods vary
for specified settings, trainee characteristics,
and instructional activities.

Procedures

1. Specify the methdds of instruction to
be employed for each objective or group
of objectives.

0 3 54

Done

51

Not Done
Not Applicable/
NOtDetermined

The determination of type of-pacing, group size, control of instruction, and other
instructional choices is Uihei.ent in implementing any training program. Thus Table 21
shows that methods-W-4 specified in all applicable. courses (52). There.was little evidence,
boweverthat-the choice was made on the basis of the characteristics of the trainets.or the
instructiOnal activities, or with the knowledge of what effects alternate methods would
liave on training effectiveness or cost. In the typicatcase, it was reported that no syste-.. matic procedure was used to select methods. Either changing existing methods had, not
been considered or the option to do so did not rest with the,personnel interviewed.

In a significant number of training design efforts,.hoWeVer, a change in methods had
been directed, and was the stated object of the course reviskin. The most common-change
was the conversion of courses to self-pacing and individuflization of instruCtion, notably
in the Arrny, and in Navy and Air FOrce flying training,. Conversion to computer manage--
ment of instruction is another,example. In both types of cases; the decision was apparently
'made by higher command that a particular mettiod offered advantages that were.general
enough to apply to all training covered by the directive. The basis on which the decision
was made was not determined.
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Selection of*Media'.

After instructional activities and trebling meithods hive been specihed, and before
instructional materials are developed, media are, selected that will provide an effective and
efficient means for presenting' the subject matter to the trainee. Media-which satisfy the
requirements of thit learning activities and methods 'ire first identified, and then coati
determine the fin selfction.

Table 22 AP. .
. Selection'of Media:

Incidence of Prerequisites and ProcedUres in Courses Examined (N..57)

Not APPlicable!Prerequisites J Present Absent Not Determined
1 . 'Training designers are free to select

from a range of media. 6 9
2. instructional activities have been specified. 4 45
3. Methods of training have been specified. 39 1

4. Information it available concernibg the
appropriateness of different media to imple-
mint different activities and to be used in
coniun,ction with different methods. .

5. Information is available concerningtbe_
costs of different media.

Procedures

1. Determine which media will be suitable
to implement the instructional activities
and methods.

2. Consider relative costs of media deter-
mined above and*select most economical
set of media. -

Done

,

9

42

8

17

47

P

57

Not Applicable/
No; Determined

..7

The ISD procedure of identifying media appropriate _to the instructional methods and
the stimuli inherent in the instructional tkctivities was hardly ever followed. Instructional
activities had been identified in only fbui courses. A systematic attempt to identify media
appropriate to particular 'objectives, was made in only three cases, und the attempt to con-
sider costs and-select the most efficient set of media occurred in only one instance.

Training developers indicated that in general this step, like the io of instruc-
tional methods, had simply not been attempted. Againftithe* no consi4era given
to changing existing medid, or training designers were not at liberty to do o. Where
personnel interiiewed were awarelhat this, was an ISD step they had not carried out, the
cost of converting to a different medium/ was typically cited as a limitation on their
design options. r,

Ps.
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Analogous to the selection of methods, converting to a new medium was sometimes
t.kte primary reason'for revising a courie. In such a case media sglection occurred before
any of the6other 1SD stepd. %Such conversions were typ)cally 'undertaken to facilitate a
change to individualized instruction...

As noted in Chaptel- 2, the current state of instructional technology does npt permit
the predictign of which medium will be most effective in training for sr given objeCtive.
The algorithms providtd in the various ISsi manuals are not sufficient by themselves to
allow a traiding designer to identify the most efficient medium, even if cost information
were available and the stimulus requirements of instructional activities Could be identified
in every instance.. Whether training deaigners perceived the inadequacy of the procedural
aids is not clear. In any eveht, no attempt to-use them was reported.
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Grouping and Syquencing of Instru

Objectives are grouped and sequenced according to,pendency and commonality
of subject matter, and transfer and efficiency of learning.- Decisions are also subject
to practical and administrative considerations.. A pyincipal characteristic of ISD is that
decisions about sequencing and grouping be made/on the basis of learning factors as much
as possible, rather than solely on the basis of. 41ministrative factors or past practice.

Table 23

Groupina and Sequencing of Instruction:
Incidence of Prerequiiites and Prociduges in Cours,s Examined (N=57)

Prereq uisites Prasent Absent

1 , Knowledge of the effects on learning
,.of different sequencing plans is available. 1 4

Not Applicable/
Not Determined

Not Applicable/,Procedures 'Done Not Done Not Determined

1. Identify conimonality of subject matter
and anticipated transfer of learning
between objectives.

2. Identify degree of dependlhcy between

A.

39 11

objectives. . 13 29 15
.3. Sele ct overall sequencing principle(s). 13 32 ' 12

4. Group and sequence objectives. 51 0 6ir

As with selection of methods, a determination of sequence is inherent in any training
program, and Table 23 shows accordingly that this was accoMplished in.all applicable
cases. However, a systematic attempt to base the sequence ot instruction on the degree
of commonality, dependency, or learning transfer among objectives was reported in only ,
six cases. It may be significant that tiro of these slit cases were Navy flying training courses-
developed by civilian contractors. Although commonality or dependency *as identified
in some other cases as well, there van° evidence that these relatIonsitips among objec-
tives had been used to determine the them effective instructional sequence. .

In the typical case, no consideration was given to how altetnate sequencing .strategies
wOuld a5fect 'learning. In many cases the schedule Of equipment and facilities availability
was cited as the controlling factor, in sequencing. In other cases, it was reported that
the proper sequence was obvious or had followed "logical" order, which generally meant
providing instruction on one system or piece of equipment at a time, beginning with theory
of operation or other general information-and proceeding to specific infonnation or practice.
If an existing course was revised, changing the existing sequence was usually not considered.

Next to. equipment and facilities availability, dependency is perhaps the most.readily
apparent sequencing consideration. Factors such is transfer of learning are harder to esti-
mate, and, as noted in Chapter 2, principles of sequencing are ambiguous. It may be that
training developers did not con that a systematic procedure was necessary to discover .

what was dependent, and that an atteitipt to consider other factors offered little promise.
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Development of Plan for
Authoring and.Managing Instruction

A plan is prepared to guide those yho will author, conduct, antl Manage the instruc-
tional program. Whether in a single master plan or in 'separate document* intended for
the different personnel concerned', the decisions and specifications Made in previous ISD
steps are trinsmitted to those who will carry them out. Decisions about adrainistratiVe
matters such as class schedules and equipin3nt use are included.

Table 24

Development of Plan for Authoring and Managing Instruction:
incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N=57)

Prerequisites

1. Objectives, instructional activities,
methods, and media have all been
specified.

Procedures

1. specify the content and design of
each lesson.

2. Specify how the instruction will be
conducted and managed.

Present

Done

31

. Not Applicable/
Absent Not Determined

44

Not Done

15

Not APPlicable/
Not Determined

11

In 31 courses, the design and content of each lesson were specified in a plan of some
kind. The extent, to which such plans had been developed prior to authoring instrUction
and had guided leison authors could not be determined. Generally, there was little evidence
that they had. A typical plan 'was,a Program of Instruction or Curriculum Outline listing
lessons, objectives;pumber of hours for training, equipment required, 'etc.

While objectives, instructional methods, and media weie available in nearly all cases
in *hich plans iladsbeen prepared, instructional activities had been identified in less than
10% of all courses examined. Thus, the extent to which specific activities_ were included
in authoring plans was necessarily quite 'hulked. The plans availa6le in the courses studied
appeared to be intended more to record the content and control tlie conduct of trainihg
than to provide design specifications for lesson authors. In virtially all cases, plans .

included information about how instruction would be conducted and managed (e.g., group
or self-paced, instructor or computer managed).
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Review and Seteition of Existing Materials .

After instructional activities and media have been specified, any available existing ,
instructional materials ire examined tc; see if.they Match these specificatio9s in whole or
in pad. Materials that match can be used, with cesultant savings in the authoring of
instruction. In addition to 'satisfying established specifications for instructional activities,
methods, and media, materials adopted must also be appropriate to trainee-characteristics
and the instructional management plan of the proposed 'course.

Table 25

Review and Selection of Existing Materials:*
Incidence of Prprequisites and Pmceduras in Courses Examined (N47)

Prerequisites

1. Instructional activities have been specified.

2. Methods of training have been` specified:

3. Media have been specified.

Not Applicable/
Present Absent ... Not Determined

5 43 9

49 0 8 %

37 7 , . 13

, Not Applicable/. 'Procedures Done Not Done Not Determined
1. Examine..existing initructional materials

to determine whether any,meet the
specifications for instructional activities,
methods, and media. ' 10 36 11.

2. Select materials or oarti of materials that
meet the specificaiions, or which'could be
efficiently revised: . 11 35 11

Existing materials were revievied and selected in 10 courses. In Most cases;the
materials under review were simpty those of the course being revibed. Instructional
materials from, other Services or the civilian sector were reviewed in only a few instances.

,Characteristics of the planned instruction, such as methods, media, and instructional
activities, rarely provided the basis for,the review and selection process. (Methods and
media ppecifications were available in most of the applicable'cales, trut instructional
activities in only fitie:) Rather, the typical method was to inspect materials on the bisis
of general suitability to the new.or revised course.

113
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Authoring of, instruction
. _

The content of.instruction is determined by earlier decisions with respect to grouping
and sequencing of objectives, instructiona: ictiyities, Methods, media, and the specification
of conSent fbr :.'divildual 'units/leseons.in the authoring plan. The actual authoring process
consists of preparing seripts, texts, tapeislide programs, etc. As first drifts of instructibnal
materials are produced, small poitions are tried out on individuals1who are representative
of the entry pdpulation. Materials are then 'revised' to correct weaknesses, dinisSions, and
ambiguities: A distinguishing characteristic of ISD is initially to include only the bare
minimum of insiruction and,subsequently to augment instruction as needed.

Table 26

Authoring of instruction:
Incidencijof ,Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (N47)

Prerequisites Present Absent

0

42

0

8

_
14

.
Not Done

Not Applicable/
Not Determingd

1. Objectives have been grouped and
seRuenced..

2. Instructional activities have bee ,

specified.

3. Methods of training have been specified.

4. Media have been sPecified. 4

5.. Lesson structure end content here
been planned. ,

Procedures

49

5

48

37

30

Done

8

I

10

9

)12

13

Not Applicable/
Not Determined

I. Develop lean instruction.

2. Try out instruction on small number of

1 1 28 18

persons representative of students. ' 10 31 16

3. Revise and augment instruCtion as
necessary.. 5, 30 22

As indicated in Table 28; the sequence and methods o'f instructioh were neariy ahiays
determined, prior to authoring materials, while the choice of media was occasionally left
to lessoh authors. By contrast, instructional activities were specified only about 10% of
the time. A plan for lesson authors was available in about two-thirds of the cases.

In only 11 courses was there an attempt to restrict the content of instruction to the
minimum necessary. Most interviewees were not familiar with this concept. Although
other 1SD steps were often reported to have been omitted due to constraints .of time or
money, lack of awareness appears to be the important factor with respect to'developing
lean instruction. Anyone who reported an awareness.of the advantages of keeping instruc-
tion fean also reported trying to do so. By contrast, some interviewees reported that they
had done just the oppositewith no apparent awareness that their approach %Is contrary
to the general intent of ISD.
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Nine of the 11 cases of lean instiuction were found in the Navy." These include
both courses )ileveloped, by ISD contractors fosthe Naval Training Equipment Center,
and both courses developed by the Instructional Program Developthent Center, San -
Diegopresumablyreflecting a greater awareness of the requirements and puipose Of ISD
among those permanently engaged in course.design. Eicept in these cases, the virtual
restriction to.the \Navy of effort. to keep instruction lean is unexplained.

The develop:tient of lean instruction was found, not surprisingly, to be associated ,
with efforts to try out and revise instruction, and with the subsequent ISD step of
attenwting to validate it. Although instructional materials were tried out and revised in
only five cases, three of .the five represent instances where there-Vas an .attempt to provide
lean instruction. Instruction yin validated in lesi than one-fourth of the total applicable
courses, but was valided in two-thirds pf the instances of lead instruction. The association
of- tryout, revision, and validation with lean instructional development-is quite reasonable ,
since the, practice of restricting instructional content to a 'minimum requires the use Of
sotile parallel procedure to measure instructional adequacy.
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4 Validation of Instruction.,

Initructicfn is tried out imder ciltditiotis- that closehi.approximate its Altended use,
with groups of trainees representative of the entry .populatiOn. Objectiveleferenced -1

achievement testa are the primary validition, criterion.. . N
. .

Table 27

Validation of Instruction:
InCidadie of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Exmined(N41)

..4Prerequisites

1. Objective-referenced achievement tests

' Present"
Not Applicable/ .

Absent Not Determined,

are available.

Procedures

47

Done

.

(

0

Not Done

10
.

. Not ..pplicsble/
,Not Determirted

1. Specify achievemeni test validation
criteria (number and percent of per-
sons in validation !imple required te
pass tests). .

.
2. Specify additional validation criteria'.

(1

.._,----. -

3. Present instruction, administer achieve-
merit tests, analyze faults, revise instruc-
tion, arid repeit cycle until validation

,criteria are met. ,,
.

7

9

.

30

32

31

20

21

17

A.

Although cbjeCtive-referenced achievement tests *ere available in every case, instruc-
.tional materials were subjected to a validation-process in only nine courses. Even in two
of these nine cases, no criteria of adequacy wereestablished for the validation trials. Seven
of the hirie validation efforts occurred in the Navy, includingas in the vase of developing
lean instruction,both courses at IFDC San Diego and a contractor-developed course for
NTEC (the other NTEC-spotsored contractor-effort had not reached the point of valida-
tion at the time *of the interview):

For many Courses, no self-teaching materials (tape/slide, text, etc.) were being
producedonly lemon plans to .guide instructors' prêsentitions. In such cases, the yin-
dation process would require repeated of the lesson under controlled condi-
tions. No one, however, reported followi a procedure; there were no efforts to
validate lesson plaiis.

Interviewees at Army schools reported that the TEC lessons-being prcduced to
support individual training are subjected to a validation process. No TEC lessons were
reported to be used in the coarsei studied, and consequently no TEC development efforts
were reviewed, but at least one instance of stich validation was.briefly observed.
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I.

Internal Evaluation

Internal evaluatfon determines .how well instruction works durieig actual training with
actual trainees. Validation occurs only once, while internal evaluation is continuous. The
principal measure.is trainee performance on objective-referenced achievement tests. Anal-
ysis C#* evaluation of \how the ISD process itself was carried out is also patt of internal
evaluation, and is soMetimes termed process eValuation.

. Table 28

internal 'Evaluationt
ncidencs of Prerequisites and Procedures in Courses Examined (W57)

Prerequisites

1. Recort of students' performance on
achievement testi are available.

2. DOcumentatiOn is,available of what
occurred during the ISD process,
including rationales for decisions,
departures-from standard procedures, etc.

Proceduies

1. Specify evaluation criteria (nurnber and
percent of persons required to pass
tests, etc,).

2. Identify the cairns of shortcomings in the
instruction and specify revisions.

Not Applicable/
Present Absent Not Determined

28 1

19 25

Not Applicable/
Done Not Oone Not Determined

4 28 25-
-

15 18 24

- Efforts to investigate shortcomings in ongoing instruction and recon Mend remedies
were reported in .16 courses. Such efforts rarely involved comparing trainee performance
to a standard of course adequacy; despite the almost uniVersal availability of achievement
test scores, a criterion of course adequacy was established in only four cases. Possibly
ttainers see little need for such standards in light of established limits, on course attrition:
If a requirement for course completion is to achieve every objective, for example, and
if permissible eourse attrition rates ,are determined by higher command, it may be felt
that no other standards are necessary.

Some documentation of the ISD process itself was availible in 113 courses. The com-
prehensiveness of such documentation varied greatly. In some easesiecords were available.; showing when different activities had been stetted and completed, but in most instances
documentation was less detailed. Notably absent from nearly all documentation were
rattonales for the selection of tasks, setting, methods,lind media.
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%External Evaluation
.

Trainee proficiency and the adequacy of the instructional design process are deter-.
Mined by using a standard external to the course: the performance of the graduate on

,r 'the job. The most accurate methods of external evaluation are direct Observation and
testing' of graduates. Reliance, however, must usually be placed on supervisors' summary
evaltlations (ratings) of Rerformance. Evaluation information of whatever type should be
obtained at a task level of specificity. More general evaluations are of little use in iso-
lating the causes of, inadequate performance.:

. .

Table 29

External Evaluation:
Incidence of Prerequisites and Procedures in Cotirses Examined (Nic57)

Prerequisites Present
Not Applicable/

Absent Not DeterMined

1., Access to tupervisors and job incumbents
is available soon after arrival of graduates

the job. 24 32
fr

Not Applicable/
Procedures Done Not Done Not'Determined

1. Construct evaluation. instruments (mail.
questionnaires, job sample tests, inter-
view guides, etc.). .19 .15 23z

2. Collect evaluation information. le 15 26

3. Analy;e data, identify caoes of
deficiencies,.and specify revisions. B 17 32

.wInforntation about graduates' perf rmance in the field was collected in 16 courses.
; .In half of these cases, the information wai alyzed and used in making some revision in

the course. .Questionnaites to graduates and supervisorsusually, but null always, written
at the task levelwere the .main method employed. In one instance a ph-existing Job
Performance Measure was used. . ,

In most of these cases the personsresponsible for course development also planned
and conducted.the external evaluation. In two cOurses, the Training Evaluation Division
of an Air Force' technical training ichool conducted .the evaluation and issued a formal
71-aining Evaluation Report. Formal evaluations of the same kind were conducted for
some Army courses as well, by the school Directorate of Evaluation. Although no exter-

',nal evaluations had been completed for any of the Army cotirses studied, two were
scheduled to begin in the near future. -

In many of the cases in which graduates' opinions or information about their perform-
ance was collected, however, the effort did not appear to have a clear connection with the
instructional design/revision process. Some interviewees reported that data collected from
graduates or supervisors had never been made available to those who had desigaed the course.
In other cases periodic surveys were conducted, as directives required, but with no apparent
idea of how the surveY responses would be used to determine the need to revise instruction.
In general, whether personnel could perform on the job fhe tasks for which they had been
trained was not determined. The ISD "closed loop" remained open.
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SUMMATION

The great majority of ISD step; are either rarely undertaken in.the Services or are
carried out alp a Manner which fails to meet the requirements of ISD. -Application of
ISD in any real sense is virtually restricted to five steps: Identification of Job Require-
ments, Analysis of Tasks; Development of Objectives and -Objectives Hierarchies, Devel-
opment of Achievement* Testa, and External Evaluation. Thesere all steps lbr which
procedures are available, and which do not involve considerations of total system per-
formance or training subsystem efficiency.

. The execution of even these steps; however, often falls short o f, achieving the intent.
and purpose of ISD. Job requirements are often defined simultaneously with, rather than
prior to, the determination.of training requiregients, thus inviting triining copaiderations

, to influence job analysis; the means by which jobrequirements then become training
requirements are generally not explicit. Task analysis dbes not Usually includdlthe delinea-
tion of task conditions And standards,. on which the derivation oftraining conditions and ,

standards would logically depend. Objectives are as likely to bedeveloped from instruc-
tional ccuttent, as content from objectives; objectives hierarchies per ,rie are rarely developed,
with the reitiltthat necessary basic skills and knowledge are usually not incorporated in
-training design specifications. Tests are often derived froth instructional content rather
than directly from objectives, raising the possibility that such tests may fail to measure
attainment of the actual objectives. Information collected about graduates.' job perform-
ance is.seldom used to reyise training.

The potential of ISD to insure that training meets job reciiiirernents depends both
upon (a) maintaining the interdependency of steps in a derivative process originating
_in description of' the job itself, and ib) testing and revAing the-producti of each of these
steps until they meet previously identified requirements. In practick-however, the nec-
essary Close connection between stePs is generally nOtinaintainecl, nor is the cycle of,testing and revision carried through. . f

The principal effebt of the curient emphasis on ISD Appears to be an awareness of
contemporary training methods and techniques. The use of behavioral objectiVes-to
describe training content and the specification of criteria Of mastery for training objectives.
is almost universal; and there is widespread awareneis of the desirability of restricting
t raining to what is needed for-job performance. Altbough"the ISD cycle of evaltiation
and revision is hardly ever carried through successive'iterationts, thete is*Widespread accept-
ance of the principle that trainees' peiformance -is the valid measure of training effective-
ness. Alth6ugh instructional activities, sequence, methods, and media are still determined
by ad hoc personal judgment rather than systematic procedures, the coniersion of taadi-
tional group-paced training to individualized self-pacecrinstruction, and the replacement
of the lecture or- tutorial with other media, are common occurrences in ISD efforts.

11 9
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Chapter 6

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study sought answers to these questions:
Do current methodologies as repruented in guidance documents provide
the means for Attaining the goals of Instructional System Development?

* Do applications of ISD reflect these goals?
How can ISD methodologies and applications be made more effective?

The basic information for answering these questions was sought by analyzing guidance
for 19 individual steps of ISD in four Service Models, and the manner in -which eaCh step
was carried out in 57 courre design efforts. This approach yielded findings about meth-
odologies (Chipter 2) end their applications (Chapters,4 and 5) specific to particular
steps, as well u more general findings about the system. In this chapter findings 'and
accomianying recommendations for specific steps are presented first. They ure followed /
by a discussion uf the general adequacy of ISD ane recommendaticns for its future
implementation.

1. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
SPECIFIC ISD STEPS

Need/DiscrepanCy Analysis
.

Findings,

1. Methodology - Present ISD n.-Klels do not include procedures for identifying problem;
in existing training and for identifying a need to unaertake ISD. Guidance is needed '
onl how to identify discrepancies between existing training and the field requirements
for a job, and how to revise ing ohort of undertaking the entire MD process.

2. Application ISD is not gener initiated in response to specifiC discrepancies
. between training and field requirnents.

3. Aptplicationd.- ISO Willually initiated in respimse to a directed Chiinge (e.g.,
provide individualized and self-paced instruction) or to a requirement to revise
existing training in accordance with ISD methods.

Jo

ReCornmendations a

1. Where existing training is ben4 examined, ISD methodologies should emphasize
evaluating and improving tha Conking, ratherthan simply assuming that development
of a new coursb is appropriate. At present new courses are rarely evaluated any
more rigorously than the ones they replace.

2. To increase the dmphasis on evaluation and improvement, specific procedures should
be developed both to identify faults in existing training and to determine efficient
boundaries for the ISD process.

9 4
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IDENTIFICATION orJOB REQUIREMENTS
I.

Findings r

1. Methodol - Current guidance for kkentkifying job requirements permits con;
rab e ludo in thelisproach taken and the level of deicriPtion.used, with

resulting variation in the reliability and utility of the information developed..

ipplicat1on - Job ani_klysis is usually confounded with the selection *of tasks for
mphasis iinot given to independently specifying requirements as they

exist in the job. .

3. Application - Job-task lists from occupational surveys (e.g., CODAP, NOTAP) are
sometimes Available. The information provided by such lists, however, is often in .

part iibout classes of activities rather than abotit tasks, and to that extent may not
serve as an adequate base for deriiing training. Often, complete task listkare not
developed.'

Recommendation

1. "Mining developers should be required to proVide and maintain a description o: job
task requirements disthict "from a listing of tasks selected fortrainiing. This would
make explicit the extent to whi4 training requirements differ from job requirements.

Selection of Tasks for Training

Findings -

1. Methodology.- There are no measures of syitein effectiveness that can be used to
validate criteria for selecting tasks for training, and rides for applying such criteria.
As a result, the choice of criteria to be used in selecting tasks to be trained is left -
to personal judgnient.

2. Application - Selecting tasks for training it generallir not preceded by a separate
and distinct delineation of the tasks required-by the job.

3. A. lication - Task selection for training is usually not done systematically. Its
t o rarely explicit.

4. Application - task priorities (that woulil provide the basis for getting the maximum
training benefits from the available funding) are not specified.

Recenomendations

1. Traiping developers should be sequired to make explicit the basis on yhich they
select tasks for training, and to specify priorities among both the tasks seleCted and
the tasks rejected for training for a particular job.
In the abaence of information about the effects of task selection criteria on system
performance, guidance should be developed on the types of talk priority information
likely.to be relevant for different classes of jobs.
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Analysis of Tasks

Findings ,

1. Methodology - Procedures for analyzing tasks are adequate.
2. Application - Job task Corditions .and standards, as distinct -from trainitig conditions

and standards, are seldom identified. Course control documents do not require that
job chiticteristics be specified.

0

Ratommandation
1. Benefits of attempting to modii; current practices do not.aopear great relative to

. .,eosts., No change in present practice is recOmmended. ,

Findings

,
Olinstruction of Joh Performance Measures

1. Methodology - Procedure's for developing JPMsiiire adequate in the ITRO nodel, -

unclear in, the Marine Corps model, and not included in the AFP 5048 model.
A

2. Applicatiein - JPMs have been developed in jobs where the consequences of inade-
quate performance are especially serious, suth as in flight 'training br use Of special
weaponl.

3. Applicatioh - In only one instance were JPMs developed as part of ISD to validate
- within-course tests.

Recommendation ,
,

1. While theoreticilly worthwhile, JPMs are costly to develoap. It is tic to
recommend their development except in special instances. No change-in present
practice is recomMended..

Selection of Setting

Findings

1. Methodology - A systematr. Procpdure fOr determining the optimal setting for
training does not exist. The deSlopment of such a procedure waits upon a means
for measuring system petformance, which. in turn will permit the validation of site
selection criteria and decision rules. ,

2. Applkation - In general, training developers do not have the authority to designate
and develop training in different settings.

Recommimdation

1. The choice of training setting has effects on the operational system beyond the
training subsystem. It-is appropriate that the setting selection be made at a higher

r, level than training' developer. In the absence of a means for assessing total system
effectiveness, no change in present practice is recominended.



. DovelOpinint Of Training
ObiF,dvas and Objectives Hierarchies

Findings

1. tdetlrdology - The ITRO moderprovides the twit comprehensive, explicit, and
straightforward procedures for translating job requirements into training objectives.

Deficiencies in the Marine Corios modelcould :encourage writing'objectives tO match
what is being taught, rather thanTto meet job. requirement"
Application - The'spedification of training objectives is virtually universa4 but the
procedures used to identify objectives are highly variable Ind frequently unclem.

,There is evidence that objectives are often .prepared after the fact and are derived
from training content rather than used to generatkit.

3. APplication - Tenninal objectives are seldeoth subjected tO an esejicit hierarchical
anzdysis to-derive intermediate objectiVes. A determination oi the skills and knowl-
edge that-W-641'0*We the fainee to meet the terminal objectives.would enierge
from such an analysis; 'these often are not identified.

4. Applickuon - Evein where records are Maintain. ed, formats for displaying the relation
bitween tasks ;Ind training Abjectivis make it hind to determine what objectives
have been.derived from a giv6i task. That is, tasks that represent.objectives are
displayed; iather than objectives that have beenderived from eachttask. Thus, the

,;ustification for training for specific objectives is often not clear.

RecomMendation

1. The derivation of training objectives from job tasks should be made explicit in a,tofmat that cross-references objectives by task.

Development of. Achievement Tests

Findings

1. Methodology - All of the models require that achievement tests be developed- frow,
training objective:, rather than ppm thkcontent of lessons, and all provide some
information about test constrUction. All model!' lack procedures for maintaining
congruenCe between the behaviors implied in an objective and the actual require-
mints imposed by test item: (e.g., use performance tests to measure skilled behavior;
require' that concepts be applied when an objective inIplies their use rather than
their recall or iecognition).

2. Application - Miny achievement tests are derived, not directly from training objec-
tives, but from training content. Knowledge tests are particularly likely to be
derived from content In these cases, tio independent criterion exists to detev
mine whether training objectives have been met.

3. Application - In general, little or no consideration is iven to matching the type and
level of test items to the behavioral requirements of objectives (see Finding 1).

Recommendations . .-
1. ISD models should explain and emphasize the purpgee and need for deriving

achievement tests from training objectives rather than from training content. .
2. ISD mod Is should be expanded to provide procedures for identifying and main-

taining co ence between the behavioral requirements ,of objectives and test items.

1 23
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Identification of Entry Behavior

Findings

Methodology - The major ISD models provide procedures for adjusting training
objectives to match trainee capabilities.

2. Application -.Estimates of capabilities of trainee populations are not verified by
testing before the training is implemented.

Recommendation

1. The advantages of correcting inaccurate estimates of trainee capabilities do not
appear to justify the costs of the measurement that Would be jequired. Over-
estimates are likely to be identified during the v4dation of instruction, and under-
estimates usually become evident during the conduct of instruction., No change,in
present practice is recommended unless large investments in instructional materials
are involved (e.g., Training Extension Course (TEC) development).

Classification of Objectives and
Selection of Instructional Activities

t F indings

1. Methodology ; Procedures for classifying training objectives, and for gelecting instruc-
tional, activities accordingly, are not".highly developed. Different models use different
taxonomies for classifying objectives, and guidance for both classifying objectives ,
and selecting instructional activities is provided largely by example rathe than by
means of explicit decision rules.

2. Application - Training objectives generally are not classified, and instructional activ-
ities generally are not specified.

Recommendation

1. Explicit decision rules for classifying objectives and selecting instzuctional activities_
should be developed. In the absence of such rules, no change in present practice
is recommended.

Selection of Instructional Methods

Findings

1. Methodology - All models describe and discuss alternative instructional methods.
They specify, prerequisite-conditions (e.g., setting, group size) for the use of particu-
lar methods but provide little information about the relative effectiveness of different
methods, either for particUlar types of content or for trainee populations. Though
perhaps sufficient to allow the training developer,to reject inappropriate methods,
the information base-and the models themselves are not sufficient to provide for
selecting- optirlid inethoda.
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2. Application - Training methods are not systematically selectid either on the basis
of instructional activities (which'are also not specified) or, on the basis of trainee
characteristics.

3. ApplipitiOn - Changes in training methods are almost always in response to com-
mand Policy.

Reciommendation

1. Present tiaining technology is notadvanced enough to .support proceduralized
cderivation ol training methods from previously specified instructional activities
and trainee characteristic& Information about optimal trainini methods for dif-
ferent trtiining eituations,' and procedures to enable developers to ide.4tify the most
promising methods, should tie developed. In the absence of such prOcedures, no
chkfigi in present practice is recommended.

Selection of Media

Findings

1. Methodology - Procedures for selecting training media appear adequate to mat&
the presentation'(stimulus and response) requirements'of instzuctional activities to
appropriate media, if instructional activities have been specified in sufficient detail.

2. Application - Trainini media are not systematically selected on the basis of require-
ments of initruotion activities (which are also not specified).

3. Amilication Developersgenerally do riot have freedom to select among alternative
mdia. Cfmices add changes in media aie usually directed by command policy.

Recommendation

1. Selection of appropriate media is\contingent on how well instriuctional activities
have been specified. No change in the current models for matching media to
activities is appropriate until activities are more widely specified, and these models
can be teeted.

Grouping and Sequencing of Instrucition

Findings

1. Methodology - Universal principles for groupipg and sequencing instructional objec-
fives do not exist, other than that dependent objectives t;e placed later than those
on which they depend. Alternate theories and conflicting strategies abound, with
no knowledge base for resolving them. Because systematically related principles
for proMotingUarning are lacking, sequencing instrudtion must be left to the
individual judgment of the training rlevelopers.

2. Application - PTactices in grouping awl sequencing instruction generally giw no con-
sideration to learning requirements Othtz than the order imposed by obvious depend-
encies. Attention is given to constraints of non-learning factors such as equipment
availability and scheduling.
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1. Organised and systematically related princibes of learning on which to base grouping
and sequencing decisions are not availablel'I'he development of such information
fills within the psychology of learning and is beyond the scope of recommendations
in this report. In the absence of such informaaon, no change in present practices
is recommended.

Development of Plan,for
Authorintand Managing Instruction

Findings

I.. Methodology - All models require the preparation of a plan for authoring and
managing instruction.

2. Application - Plans thatrecord. course content are often prepared.
3. Application - Plans typically do not specify instructional events and are rarely used

to dexelop instructional materials.

Recommendation

1. Explicit decision rules for selecting instructional activities do not presently. exist
(see Classification of Objectives and Selection of Instructional Activities above).
Until-such rules are available.and generally acknowledged as valid, a requirement to
specify instructional activities in an authoring and managing plan is likely to, be
_viewed as a pointless exercise. No change in present practice is recommended.

Review and Selection of Existing Materials

Findings

1. Methodology - The ITS0 and Marine Corps models statethat-decisiOns to use
existing materials (rather than author new instruction) are to be based On the
appropriateness of these materials to the previously specified characteristics of
objectives, methods, and media. The AFP 50-58 model does not provide guidance
for reviewing and selecting existing mateal.

2. Application - Characteristics to be identified in judging the appropriateness of
existing training materials are not specified.

3. Application - Review 'and use of existing training materials is miryimal, except for
those in a course that is being revised.

Recommendation

1. The specification of necessary properties of materials for particular training situa-
tions, and the description and cataloging of existing materials to permit the inter-
change of matching components across courses, represent a degree of perfection
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that ii not pre. sentiy attainable. An attempt to reduce the review and selection of
existing materials to a systariatic procedure is.tO act as ir the methods of a, well-
develpped technology were available in en area in which judgMent ii in fact the
dominant factor. No change in present practice is reccimmended.

Authorihg of Instruction

'Findings

1, Methodology - All models specify that instructional mateflals undergo tryout durini
the authoring process. The ITRO and Marine Corps models emphasise that instruc-
tion should be lean to °insure the 'economies of minimal instruction.

2. Aprilication - There is little awareness of the concept of lean instruction,.aid
few attempts to develop it.

3. Application - Instruction is rarely given tryout ands revision during authoring.

Recommendation

1. Training managers should receive guidance on the purpose and importance of
developing lean instruction. Quidance should indicate the role of tryout and
revision of instruction as a necessary element of this strategy.

Validation of lhstruction

Findings

1. Methodology - All models specify satisfactory procedures for validating initruction.
The adequacy of training materials for attaining objectivas is verified through the
administration of Achievement tests.

2. Application - Validation criteriathat is, evidence that instruction is satisfactory
are rarely specified.

3. AppliCation Instruction is rarely validated before it is implemented. When veil-
dation does occur, it is training materials- (e.g., textbooks, tape/slide programs)
that are evaluated; instructor lessons and lesson Plans are almost never evaluated.

Recommendation

1. Of the three major types of ISD evaluation (vealation, internal evaluation, external
evaluation), validation has the greatest potentiator effecting improvements in
instruction. Once instructional materials have been prodwied and instruction,has
been implemented, changes are less likely to be introduced,""exl new materials.are
mOre difficult to generate. Validation trials to meet specified criteria should be
required before new instruction is approved.
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Internal Evaluiition

Findings
I

r 1. Methodology - All inodels specify iidequate procedures forthe internal evaluation
of training. Quality, control of the trebling product is to be meeintain0d through

,
the administration of OlVective-referenced achievement tests. , .

2. Application - Evaluation and revision of instructIon based .on needs revealed in
student performance (product evaluation) ire generally not done.

3. Application - Training <design decisions are rarely docuthented (process evaluation),
tate redesign when instruction is found to be inadequate. ,

, ..

Recommirndation
1. Trainers should be required to determine and record trainee perfonnance for each

objective. Although absolute standards to identify when training'revision is needed
are difficult to establish, the recorciint of speCific trainee performance would pro-
vide a desirable prerequisite to any revision. Moreover, it would suggest relative
standaicds far the need to revise training.

'

Findings

1. Methodology - the IgitO model prescribes the most reliable and%ost costly way
to measure the adequacy of the instructional design proceu: administering ,11..ob
Performance Measures to graduates in the field. It also provides the most guidance
for isolating catises of performance discrepancies after the external evaluation of
training. If summary-evaluations are to be used, the ITRO and AFP 50-58 models
specify that information be obtained at the task level of specificity, while the
Marine eitrps model-does not.

External Evaluation

.

2. Methodology.: 'None of the models specify criteria that shduld be used to determine
whether training it to be revised as a result of external evaluation, nor hOw to
arrive at such criteria. None tell how good job performance must be to indicate
that training is acceptable.

3. Application - The effectfieness of training is virtually never evaluated by the admin-
istration of ilob Performance Measures to job incumbents.

4. Application - Supervisor summary evaluations of job incumbent performance are
occasionally obtained but usually ire not provided at a task qr training ohjectir
level of specificity. Even when performance and job requirements information is
obtained, it is rarely used to redesign training.

Recommendations

1. The high cost of administering performance testi to job incumbents and the diffi-
culty of maintaining the necessary degree 'of objectivity and standardization pre-
clude their widespread use to evaluate trkining. No change in present practice is
recommended.
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Training can be. einduated thy gathering information (tither than° direct measurenient)
about job performance and job requirements, at a tisk andlreintng objectiie..level
'of specificity, far thproUghly than là praintly done. The failureto obtain
and use such bd on is a Major shortcoming In current applications -6-1,:mp.

-WWII' decision mks for using sUch information cannot at present be based on
measurei of total system effectivenem; otherumeens. for Uri*ij at such criteria
are available. It Is recommended that operational oomlnands define both the
specificity of the,:talk desariPtion and the level of performance.,they would be
wiHing to uee to evaluate the acceptability of job incumbents. These are the ."
criteria that supervisors should use to judge (rate) field performance and establish
the need for training revision. .

.)

'GENERAL FINDINGS.AND . RECOMMENDATIONS

- :

Judgmentsrabout the adequacy ,of Instructional System Deielopment, its representa
tion .in the Service models; AMU, way" it is currently being apPlied depend on One's
conception of what ISD is and what it is expected- to,accompliih.

The most general way to define ISD is as a means of designing training to optimise
total eysteln effectiveness. Criteria do not existfor measurihg total system effectlyeneu;
ISD is not being teed tO achieve, nor can it be expected.to result in, optiniiiing the
effectiveness of the total system.

A more circumscribed view of ISD is is a methodologY for maximising training
efficiency 'within the training subsystem. However, information about the effectiveness
and costs of different training *.etegies is far frOm completel.and a trialsamkerror.
approach to maximising efficiencyls not reactical; given the nuMber of possible combl-

tnations of Methods. While 'ISD does Provide a framework for Tomparing alternative
training atrategies, it is not currently being used, nor can it be regarded, as a methodologY
for maximizing training efficiency.

A more.highly focused 1/ifW is that ISD is a methodology for insuring that training
is relevant to She. Job. its iterative and derivative Character virtually assures that training

relevant if available procedures are faithfully carried out.. In practice, hc4evar,
many oritt components are omitted, and theclose connection between components that
is essential to make the procesi truly derivative I. not maintained. Most important, the
testing and revision necessary to insure job relevance.generally do not occur. The potential
of ISD to insure that training meets job requirementa is not .being realised.

A final Conception of ISD. is that it is synonymous With the useof modern training .

tech/2'4,1ov. Any of the steps in the training development process are a part of modern
training technology, and so ire any of those particular training awl evaluation methods
currently being emphasised. (e.g., Nelms& instruction, computet-managed inrtruction,
crittnion-referencet testing). This definitkon of ISD 'is clearly the least demanding, since
in essence it holds that'undertakihg any training development step or using any such
training or evaluation method .constitutes ISD. It is the definition that is most adequately
represented in curredt applications of ISM

. In summitry; then, two effects itf tSD are currently possible: insuring that training
meets job requirements and promOting the use of modern training technology. 'The former,
which is clearly the more desirable, I. not being achieved. The HID modes does provide
the methodology for. Inaldng training relevant, but the mere existence of the model does
not compel trainer* to. f011ow if,. Trainers are relatively free, within fairly broad limita,
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to determine the extentoto 'which they wilt conform to the ISD proems aqd actuaiiy use
tts.Priduets t. designing training- Foe'szeinAP. bont-end-analysis may be undertaken,
but its results can bo and frequently are ignored..." Training objectives often are dot&
oped with indifference toLor in *Orme of, SePtel task requirement.. Many Wig _ant
instructional meted& AM develoP0d,without NON to .training 0.1dictivws .Inf9rinattell
&boot the performants of trainees, Once collected. is often mt toed to revise training,
and feedback about peduates, if hdtiatlid, is often **Acted uprn.

Swaim DID is a proceis, it is difficult -to:observe directIY. The occurrence of. ,

process is genitally infored from the presence or sham* of its prodncts. In the case
of 184, however, the Mere oilstones of its .producirlob tuk lists, training 'objeciivasz
achievement testa, and the likedoes not by itself idled. that they.hlive been used rn
training -development. Considerable etridence that many .ISD procitscts remain unused
leads to the.conchisibir that ,. while the Pmetration of these products can be mandated,

process stne't appropriate -use of theproducts during trahting developthent
cw.uwt. 1

Sigilarlyt a -routine allocation otrisponsibilities in MD dog not neigarily-guar-
antes that thew responsibilities will be recognized, accepted, and carried out. ',or example,
ISD,methodology req developers to specify the way in which proficiency 'will be
developed or mediated f afl job tasksinunediately, through entry iiiining; later,
through advenced training or job experience; or through direct support of job performance ,

by procedUral aids or.-othet means. Yet this requirement Is frequently ignored. ISD is
generally condicted tq develop.training for Only. one particular setting, and the manner in .

whicik-skill will be acquired for tasks that are not selected for -training in that setting is
usually not sPecified. Even where skills Were'explicitly identified for later-acquisition,
the present study found little evidence either that means were developedfor subsequent
training or that operational units were informed of their responsibilities for insuring that
time **ills be-acquired.. (This observation.k based on training developmiot. within the
training subsystem. The preeent study (nil not examine training develcted or conducted
in operational units. Possibly such an examination would 'indicate that 'training for job
ikilh in these units ir being conducted in a mcce comprithetisive manner thlin
gested by the evidenee in the present study.)

The current failure of ISD applications to insure that training meets job requirements,
theh, is largelr.due not to inadequacied in the methodology, but to omissions,and to '
failure to use its products in a way that makes the prOcess truly derivative.. An implica-
tion of these findings is that future effmts to implement ISD should concentrate.ort
finding ways to maintain the intogrity of the modeL

The fin:lino of th6 itudy do not Of themselvet indicate how to assure rigorot *
adherence to what is clearly a very demanding model, but they do suggest that intro-
Owing' changes solely within the training lubtem is not iikely to have any peat effect.
The data strongly suggest the need for checks and balances, to guard against omissions in
the ISD process and failures to use the ISD products. It would appear logical, therefore,
to provide for .an expanded role by operational comMandsthe party directly affected
by shortcornings in training, and best able to assess the effecti of. 'training.

Such an expanded role for, operational commands isi in fact, -implied by the mOdel
itself. The-derivative and iterative aspects of ISD &mewl on feedback and exchange of
information between trainers and users. It is difficult-10 see how ISD could bemore
rigorously applied Miless such an'exchang6 takes place. .In princiPle-,the training sub-
system seeks information about field requirements and Performance as the foundation on
which training I. constructed. In practice,'however, the study found that the training
subsyst 60. does not have this basic orientation, often giving insufficient attention to the

.
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effective uee of thii information. It I. reasonable tO sweat. that a balanced relationihip
one that,foiters active participation by, andcommunication between, operational and
training commanchris sedential to the ISD;process.

.

The f011owing recommendations define the means..by Which operational commands
can assume tvgreater role. Under these recommendations, operational commands 'Would
participate to 'the greatest extent in those parts of ISD where job perfarmance is repre-
sented and where job performance requiriements are translated into training requirements.
Those 'parts of ISD concerned with the design of. Instructional strategies to'meet train-
ng and job requirementewould remain the province of the training community.

lt,is recommended:
. (1) That job requirements, (skills and knOwledge required for successful job

performance) be jointly defined, and agreed topy training 'and"opero
tional coMmands. This recomniendation is a prerequisite to Recommenda-
tion 2, and to*1 subsequent...training development activities. If successful
-dialogue, negotiation, and agreement are .to follow, training requirements
must.be based on a mutually agreed-upon,definition of jot requirements.

(2) That trainjng requtitments (skilli,and knowledge to be available at. the
,conclusion of training) be jointly defined; and agreed to, by training
and operational commands., Such an agreement should identify the.specific
tasks and standards to which proficiency will be developed, and should
delineate the respective responsibilities, of the two parties. This includes
proiriding a means for bringing iob incMbents to the desired .level of
proficiency whenever,agreed-Oon training requirements do;not mateh jobrequirements. '

(3) That operational commands be requited to evaluaid the perforAance of
training graduates, and report their-findings to the training commands.
Unless operational commands evaluate perfonnance, feedback from users
to trainers_ will not have acaound basis. Without reliable information about
the effects of trainiiig, ipeOfication of training requirements will not
serve its purpose.

.(:4) To implement Recommendation 3, thatttask-speCific criteria for evaluating
the performance -of graduates, including -nethOds and standards to be
employed, be jointly defined, and agreed to, by trainin gond oPoratkmal
commands. Evaluation' criteria .should be at the task level of specificity
to permit clear and useful diagnosis of training.. More general evaluations
are of little use in isolating the.causes of inadequate perfOrmance. Eval- 1

uation criteria must be jointly agreed to if the results of evaluations are
tO be accepted as valid, and acted upon.

Giving the operational Commands greater role in both eitablishing training require-
ments and determining whether requirements have been met will not of itself guarantee
that ISD procedures will beeigorousty applied to the developinent of training. It will,
however, increase the involvement of those who hive the most fundamental' interest in
seek* that 'training has been adequately designed and conducted.

long as trebling developinent and evaluation are regarded as a separate activity
of the commands, there is little reason to expect that ISD will be applied any
more efctively than under the present conditioni. If 'training and operational commands
fifare ese activitieseach making its spedialized contribution to complement the work
of the rthe potential Of the ISD process for improving training will be enhanced.

1
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Appeitclix A .

ISD ACTIVITIES QUESTIONNAIRE
(MAIL SURVEY INSTRUMENT)

a.
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116 Aerwmis QUESTIONNAIRE

You aro being asked to coMplete this q
training 'pnipams where Instructional Syostem tievelo
applied. This infonnation will be used hrthe Ant'
Forces. In a later phase,'visits "will be made to
diotailed.jnfoiniation. .

, In,additiOn to identityrng,problems.that have
identify those factor's inaociated with both successful
information will be used to datirmine w organise
ISD implementation. I'

Instructions for ClInPle,S

Enter identification information below.

o

to provide iniormation'about coulees/
mit (ISD) procedures have been

of a study of ISD in the Armed
inatallations to obtain mare .

n in applying ISD,, the.study seeks to
and unsuccessful applicatiOnia This
onal and other suppoAls required for

At*

Questionnaire

Organisation:
oho& or Unit) .

Address:

Monwilond or
1

,

Person to bb contacted for additional information
, .

..

,
. . . " administered by the above

"courses/training programs" include

. .

.

tion. .

Commercial phone:

2. Enter below the total number of courses/training
organisation. For the purpose of this questionnaire,
any courae or program of instruction, training, or ed

TOial number conducted at the school or unit:

Total number conducted by correspondence or exten4
3: On the 'following page, list the titles of all courses/training programs fo

data Oa* 11sts1 have beet cm_ILbbk-and. Although this onnaire -
does not reqdire ISD-toolie defined in tams ofany particular set or sequence of ons,
it does require that a list of job tasks be tvailable. Therefore, list only courses/I:seining
programs for which task lists are available.

4.' For each cours4raining program that hat teen liste-d, provide information about ISD
activities by completing columns 24/.2e on the following pages.

-! I
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Office of Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Mmvower, Reserve Affairs, & Logistics)
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.

Instructions for tompletiej Column 1 - 23
v

Column 1: Enter Cruress/Traliting Programefor which job analysis data (task lists) are avpilable.

Column 2: Enter N lithe job anelysis date wirt/are beingused to develop a if& course.
Eitter E If the job analysis data were/are bming used to evaluate4reviee an existing (inane..
Enter 0 if. the job analysis data were/are being used for otheL pdrposes than course Development

or revision. t

Column 3 ' *If ; co.urse was%eing developed or revised, enter the approximtte date when ;he first graduates

. .

. reached/will rola, the job.

Columns-4 - Provide information about ISO activities ,
...

22: Enter A if . . . the activity was undertaken, end documentetion or producte are available.
Enter P if .. . the' activity was attempted, butproclucts are not available due to Methodology

or other EtiIns.
Enter N/C if . . _the ecthiftilitieing undertaken, but Is not completed.

, Enter, N/A if . . . the activity is not applicable-or was not unddrtaken.

'

Approximste Date when fimt graduates
reached (or wift mead the lob. Obtained priority infoimation *outtalks (frequency,

May tolerant*, criticaliV, etc).

Anglyzed problem/system/existing course to determine
need for training develoPment.

N = New Come
E Existing Coarse-
() a Other Pumas*/ .

COURSEN

TRAINING PROGRAMS

FOR WHIC

JOB ANALYSIS OA

ARE AVAILABLE *

Anelized tasks into shipmate. conditions, end
standards.

Sehomd tasks for iraining on the Waif
of task priority informstion.

-Chlitered tasks and selected instruc-
tional setting on the basis of pilority
information, resources, dnd output
requirements. ,

Developed terminal and inter-
mediate learning

Sequenced end c red
objectives.

10

109



Developed, tried out, end'revised tests.

Identified kneeditigs and skills of enterlig tminies.

identified MIA) of looming reqi.rired for nth objective, and spriified corresponding
Owning actties.

identified media appropriate to type of lemming and learning activities.

Specified plan fop pacing, instructor tole, group/individuillized presentation,
scheduling, entry/exIt requirements, efc.

Reviewed/selected appropriate existing instruction motel:leis.

14 16 16

Authored/produced new instructioii Materials.

17

tad instructibn materials.

Conducted int.591 p.

Analyzid student performana (for internal
evaluption of course).

Is

Revised training eccording to results of
internal evaluation.

Determined if peduates were meeting
performance requirements on the job
(external/field evaluation).

10 21 22

Revissd training according to
results of external evalustion.

23

s.

110

135
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Turn page to list
addition& courses.
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Appndix_B

INCIDENCE BY SERVICE OF PREREQUISITES AND
PROCEDURES IN COURSES EXAMINED
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Appendix. 8

incidence by Sendai of Prerequisites and
Procedures in Courses Examined'

Need/Discrepency Analysis

Prerequisites

Present/
Accomplished

Absent/
Not Accomplished

Not Applicable/
Not Determined

1. Information is available about Army 2 0 5
possible discrepancies between Navy 11 1 11

training and field requjrements. Marine Corps 2 0 6
Air Force

4 16 1 -.I 3

Procedures

Army 2 5 01. Analyze initial and supple-
mentary information. Navy . 10 10 3

Marine Corps 2 2 3
Air Force 10 5 5

2. Identify and specify Army 2 5 0
discrepancy. Navy 9 11. - 3

Marine Corps 1 a 2 4
Air Force 11 5 4

3. Specify ISO entry point Army ,,,,,1" 6 0 .
and boundaries of redesign Navy 8 12 3.

process. Marine Corps 1 3
.

3
Air Force 9 6 5

Identification of Job All.rements

Prerequisites

None

Procedures
.

1. Construct provisional task list. Army 7 0 0
Navy 16 4 3,

Marine Corps 6 0
Air Force 9 9 2

112

(Continued)

Total number of courses eitemined in each Service: Army-7; Navy-23; Marine Corps-7; Air Force-20.



"Present/ Absent/ Not Applicable/
Accomplished Not Accomplished Not Determined

Identlficetion of Job Requirements
(Continued)

' 2. Verify and revise on basis of
review/survey of job

Army.

, Navy
8

11
incumbents. Marine Corps 4

Air Force 8

3. Collect 'ask Priority Army 5
information. Navy 7

Marine Corps 4
Air Force 8

Selection of Tasks for Training

Prerequisites

Army 71. TaSks performed in the
job ire listed. Navy 15

Marine Corps 7

t
Air Force 9

2. Information is available . Army 5
for establishing impohance Navy 7
of tasksand need for* . Marine Corps 2
training. Air Force 9

3.. Decision rules to be applied Army 3
to task. information are Navy 2
available.

.

Marine Corps
Air Force

1,
1

0
,..Procedures

Arrni. 21. Appl'y decision rules to
information for each task Navy 1

to determine training Marine Corps 1 .

priorities. Air Force 1

2. Select tasks for training Army 2
on basis of training Navy 2
priorities and resource Marine Corps 1

availability. Air Force 1
14 .)

(Continued)

1 0
8 4
1 2

10 4

1 1

12 4
.0 3

10 2

0 0
4 4
0 0
9 2

2 0
11 5

1 4
9 2

4 , 0
17 4

2 4
17 2

.

5 0.

113
4

1: 5
17 2

5 0
17 4

1 5
17 2

113
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Analysis of Tasks

Prerequisites

1, Tasks selected for veining
are listed.

Procedures

1. for each task specify for
the job environment:

Conditions of performance.

Behavioral elimonts.

Standards of performance.

.

Construction of Job Performance
Minium

Prerequisites

Present/ Absent/ Not Applicable/
Accbmplished Not Accomplished 'Not Determined

Army 7
NeNy 18
Mirine Corps 3 .

. \ir Force '15
.

Army 7
Navy . 3
Marine Corps 4
'Aft Force 2

Army 0
Navy 9
Marine Corps 4
Air Force 12

Army 7
Navy . 5
Marineegorps 4
Air Force 3

0 0
15 2
i 2
3 2

o 0
1n 5
0 3

14 4

o 1

9 5
0 3
4 4

0 o
14 4
o 3

14 3

1. Tasks selected for training Army 4 0 3
are listed. Navy 3 1 19

Marine Corot 1 0. 8
Air force 4 1 15

2. Training requirements for Army' 3 1 . r'-'' 3
these tasks have not been Navy 2 2 19
identified. Marine Corps 1 0 8

Air Force 2 3 15

Procedures

1 14

1. Construct a test far messuring Army 4 3 o
:it, performance of each task Navy 2 17 4
selected for training. Marine Corps o 4 3

Air Force .5 12 3

(Continued)

.139



S.

Conatruition of Job Performance
Measures (Continued)

Present/
Accomplished

Absent/
Not Accomplished

Not APPliabisI
Not Determined

2. Validate each Job Performance Army o 4 3
Meesure to insure that it pre- Navy 2 17

dicts task performance. Marine Corps 0 5 2
Air Force 1 12 7'

Selection of Setting

Prerequisites

Army 4 0 31. Tasks can be assigned to
any of several settings. Navy 8 4 10 5

Marine Corps 0 2 5
Air Force 6 11 3

2. Information is available Army 7

oncosts of training in Navy o. 1 22
different settings, Marine Corps 0 7

Air Force 2 18

3. Information is available Army 0 7

on effects of training in Navy , 1 22
different settings on total Marine Corps 0 : 7

system effectiveness. Air Force 0 2 ,18

Procedures

Army 3 4 01. Assign each task or
group of tasks to its Navy 7 15 1

aPPropriate setting. _Marin* Corps - 0 1

Air Force 6 12 2

Development of Training Obiectives
and Objectives Hierercbles

Prerequisites

Army
Navy

7

1/ 4
Cr,

2
1. Tasks selected for training

are listed.
Marine Corps 5 2
Air Force 15 1 2

S.

2. Information is available Army 7

about training constraints Navy !: 0 23
that make it necessary to
modify task requirements.

Marine Corps
Air Force g- o

7

20

(Contimmd)

115
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Develops's,* of Training Obiestives and
Objectives, Hierarchies (Continued)

3. Information is evailable about
how modification of task
rsquir:Ants will affect

. training efficiency.

4. Estimates of copabilities
of entering trainees for
learning and performing
etch task are available.

Procedures

1. Specify Alt requirements
(behaviors, conditions,
standards) for training.

2. PerfOrm hierarchical anal-
ysis of tasks to identify
intermediate training
objectives.

Development of AehievementTests

Prerequisites

1, Training objectives have
born specified.

2. Instructional materials have
not been developed.

Proceduiei

1. Determine appropriate
tYPes of tests based on
chsracteristics of obYsctives.

2. Construct tests to assess
attainment of objectives.

116

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy -
Merino Corri3
Air Force

Present/ Absent/ Not Applicable/
Accomplishad Not Accomplished Not Detenhined

5

0,

y
22

Marine Corps 5
Air Force 18

Army 3
Navy 7

Marine Corps 3
Air Force 1

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force .

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Fora

Army
Navy .

Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

21

5
. 18

(Contktued)

4

6
0
0
0

2

0

1

0

o-

3 3

12

2 1

3 15 ,

0

4
17

3
1

2

18

0

7

23
7

20

7
18
7

20

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2
2
2

1

3
4

. 2

4
22

5
20

3
3



0

Mend, Motion of Entry Behevior

.Prefequisites

1. Objectives have been derived-
through hierarchical anal-
ysis of tasks.

0

2. Tests are available to
measure objectives.

Procedures

1. Identify urn* that is
representative of trainees.

2. Administer tests to lam-
pie. and determine accu-
racy of earlier estimate of
e ntry behavior.

3, Add or delete objectives
as indicated by test
results, and repast cyclo.

Classlfleation of Objeatives and .

ideation of. Motivational Activities

Prerequisites

1. Information is available about
types of instructional activ-
ities appropriate to acquiring
diftwent tYPes of capebilities.

Procedures

1. Classify each objective or
woup of objectives accord-
ing to type- of capability.

2. Specify instrUctional activ-
ities for each objective accord-
ing to type of capability,

. Present/

s

Absent/ Not APlicabl*/
Accomplished No_tAccomplished Not Determined

Army
Navy
Marinetorps
Air Force

Army
NavY
Maririe Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force .

Army
Navy .

Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Nevy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Nevy
Wrine Corpi
Air Force

(Continued)

3
5
2
1

19
3

17

2
4

2

3
15
4

16

o

6
20

17

20

17

3
18
5

18

19

18

1

1

4
A
3

3

3

1

3

3
1

3

7

?3

20

2
3
2
2

1'
3
2
2

IT

4

e



bleetlea of instruelloosi Methods

Prerequisites

1. Setting has been specified.

2. Trainee cher....teristics
have been identified.

3. Instructional ectivities
have been specified.

4. Information is &Web!,
on how the mete mitt effec-
tiveness of alternate 'methods
vary for specified settinits,
trainee cherecteristickand
instructional activities.

:-"
Procedures

1. Specify-the methods of
instruction to fie employed
for each obiective or group
of obiectives.

Seleetion of Media

Prarequisites

1. Training designers are
free to mesa from a
range of media.

2. Instructional activities
hove been specified.

112

Methods of training have
been specified.

Army
Navy
Merino Corps
Air Forge

ArMy
Navy
Marine CcIrps
Air Force

'Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Mwine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
'Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Nosy
*rifts Corps
Air Force ,

Present/
Aosemplblied

8
22
6

18

0
0
0
0

0
1

0
0 /
O

0
0
0

6
22

5
18

0
3
06

3

0
4
D
0

(Condnued)

.1

Absent/
Not Aceompleshed

Not Applicable/
Not Determined

0
0
0
0

1

1

2

0 7

1 ,22
0 7
0 20

6 1

20 2
5 2

18 2

0* 7
1 22
0 7
2 18

0 1

0 1

0 2
0 2

1 6
5 15
0 7

S 3 14

1

16 3
5 2

18 2

0 4
1 4
0 7



-

Illsselon el Media Montinuedi

4. Information is available con-
WIWI* the ellPrOPiietwv

. of different media
mint different activities and
to be used lit oonfunctIon
with different methods.

6. Information Is available con-
cerning the costs of dif-
ferent media.

Procedures

1. Determine which media
win be lintel* to imple-
ment the instructional
activities.

2. Consider relative aids of
media determined above and
select mosteeco'nomical set
of media.

Army
Navy .

Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
New
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force- .

Army

Marine Corps
Air Force

,

Present/ Absent/ Not Applicable/
Accomplished Not Accomplished Not Determined

1

2

o'

7

23
7

20

7

23
7

20

5 1

19 2
5 2

le 2

1

19

2
1:\ 2

Grouping and Sequencing of
instnotIon,

Prerequisites

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy-
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps ..
Air Force

1

1

3
0
3

2

1.

2

3

2

6

2?

18

18
4'

14

4
13

3
9

4
18

2
10

.

1

1

1

1

1

4
3
3

1

5
3

1

4
3
4

1. Knowledis of the effects on
learning of different sequenc-
ing plans Winnable.

Procedures

1. Identify commonality of
subject matter and antici-
pated trimsfer of learning
between obiectives.

2. Identify degree of depend-
ency between objectives.

3. Select overall sequencing

PrinciPie(s).

4

(Conflnind)

/91

119
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..

0.

Gieuping antomprensin of
Instrisetion Montinutorn

,

4. Grotto and sequence
obipctives.

Develapmem of Plin for Authoring
and masuoing Information

Prerequisites

Present/ Absent/ Not Aoollooble/
Accomplished Not Aetshoolhhotl Not Daimons('

Army o o 1

Navy 21 o 2
Marine Crops 8 o 1

Air Force te o 2

1 . cQbactivss 7 instructional Army 0 8 1

. ivities, methods, and Navy 5 . 15 , 3
la have all been specified. Marine Corps o 5 . 2

Air Force o . 18 2

Procedures

1. Specify the content and Army 3 2 2
design of each lesson. Navy 13 6 4

Marine Corps . 1 3 3
Air Force 14 4 2'

2. Specify how the instruction Aimy . 6
will be cOnducted and Navy 21
managed: Marine COI ps 0

Air Force , 17

Review and lieleetionof
Existing Materials

prerequisites

1. Instructional activities have Army
been opecified. Navy

Marine Corps
Air Force

1

2
1

2

o , 5 2
5. . 15 3
0 5 2
0 18 2

2. Methods oaf training have . Army 5 0 2
been specifild. Navy. 20 0 3

Marine.Corps o o 1
, Air Force 18 o 2

3. Media have been. specified., Army ' 3 ' 2 2
Navy la 3 4
Marine Corps . 2 o 5
Air Force le 2 2

(Continued/
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I.

1

Review owl Nowise et
Mein MOM* Mani/mod)

13161MIL

1. Examine existing instructional
materials to determine whether
any meet the specifications
for instructional activities,
methods, and media.

2. Select materials or parts
of materials thin meet the
specifications of which
be efficiently revised

Authoring of I

Prerequisite'

1. Objectives have been
grouped and sequenced.

2. Instriictionel activities
have been specified.

3. Methods of traihing have
been specified.

4. Media have been specified.

5. Lesson structure and
content have been planned.

Procedures

1. Develop ken instruction.

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force.

Army
Navy
Marine.Oirps
Air Force

C.

Army
Navy
Marine CroPs
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy

- Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air' Force

a

Present/ Absent/. Not Applicable/
AccoMplished Not Accomplished Not Determined

(Continued)

5

4

4

5
21

a
17

5

29

17

3
18
2

16

2
14

1

16

4
14
5

13.

4
13

13

0

5
15

17

2
2
3
1

2

4
4
1

3
10

14

2
4
2
3

2
4
2
3

2
2
1

3

2
3
2
3

2
3
1

3

. 2
5
2
3

3

2
3

3
4

5

12 1

"



Authoring of Inetnietion (Continued)

2. Try out instruction on small
number of parsons representa-
tive of students. s"

3. ROVila end augrnent instruc-
tion as necessery..

Validation of Instruction )
Prerequisites

1. Object Ive-referenced
aChievement tests are
available.

Procedures

1. Specify achievement test
validation criteria (number

w and percent of persons in
,valkiption sample required
to pass.tests).

2. Specify additional valida-
tion criteria.

3. Present instructho, adminis-
ter achievement tests, analyze
results, revise instruction, and
repeat cycle until validation
criteria are met.

Internal Evaluation

Prerequisites

1. Records of students' perform-
ance on achievement tests are
availabk

122

Army
Nivy
Marine Corps,

Present/
AccompliNed

Absent/ Not Applicable/
Not Accomplished Not Determined

2
7

,o

3
12

2 .

. 2
4
5

AW Friers 1 14 5

Army 1 3 3
Navy 3 11 9
Marine Corps 0 2 5,

Air Force 1 14 5

Army 2

Navy 20 3
Marine Corps

6
1

Air Force lb 4

Army 0 3 4
Wiry 7 9 7

Marine Corps o 3 4
Air Force 15 5

N

Army 3 4
Navy 4 11 8
Marine Corps 0 3 4
Air Force 15 5

Army 2 2 3
Navy 7 11 5
Marine Corps 3 4.
Air Force 15 / 5

Army
Navy *
Maine Corps
Air Force

(Continued)

3

9
3

13

.117

4
14
4

6



Internal Evaluation (Continutd)

Z. Documentation is available of
whet occurred during the ISD
process, including rationales
for decisions, departures from
staklard prdcedures, etc.

Procedures

1. Specify evaluation Criteria
(number and percent of per-
sons required to psis tests;
etc.).v'

2. Identify the causes of
shortcomings in the instruc-
tion and specify revisions.

.._

.

External EnlUstion

Prerequisites

. 1. Access to supervisors and
job incumbents is possible"
soon after arrival of grad-
dates on the job.

Procedures

1. Construct evaluation instru
mants (mail questionnaires,
job sample tests, interview
guides, eks..).

2. Collect evaluation
information. "".,,N,

3. Analyze data, identify
causes of deficiences,
and specify revisions.

4

Present/ Absent/ Not ApPlicable/
Accomplished Not Acoemplished Not Determined

Army

tslavy 5
marin Corps o :r 3 4

s

3 4

Air Force 8 .7--+

Army 0
Navy 1

Marine Corps 0 ..
AirForce 3

Army 1

Navy 5
Marinetorps 0
Air F.orde 9

7

3 , , 4
,

- 10 12
3 4

12, , 5

2 4
7 11

3 4,
6 5

Army
Navy
Marine Corps
Air Force

3
8
3

10

Army 2
Nivy 1 8
Marine Corps 3
Air Force 6

..
Army 0
Navy 7
Marine Coeps 3
Air Force 6

. Army 0
Navy .3
Marine Corps 1

P
Air Force 4

'o 15
o 4

\.). 9
. ,

3 2 .4..,

5 10
0 4
7 7

3 4
5 11

0 4
7 7

2 5
7 13
1 4 15

7 9

41,

123


